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1. Introduction  
This thesis concerns the semantic relations between coordination, conditionality and interrogativity.  
A prime example of this convergence showing in a language’s morphology is Russian, where the 
question particle is li, the disjunctive marker is ili and the conditional marker is esli: all forms contain 
li. 
These relations have been partially observed by scholars within the fields of typology, 
grammaticalization and formal semantics. These frameworks all approach this phenomenon from a 
different perspective. In the formal semantic analysis of Cremers (2016) the semantics of the 
question operator is at the heart of both the disjunctive and the conditional operator, while in 
grammaticalization theory, the disjunctive operator is considered the start of the path disjunction  
question  conditional (Heine & Kuteva 2002). Both these approaches have in common, however, 
that disjunctions and conditionals are only related through questions. 
Haiman (1978) showed a cross-linguistic tendency for conditionals and interrogatives to be marked in 
the same way, taking the topic marker –ve in Hua as his starting point which marks both conditionals 
and questions.  According to Traugott (1985) the interrogative and the conditional are etymologically 
related in a variety of unrelated languages, such as Russian and Hua.    
 
Arsenijević (2011) noted the relation between the question particle, the conjunctive and disjunctive 
coordination in Serbo-Croatian and tentatively suggested that this might be a universal aspect of 
language. This analysis did not include the conditional. Cremers (2016) proposes there is semantic 
universality in the behavior of conditionals, disjunctions and questions, but that still leaves the 
question where the conjunction fits in. 
Thus, different studies have showed conceptual relations between sub-parts of the domain of 
interrogatives, conditionals, and disjunctive and conjunctive coordination, but an attempt to link all 
four of them has not yet been done. 
This thesis is an attempt to bridge this gap and create an extensive semantic space showing the 
relations among these concepts. For this purpose I will give a description of the use of the relevant 
particles and conjunctions in three unrelated languages: Dutch (Germanic, Indo-European), 
Macedonian (Slavic, Indo-European) and Wolof (Atlantic, Niger-Congo). Dutch and Macedonian are 
distantly related through their Proto-Indo-European origin, but Wolof is of a completely unrelated 
language family. Hence there are two levels of separation: (i) different language family and (ii) same 
family, different subfamily.  
From a cross-linguistic point of view it is interesting to look at unrelated languages, as to avoid areal 
or genetic factors. Wolof, being a Sub-Saharan African language, displays many characteristics that 
are not present in Standard Average European languages such as Dutch and Macedonian. 
Macedonian, in its turn, shows different patterns to Dutch as it belongs to the Balkan Sprachbund 
and is influenced by Turkic languages.  
As a starting point I take Macedonian, as this is similar to Serbo-Croatian by Arsenijević (2011) and 
thus shows similar patterns. Therefore, this forms a bridge between the previous research and my 
own. In a semantic grid for Macedonian, Dutch and Wolof I show (i) which concepts overlap in all 
three languages and (ii) which divisions of the conceptual space are language specific. Due to their 
different genetic, geographical and structural relation, these languages can offer us unique insights. 
Thus, this investigation contributes to the general understanding of cross-linguistic semantics. 
This thesis is organized as follows. First I elaborate on the background of this research, i.e. linguistic 
theories of conditionals, coordination and questions, previous findings about their semantic relations 
in the literature and my methodology in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 I discuss the data from Macedonian, 
in Chapter 4 Dutch and Wolof in Chapter 5. A discussion of the findings from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 
follows in Chapter 6 where the concepts are outlined in a grid representing the semantic space. 
Finally, in Chapter 7 I present my conclusion.  
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2. Background 
In this chapter I give an overview of the previous literature, starting with an overview of the different 
types of conditionals, questions and coordinators. In Section 2.1 I consider previous literature on the 
semantic convergence of these concepts. In Section 2.2 I elaborate on the methodology used for my 
own research.  
 
2.1 Previous literature 
In this section I first discuss the previous work on conditionals, questions and coordination 
separately. 
 
2.1.1 Conditionals 
Conditional sentences are a strategy of expressing a potential condition that is needed in order for an 
event to take place. In English, this is often verbally expressed using an if… then-construction.  
Conditionals sentence often include a conditional conjunction - such as if in English - which 
introduces the protasis of a conditional sentence.  
In example (1) the protasis, the part that states the condition, is marked in bold, while the apodosis, 
the part that states the consequence when that condition is borne out, is underlined. 
  
1)   If the weather is fine, we shall go for a walk.  
  protasis  apodosis 
(ex. 1 from Podlesskaya 2001:998) 
 
Greenberg (1963) has stated in his 14th universal that in the unmarked word order, the apodosis 
always follows the protasis. According to Haiman (1986) this is related to iconicity, as the condition 
needs to be known before the consequences can be known. Another common characteristic of 
conditionals is that the marking of conditionality is on the protasis rather than the apodosis. Cross-
linguistically, conditional markers can be affixes on verbs, or function words, the latter strategy being 
the preferred one for many Indo-European languages (Podlesskaya 2001).  
Furthermore, word-order strategies can be used to mark conditionality. These are mostly found in 
Germanic languages, such as Dutch. Consider example (2). 
2) Was  ik  in Parijs, had  ik de  
 be.1SG.PST PRO:1SG  in Paris have.1.SG.PST PRO:1SG DET.DEF.C  
  Louvre gezien. 
  Louvre see.PST.PTCP 
 ‘If I was in Paris, I would have seen the Louvre.’ 
 
In (2) the protasis Was ik in Parijs ‘Were I in Paris’ is a propositional question sentence on its own. 
This phenomenon is further elaborated upon in Chapter 4 on Dutch.  
The information given in the conditional is usually distributed between three devices (Podlesskaya 
2001): (i) conditional markers, (ii) TAM markers on the protasis or apodosis, (iii) optionally, other 
lexical elements such as adverbs.  
In order to be able to discuss conditionals, it is necessary to distinguish between different types of 
conditionals. The most prominent ones in the literature are (i) real or hypothetical, (ii) 
counterfactual, (iii) habitual, (iv) concessive and (v) speech act conditionals (Podlesskaya 2001). An 
overview of these is given in the following sections. 
2.1.1.1 Hypothetical conditionals 
Prototypical conditionals are of the hypothetical or ‘real’ type, as the one displayed in example (1), 
repeated here as example (3) (Podlesskaya 2001:998).  
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3)   If the weather is fine, we shall go for a walk.  
(ex. 1 from Podlesskaya 2001:998) 
 
The present tense on the verb in the main clause denotes that the conditional in (3) is hypothetical. 
The relation between the protasis and the apodosis is referred to as the material implication in logic 
(Veltman 1985) and in formal semantics has been attributed the truth values shown in Table 1. In this 
table a value of 1 denotes the truth of a proposition, while a value of 0 denotes that it’s false. For 
example, if both the premises p and q are true and thus have a truth value of 1, then the proposition 
‘if p then q’ or p → q is also necessarily true. 1 
p q p → q 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
Table 1: truth table of the material implication 
 
While this table is logically valid, it is not entirely applicable to natural language. 
According to Van der Auwera (1997) natural language conditionals differ from logical ones in that 
they can often not be evaluated by truth values, as sometimes the truth value of a conditional can 
not be interpreted, as in example (4). 
 
4)  If the weather is fine, shall we go for a walk? 
Another difference between the way the material implication is represtented in logic and the way 
conditionals are used is in the causal relation between the protasis and the apodosis. Natural 
language conditionals typically imply a causal relation which cannot be deduced from the truth 
values of the material implication (Comrie 1986). 
 
5)  If Paris is in France, two is an even number. 
(Comrie 1986:80) 
According to Comrie (1986) example (5) is uninterpretable in everyday language use, even though it 
is grammatical and logically valid.  
 
Thus, truth values alone do not capture the way conditionals are used and interpreted in natural 
language (Van der Auwera 1983, Clancy et al. 1997). In Section 2.1.1.5 I elaborate more on the use of 
conditionals in discourse.  
2.1.1.2 Counterfactual conditionals 
Counterfactuals are conditionals in which the protasis has not taken place and there is no real 
possibility for it to actually take place, i.e., the statement is given in hindsight.  
An example of a counterfactual conditional from Barwise (1986) is given in (6). 
6)  If Jim had asked Jack for help, then Jack would have helped him.  
(ex. 20 from Barwise 1986:34)  
 
                                                             
1 In this thesis I use the following logical symbols: → for the material implicaƟon, ¬ for the negaƟon, ∧ for the conjunction, 
∨ for the inclusive and ⊻ for the exclusive disjunction. Other symbols for the material implication include ⊃ and ⇒. Other 
symbols for the negation include ~ and !. Another symbol which is sometimes used for the conjunction is &. Other symbols 
used for the inclusive disjunction are + and ∥, while ⊕ is sometimes used for the exclusive disjunction. 
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The counterfactual conditional in (6) differs from the hypothetical conditional in the verbal tense that 
is employed, which in this case is the pluperfect.  
2.1.1.3 Habitual conditionals 
Habitual conditionals are statements in which the apodosis is always true when the protasis is true, 
regardless of the context. The utterance in (7a) may be true in a specific situation, but it isn’t 
necessary so that every time you stay I will leave and thus it is not a habitual conditional. Example 
(7b), on the other hand, is a habitual conditional, as it implies that there isn’t a single situation in 
which you keep flowers in the heat and they don’t go dry.   
 
7a)  If you stay, I will leave. 
7b)  If flowers are kept in the heat, they quickly wither away.  
(Podlesskaya 2001:1000) 
 
The difference between specific and habitual conditionals can be marked by tense, consider the 
minimal pair presented in examples (8a-b) from Barwise (1986:44).  
 
8a)  If it is snowing, then the sidewalks are slippery. 
8b) If it snows, then the sidewalks are slippery.  
(ex. 27 & 28 from Barwise 1986:44) 
In example (8a) the progressive tense is used, indicating that if it is snowing right now, the sidewalks 
are slippery at this moment. In example (8b) simple present tense is used, indicating that every time 
that it snows, the sidewalks are slippery. Unlike (8a), (8b) does not imply that it is snowing at the 
moment of speaking. 
2.1.1.4 Concessives and concessive conditionals 
Concessives, constructions with ‘even though’ or ‘although’ in English, include two clauses that are 
usually not associated. Concessive conditionals are conditional sentences that have a concessive 
element. This can take a scalar form, such as ‘even if’: an additive focus particle ‘even’ with a 
conditional conjunction ‘if’. Alternatively, they can be also marked by a disjuntive phrase in the 
protasis, such as ‘whether or not’ or a form containing a free choice universal quantifier, such as 
‘however much’ (Haspelmath & König 1998). Their semantic representation can be given as if p, then 
q and if ¬p, then q or p v ¬p  q (Haspelmath & König 1998:565). Thus, regardless of the truth of the 
protasis, the apodosis holds. 
An example of a concessive conditional is given in (9). 
 
9)  Even if we do not get any financial support, we will go ahead with our project.  
(ex. 1a from Haspelmath & König 1998:563) 
Concessive connectives are often compsed of a temporal or conditional connective and a focus 
particle, such as Serbo-Croation iako ‘and-if’ (cf.Macedonian in Chapter 3), Iranian (a)gartscheh ‘if-?’ 
and Finnish joskin ‘if- also’ (König 1986:240). 
The focus particle takes scope over the whole conditional (Haspelmath & König 1998). Alternative 
concessive conditionals can be based on embedded interrogatives, conditionals or two subjunctives 
combined with a disjunction. The construction which consists of a focus particle and the conditional 
conjunction is distributed throughout Europe according to the map provided by Haspelmath & König 
(1998). 
Goodman (1955) notes that concessive conditionals, contrary to hypotheticals, habitual conditionals 
and counterfactuals, deny that there is a connection between the two propositions. According to 
Comrie (1986), the fact that concessive conditionals explicitly deny the causal link between the two 
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propositions, is evidence for two types of causal connections: a negative and a positive one.  
Thus the concessive conditional can be formulized as follows: both if p and if not p, q, which explains 
why the conjunctive coordination enters the concessive conditional in a language like Serbo-Croatian. 
2.1.1.5 Speech act conditionals 
In this section I will briefly consider speech acts in which conditionals can be employed. 
Speech act conditionals as described by Dancygier & Sweetser (2005:113) are utterances which at 
the syntactic level are identical to hypotheticals. However, in speech acts conditionals the apodosis is 
not conditionally modified, as is exemplified in (10). 
 
10)  If you need any help: my name is Ann.  
(ex. 1 from Dancygier & Sweetser 2005:110) 
 
In example (10) it is clear that there is no causal relation between the hearer’s needing help and the 
speaker’s name being Ann. The causal relation is however present in the common ground, as (10) can 
be paraphrased as: ‘if you need any help, I will help you, therefore let me introduce myself so that 
you will know who to ask for help.’ 
Similarly, there is no direct causal relation in (11).  
 
11)  If you run out of petrol, there is a garage down the road.  
(ex. 13 from Johnson-Laird 1986:61) 
 
In this case the protasis is not a condition for the apodosis to be true, but a condition for the 
information given by the apodosis to be relevant for the addressee (Austin 1961, as cited in Johnson-
Laird 1986). This form of linking is referred to as illocutionary, while the type of causal relation found 
in real or hypothetical conditionals is referred to as content level linking (Haspelmath & Köning 
1998:589). 
In this sense, these speech act conditionals are similar to concessive conditionals: the apodosis is 
always true, regardless of the protasis. However, the difference between the concessive conditional 
and the speech act conditional is that in the concessive conditional any causal relation is actively 
denied, while in the speech act conditional the causal relation is not directly between the protasis 
and the apodosis, but between the protasis and the utterance itself. The possibility stated in the 
protasis is reason the speaker to utter that sentence.  
 
Furthermore, conditional sentences can be pragmatically employed for the formulation of polite 
requests and hedging (Brown & Levinson 1987). According to Ford (1997) conditionals are used in 
conversation for being agreeable, making difficult moves hypothetical and proposing other’s actions, 
among others. 
According to Clancy et al. (1997:32) conditionals are also often used as threats, orders, prohibitions, 
suggestions, promises and warnings. An example of a case in which a conditional is used to give an 
order is given in (12). 
12)  Ha migakanakya dame ne. 
  ha migaka-nakya dame  ne 
  teeth brush-COND not.be.good PRT 
  Lit. 'If you don't brush your teeth, it's no good.' 
  'You must brush your teeth/Brush your teeth.'  
(Japanese, ex. 2 from Clancy et al. 1997:20)  
 
Thus, as can be seen in (12), Japanese and Korean use conditional morphemes to express deontic 
modality (Clancy et al. 1997). This relation between conditionality and deontic mood and modality is 
also present in Macedonian and Dutch (see Chapter 3 and 4). 
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Concluding, while the conjunction tells us that we are dealing with a conditional, the specification of 
the type of conditional usually comes from the tense, aspect or mood marking on the verb. 
In the next section I present an overview of interrogatives. 
 
2.1.2 Interrogatives 
According to Siemund (2001) there are three types of neutral interrogatives: (i) polar interrogatives, 
also known as yes-no questions or propositional questions, (ii) constituent interrogatives, also known 
as wh-questions or content questions, and (iii) alternative interrogatives. Tag questions are 
considered non-neutral or conducive questions, as they are not neutral questions but are uttered 
when the speaker seeks the hearer’s agreement (Wiezbicka 2003). 
 
It is clear that there are many terms in use for the same phenomena, thus it is imperative to clearly 
define the terminology. I will use the term propositional questions, content questions and alternative 
questions is this thesis.  
Propositional questions ask whether a proposition or its negation is true. The answer, however, is not 
entirely polar, as it can be anywhere on a scale between ‘yes’ and ‘no’, including ‘maybe’, ‘probably’ 
and ‘probably not’ or even assigning no value to the proposition whatsoever with ‘I don’t know’. For 
this reason I use the term propositional questions rather than polar or yes/no questions.  
Content questions ask about the values of an open proposition. These contain what has been often 
called a wh-word such as ‘who’ or ‘what’, but I will avoid using this term due to its Anglocentric 
nature.  
Alternative interrogatives ask about which of a closed set of given alternatives is true; these 
questions contain a disjunction.  
 
In the remainder of this thesis I focus mostly on propositional questions, alternative questions and 
tag questions, as these are the most related to disjunctive and condtional markers.  
 
Propositional interrogatives can be formed from declarative sentence with the use of (i) intonation, 
(ii) particles or (iii) word order (Siemund 2001). Often a combination of these is used. 
Verb-first order, along with intonation, is employed for questions in Germanic languages, such as 
Dutch (see Chapter 4).  An example is presented in (13). 
13) Was je in Parijs? 
  was  je in Parijs 
 be.2SG.PST PRO:2SG in Paris 
 ‘Were you in Paris?’ 
Germanic languages typically do not have question particles, although Dutch of ‘or’ could be 
considered a type of question marker (Cremers 2016, see Chapter 4 for discussion).  
An example of a prototypical question particle is ndax in Wolof, shown in (14).  
14) Ndax dinga dem marse? 
  ndax di:nga dem marse 
  Q FUT:2SG go market 
  ‘Will you go to the market?’ (Diouf 2009:44) 
 
In (14) the particle ndax ‘Q’ is added sentence-initially to mark the interrogativity. The position of the 
verb is the same in interrogative and declarative sentences. Thus, both these languages contain an 
element in the left periphery to mark interrogativity. 
 
Furthermore, questions can be subordinated. In English this is marker ‘whether’ or ‘if’, as in (15). 
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15)  I asked whether you would come. 
 
Propositional questions are also related to exclamatives, as according to Haspelmath & König (1998) 
some languages have polar exclamatives, comparable in form to propositional questions, i.e., ‘Is she 
rich!’   
Tag questions are also related to exclamations, according to Wierzbicka (2003). An example of such a 
tag question in English is given in (16a), while a typical question tag is shown in (16b). 
 
16a)  Isn’t that lovely?   (Wierzbicka 2003:45) 
b)  Maria is Italian, isn’t she?  (Wierzbicka 2003:225) 
 
Tag questions are conducive questions, questions in which a certain answer is expected by the 
speaker and an attempt to get confirmation from the hearer. Like exclamations, they often carry 
emotive value.  
As can also be seen in (16a-b), the negation often appears in tags, often as a way to reverse the 
polarity of the main utterance. 
 
2.1.3 Coordination 
According to the definition by Dik (1968:25) coordination refers to a ‘construction consisting of two 
or more members which are equivalent as to grammatical function, and bound together at the same 
level of structural hierarchy by means of a linking device’.  
According to Haspelmath (2007), there are three different types of coordination: conjunctive 
coordination, adversative coordination and disjunctive coordination.  
 
2.1.3.1 Conjunctive coordination 
Conjunction is logically denoted as p ∧ q. As can be seen in Table 2, the conjunction is only true when 
both of the conjuncts are true.  
 
p q p ∧ q 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
Table 2: truth values of conjunction. 
 
In some languages the comitative and the coordinating conjunction are denoted by the same 
linguistic element, this strategy is common in Sub-Saharan Africa and thus also in Wolof (see Chapter 
5). Another source from which the conjunction marker can be derived is a focus particle such as ‘too’ 
(Haspelmath 2007), which seems to be the case in Macedonian (see Chapter 3).  
Conjunction can be interpreted as Boolean, or as collective. For example, ‘John and Mary won the 
lottery’ can be interpreted as ‘John won the lottery and Mary won the lottery’ (Boolean) or as ‘John 
and Mary won the lottery together’ (collective). 
Conjunction can be natural or accidental. In natural conjunction the two conjoined elements are 
semantically related, such as ‘cats and dogs’, while in accidental conjunction any two nouns can be 
coordinated, such as ‘the cat and the cactus’. Another type of conjunction is representative 
conjunction in which the conjunctions are representative examples of a larger set, which can be 
denotated with ‘and such’. These distinctions are relevant for Dutch, which is discussed in Chapter 4.  
Furthermore, two coordinated clauses are often interpreted as having a causal relation, consider 
example (17): 
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17)  She took arsenic and fell ill.   
(ex. 9 from Dik 1968:265) 
 
In (17) ‘fell ill’ is interpreted as being caused by the previous clause ‘she took arsenic’. Thus, there is a 
causal relation implied by coordination, as there is a causal relation implied in conditional 
constructions.  
2.1.3.2 Disjunctive coordination 
Disjunction is logically denoted as p ∨ q, which refers to the inclusive disjunction. The inclusive 
disjunction has the truth table as presented in Table 3. 
 
p q p ∨ q 
1 1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
Table 3: truth values of disjunction. 
The difference between the inclusive and exclusive disjunction is that the exclusive disjunction is not 
true when both p and q are true.  
In logic, there is a separate symbol for exclusive disjunction, namely ⊻.  In natural language, however, 
this distinction does not seem to be morphologically made. Exclusivity in disjunction can be coerced 
by a correlative constructions such as ‘either… or’.  
A special type of disjunction is the metalinguistic disjunction, in which two alternative names for the 
same entity are given. Some languages, like Italian which is used as an example in Haspelmath (2007) 
only allow certain disjunctive markers in this environment. Consider example (18). 
 
18)  L’Irlanda o/ovvero/*oppure l’isola verde. 
  la Irlanda o ovvero oppure la isola verde 
  DET.DEF Ireland DISJ DISJ DISJ DET.DEF island green 
  ‘Ireland, or the green island.’   
(Italian, ex. 72a from Haspelmath 2007:27) 
 
In (18) the disjunctive marker oppure ‘or’ is not felicitous in the context of a metalinguistic 
disjunction. This distinction is also present in Dutch, which reserves the disjunctive marker oftewel 
‘or’ for metalinguistic disjunctions (see Chapter 4).  
Disjunction is often Boolean, which means that a disjunction like ‘John or Mary came’ can be written 
as ‘John came or Mary came’ (Payne 1995, as cited in Cremers 2016). 
The final main type of coordination discussed in Haspelmath (2007) is the adversative coordination. 
 
2.1.3.3 Adversative coordination 
Adversative coordination, in which two entities or clauses are contrasted, is formed in English with 
‘but’ (Haspelmath 2007). However, some languages also have a separate substitutive adversative 
coordinator, similar to English ‘but rather’ and also an oppositive coordinator, which is semantically 
between ‘but’ and ‘and’. These different types of adversative coordinators are found in Slavic 
languages. Polish and Serbo-Croatian, for example, have the oppositive coordinator a (Haspelmath 
2007, Arsenijević 2011) and Serbo-Croatian has the substitutive adversative coordinator nego ‘but’. 
These different types of adversative coordinators can also be found in Macedonian (see Chapter 4). 
2.1.4 Patterns of cross-linguistic semantic convergence 
As mentioned in the introduction, some of these relations have already been looked at from 
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diachronic and synchronic perspectives. In this section I give a brief overview of the previous work of 
these relations. 
According to Haspelmath (2000) function words often have multiple senses or uses, because they 
have more abstract or general meanings. When a word can cover the same concepts in multiple 
languages, it is likely that it is polysemous or monosemous. 
 
An example of such overlap in meaning is in coordinated conditinoals, i.e., conditional meanings 
denoted by coordinated clauses (Bolinger 1977). In fact, in child directed speech, Clancy et al. (1997) 
found that conditionals with ‘and’ and ‘or’ were more frequent than conditionals with ‘if’. In such 
sentences, disjunctive coordination often relates to a negated conditional, while conjunctive 
coordination often relates to an affirmative conditional. This is illustrated by examples (19a-b) from 
Bolinger (1977:164). 
19a)  Eat your spinach and you'll be strong.  
  can be paraphrased as: ‘If you eat your spinach, you’ll be strong.’ 
b)   Eat your spinach or I'll spank you. 
  can be paraphrased as: ‘If you don’t eat your spinach, I’ll spank you.’  
(Bolinger 1977:164) 
Coordinated conditionals are coordinate sentences with the following characteristics: the first 
conjunct is usually a clause without an overt subject, the second conjunct a declarative, and the two 
are conjoined by and or or.  
This is also attested by Anthasiadou and Dirven (1997:93), who state that the conceptual domain of 
conditionality is not only expressed with conditional sentences, but also coordinated and 
subordinated sentences. An example of a condtitional being expressed with a subordinated because-
clause is given in (18). 
 
20)  Because there is no water in the radiator, the engine will overheat. 
  paraphrase of ‘If there is no water in the radiator, the engine will overheat.’ 
(ex. 8a from Anthasiadou & Dirven 1997:93) 
 
Thus, conditionals express meanings that can also be captured by coordination and subordination. 
Furthermore, Cremers (2016) notes that in many languages there is an overlap between disjunctions, 
conditionals and questions. In these cases the same linguistic item is used for either disjunctions and 
questions or questions and conditionals. Crucially, there has been no language thus far in which the 
same linguistic item is used for forming conditionals and disjunctions, but this item is not found in 
questions. Thus, questions are at the center of this relation. This can also be attested by Heine & 
Kuteva (2002) who note both the shift from disjunctive to question marker and the shift from 
question marker to conditional marker. As such, we get the direction disjunction -> question particle 
-> conditional. The grammaticalization of the conditional marker is thoroughly described by Traugott 
(1985). She lists five possible sources for the conditional conjunction: (i) words for modality, (ii) 
copula constructions, (iii) interrogatives, (iv) topic markers and (v) temporal words. 
Conditionals are related to questions in Russian (Haspelmath 2000), as can be seen in the forms esli 
‘if’ and li ‘Q’. 
According to Haspelmath & Köning (1998:578) not just conditionals are related to questions, but also 
specifically concessive conditionals are related to embedded questions. The clause ‘Even if he is 
interested’ can be paraphrased as ‘I don’t know if he is interested, but it doesn’t matter.’ 
The relation between conditionals and questions has been noted by Haiman (1978) for Hua. He 
posited that this might be a cross-linguistic tendency between conditionals and topics. Thus, 
conditionals and questions are related to each other through topics.  
A different view, at least for Chadic languages, however, comes from Caron (2006), who states there 
is a relation in those languages between conditionals and focus, rather than topic. Caron (2006) 
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further states that since focus is a complex operation, conditionals don’t have to share all the 
components with it but only a part of them, such as the assertative part of focus or propositionaol 
questions. Thus, questions and conditionals can be related to both topic and focus.  
As has been stated in the introduction, Arsenijević (2011) noted the relation between the question 
particle li, the conjunctive coordination i ‘and’ and the disjunctive coordination ili ‘or’ in Serbo-
Croatian, suggesting that the disjunction is built up from the conjunction and the question particle. 
The disjunctive coordination thus is a combination of the additive semantics of the conjunctive 
coordination and the alternative semantics of the focus or question particle. More on this discussion 
can be found in Chapter 3 on Macedonian. The semantics of alternatives, however, have also been 
salient in the analysis of the Hausa particle koo by Zimmermann (2008). The particle koo is a 
conditional, disjunctive, question marker and scalar particle. These concepts, according to 
Zimmermann (2008), are all related to the semantics of alternatives. These semantics are discussed 
in the following section. 
 
2.1.5 The semantics of alternatives and possible worlds 
The interpretation of conditionals is based on the positing of possible worlds, other than the one we 
are now, in which the protasis has a truth value of 1 (Stalnaker 1976). For every proposition, there is 
a subset if possibile worlds in which this proposition is true. To interpret conditionals, we must be 
able to imagine states of affairs outside of our direct reality (Johnson-Laird 1986).  
Possible world semantics is often used in modal logic. The notion of possible worlds is related to the 
notion of alternatives. Scalar or focus expressions and propositional questions evoke a set of 
alternatives. Similary, disjunctive operators evoke a set of delimited alternatives, often only two. 
Thus, all these functional words have a similar semantic intepretation.  
According to Dancygier & Sweetser (2005) we set up alternative mental spaces when interpreting 
conditionals.  
According to Haspelmath & König (1998) all questions denote functions which pick out a set of 
propositions whuch constitute a true answer in that situation (Karttunen 1977, as cited in 
Haspelmath & König 1998).  
Negation, interrogatives and conditionals are all downward entailing, which means that they entail 
more specific contexts, rather than more general ones, as is the case with declaratives.  
Another semantic overlap between conditionals, questions and disjunctions is that they are all non-
veridical, i.e., the truth of the utterance is not asserted. When a disjunction is used, none of the 
disjunctunts is actually entailed. Similarly, propositional questions and conditional protases make no 
assertion of the truth of the proposition that is put forward (Cremers 2016).  
Thus, semantically, there is a reason for these concepts to be marked with the same function word 
cross-linguistically. However, there is still a lot of variation in languages and only a small percentage 
of them mark questions, disjunctions and conditional all with the same function word, like Hausa 
(Zimmermann 2008). The way in which this variation presents itself is described in detail for 
Macedonian, Dutch and Wolof in the following three chapters. First, however, I present the 
methodology used for conducting this research in the following section.  
2.2 Methodology 
The data I gathered for this research were gained from fieldwork, analyses of written texts, corpora, 
previous literature and my native intuitions regarding Macedonian, which is my heritage language 
and Dutch, my dominant language. 
The fieldwork was conducted in Dakar in Senegal, Leiden in The Netherlands and Skopje and Štip in 
Macedonia. It consisted of elicitation with verbal, picture and video stimuli, judgement tasks, and 
prompted discussions. Further details on the stimuli can be found in Section 2.2.1 and the Appendix. 
Data is recorded with an M-audio MicroTrack II recorder. Some data come from notes I have taken 
when I couldn’t record or lost a recording. 
Recordings were annotated using Elan 4.9.4. Part of the data was also analyzed in fLEX. Examples in 
the text that come from my own fieldwork are referenced with the initial of the consultant and the 
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time at which the utterance is made. 
I spent six weeks in Dakar where I worked with 40 consultants, almost all students at the Université 
Cheikh Anta Diop (UCAD), aged between 20 and 41. In Macedonia I worked for two weeks with 15 
consultants, aged between 14 and 79. In Leiden I worked with 10 consultants, aged between 19 and 
25, all students at Leiden University. Additionally, I had the help of one field consultant in Dakar who 
helped me set my fieldwork up. Some of the data were checked in The Netherlands after the 
fieldwork had taken place. For this I had the help of two Wolof speaking consultants and two 
Macedonian speakers in The Netherlands. 
Consent from participants was obtained either verbally or through a consent form.  
For the Dutch data I additionaly used the Corpus Hedendaags Nederlands (CHN), which can be 
accessed at http://corpushedendaagsnederlands.inl.nl/ and the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (CGN) 
which can be requested through http://tst-centrale.org/nl/ . 
Lastly, there are examples taken from previous literature. In that case the glosses have been 
modified to be consistent with the glosses I use.  
 
2.2.1 Stimuli 
The pictures used for elicitation consisted of pictures drawn by myself using ArtRage Studio Pro, as 
well as pictures found through Google images. All stimuli can be found in the Appendix.  
The verbal stimuli consisted of the logical connectives elicitation list (Levinson 1995). Discussions 
were prompted using logical reasoning stories (Senft 2003), African dilemma tales, specifically the 
Wolof ones (Bascom 1975) and topics for discussion, such as ‘Are you for or against polygamy?’ 
Furthermore, the storyboard Getting the Story Straight (San Roque 2012), a picture elicitation 
technique that also prompts discussion, was used. In groups of two or three, consultants have to 
describe pictures which later turn out to form a story. The consultants then have to arrange the 
pictures in the right order and tell the story. Because a lot of things are depicted in these images, the 
consultants tend to discuss among each other about what is happening rather than just naming 
things.  
Additionally, I asked some consultants to tell me what they did that day or to tell me stories.  
Stimuli I designed consisted of colored pictures of a woman sitting pensively at a table with two food 
items or two objects in front of her. She had a finger on her chin. There were versions of the picture 
where the woman had both of the items depicted above her in thought bubbles with question marks, 
implying she was thinking about which one to choose. An example is shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: picture stimulus to elicitate coordinated clauses or questions. 
 
Another set of stimuli drawn by myself consisted of black and white line drawings of a woman 
standing at a road that diverges in two, each leading to different items. The items were a pineapple 
plant, a fruit-bearing tree, a fallen man and a tree on fire. An example is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: picture stimulus to elicitate coordinated clauses or conditionals. 
 
Participants always had to name the separate objects of the picture first before describing the whole 
event. Sometimes they were asked to think about what will happen in the picture or what they 
would do. 
The further pictures included pictures of crossroads and car theory pictures from Google images. 
There were also distractor pictures which did involve complex events but did not involve decision-
making. These distractor pictures were partly obtained from Google images and partly from Maxime 
Tulling’s MA thesis (2016).   
2.2.2 Semantic space 
The speech data is used to see which conjunctions and particles mark the concepts of conditionality, 
interrogativity and coordination in the three respective langaues. The results are set out in a 
semantic map for each language and a semantic grid for all the three languages combined in Chapter 
6. The semantic grid consists of an outline of all the relevant concepts with the delimitation of the 
space shown per language in a different colour.  
According to Haspelmath (2000) semantic maps are well suited for finding universal semantic 
relationships and thus also make predictions about semantic change. When several concepts in a 
language are expressed by the same linguistic element, this element can either be monosemous and 
thus vague between the functions or polysemous, in which case the different functions represent 
different senses. A semantic map is not restricted by the difference between vagueness and 
polysemy, which according to Haspelmath (2000) is an advantage. 
All the concepts that will be discussed and mapped out in this thesis are presented in Table 4, 
together with the function words that are used to express them in respectively Macedonian, Dutch 
or Wolof. 
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 Macedonian Dutch Wolof 
Disjunctive 
coordination 
ili ‘or’, dali ‘Q’ of, ofwel, danwel, 
oftewel, hetzij ‘or’ 
mbaa, walla, am, 
ndax, mbaate ‘or’ 
Conjunctive 
coordiantion 
i ‘and’ en ‘and’, zowel… als 
‘both... and’ 
te ‘and’, ag/ak ‘and’, 
‘with’ 
Q-particle li ‘FOC’, dali ‘Q’, da ne 
‘Q’, zar ‘Q’ 
(of) ‘or’ 2 ndax, mbaa, eske, 
xanaa ‘Q’ 
Adversative 
coordination 
a, ali, ama, nego, tuku, 
no, ami ‘but’ 
maar ‘but’ waaye, wante  ‘but’ 
Conditional conjunction  ako ‘if’, da ‘SBJ’, dokolku 
‘as soon as’, koga 
‘when’, li ‘FOC’ 
als ‘if’ bu, su ‘if’, ‘when’ 
Negation ne ‘not’, ni ‘nor’ niet ‘not’, noch ‘nor’ du ‘not’, déet ‘no’, bul 
‘don’t’ 
Concessive 
(conditional) 
iako ‘although’, i da 
‘even if’ 
zelfs als, ofschoon bu/su… sax, doonte 
bu/su, mem bu/su 
‘even if’ 
Tag question neli ‘isn’t it’ of ‘or’, of niet ‘or not’ walla ‘or’, am deet ‘or 
not’, du ‘not’, tedu 
‘isn’t it’ 
Exclamation zar, ami, ma 
‘disapproving’ 
en of! ‘for sure!’ mbaa ‘or’, xanaa ‘I 
hope’, ndaxam ‘Q’, 
ndekete ‘wow’ 
Manner kako da, koda ‘as if’, za 
da ‘in order to’ 
alsof  ‘as if’, zoals, als, 
zo... als ‘like’ 
na, ni, naka ‘how’ 
Table 4: overview of particles and conjunctions with their concepts used in Macedonian, Dutch and 
Wolof. 
Having given an overview of all the relevant concepts, I continue by examining Macedonian, the first 
of the three languages, in detail.  
 
                                                             
2 Of ‘or’ is put between brackets in this table, because it only functions as a question marker in embedded 
clauses, and thus is more restricted in use than the question particles in Macedonian and Wolof. 
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3. Macedonian 
Macedonian is a South Slavic language, related to Serbo-Coratian and Bulgarian, and spoken mostly 
in Macedonia and surrounding areas. The language has about 1.5 million speakers, according to the 
Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2016).  
 
The orthography I will use here is the standard Romanization of Macedonian Cyrillic, as employed by 
Friedman (2002). In Table 5 the Cyrillic orthography in which the Macedonian language is most 
commonly written is shown in the first column. In the second column the corresponding 
Romanization is given, while the corresponding IPA symbol is given in the third. 
Cyrillic orthography Standard Romanization IPA symbol 
a a a 
б b b 
в v v 
г g g 
ѓ ǵ ɟ 
д d d̪ 
e e ɛ 
ж ž ʒ 
з z z ̪
ѕ dz  d̪ ͡ z̪ 
и i i 
j j j 
к k k 
ќ ḱ c 
л l ɫ (l) 
љ lj ʎ 
м m m 
н n n̪ 
њ nj ɲ 
o o ɔ 
п p p 
p r r 
с s s ̪
т t t ̪
у u u 
ф f f 
x h x 
ц c t ̪͡ s ̪
ч  č tʃ͡   
џ dž dຏʒ 
ш š ʃ 
Table 5: Macedonian orthography  
 
The IPA transcription is based on the inventory given by Friedman (2002) for Standard Macedonian, 
based on the Prilep-Bitola dialect, which also contains Skopje, where most of my consultants are 
from. 3 
                                                             
3 Some notes on the phonology: According to Friedman (2002), the /ʎ/ is pronounced as the sequence /lj/ in Standard 
Macedonian. However, in colloquial use, especially in the Skopje area - possibly under influence of Serbian - /ʎ/ can be 
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3.1 Introduction to the grammar of Macedonian 
Macedonian is a pro-drop language with a basic SVO word order (Friedman 1993). However, a lot of 
variation in the word order is possible; consider the following examples from Lazarova-Nikovska 
(2003:130).  
 
21a) Jana saka sladoled.  
  Jana saka  saldoled 
  Jana want-3SG.PRES ice.cream  
  ‘Jana likes ice cream.’ (SVO, unmarked) 
b)  Saka Jana sladoled.  
  saka  Jana sladoled 
  want-3SG.PRES Jana ice.cream  
  ‘Jana does like ice cream.’ (VSO, verb focus) 
c) Sladoled saka Jana.  
  sladoled saka  Jana 
  ice.cream want-3SG.PRES Jana 
   ‘It’s ice cream that Jana likes .’ (OVS, object focus) 
d)  Saka sladoled Jana.  
  saka  sladoled Jana  
  want-3SG.PRES ice.cream Jana 
  ‘She likes ice cream, Jana.’ (VOS, VP focus) 
(examples 1-4 from Lazarova-Nikovska 2003:130, translations adapted) 
 
Since the subject Jana in (21a-d) is cross-referenced on the verb saka ‘want/like’, it can be omitted. 
In fact, almost all lexical nouns can be omitted when they are in the common ground. When objects 
and indirect objects are definite, they are obligatorily expressed using accusative and dative 
proclitics, therefore their lexical DP counterparts can also be dropped (Rudin et al. 1999, Tomić 
2001). Friedman (2002) refers to these clitics as short versions of the personal pronouns. An example 
of the use of object clitics is shown in (22a-c). 
 
22a) mu  go  dad-ov  vesnik-ot  na Jovan 
  3SG.M.DAT 3SG.M.ACC give-1SG.PST newspaper-DET.M to Jovan 
  ‘I gave the newspaper to Jovan.’ 
b) *dad-ov vesnik-ot  na Jovan 
 give-1SG.PST newspaper-DET.M to Jovan 
  Intended: ‘I gave the newspaper to Jovan.’ 
c) mu  go  dad-ov 
 3SG.M.DAT 3SG.M.ACC give-1SG.PST 
 ‘I gave it to him.’ 
 
When the overtly realized objects in (22a) are known in the discourse, they can be omitted, resulting 
in (22c). Thus a sentence like (22c) has the structure [IO=O=V-S]. The use of these clitics is obligatory, 
hence the ungrammaticality of (22b).  
A full paradigm of the object clitics can be found in Table 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                              
heard rather than /lj/, hence I use /ʎ/ in this table. The default pronunciation of the л is the velarized /ɫ/; the /l/ occurs as 
an allophone in front of front vowels. The schwa is also attested in Macedonian, however not phonemically. 
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 ACC DAT 
1sg me mi 
2sg te ti 
3sg.m/n go mu 
3sg.f ja i 
refl se si 
1pl ne ni 
2pl ve vi 
3pl gi im 
Table 6: the Macedonian object clitics 
 
The verbal system in Macedonian has a wide variety of TAM marking. The major tenses and aspects 
are the present, future, aorist, imperfect, be-perfect, have-perfect and the pluperfects (Lindstedt 
2010). Subjunctivity is marked with the preverbal subjunctive particle da ‘SBJ’, as shown in (23). 
 
23) Sakam da jadam sladoled. 
  sak-am  da jad-am  sladoled 
want-1SG.PRES SBJ eat-1SG.PRES ice.cream 
‘I want to eat ice cream/I like eating ice cream.’ 
 
In the translation of (23) English uses an infinitive. Due to the loss of infinitives in Macedonian, 
constructions which in English are expressed using an infinitive, in Macedonian are formed using the 
subjunctive particle da. The subjunctive can also be employed to form counterfactual conditionals 
and imperatives (see Section 3.2.2). 
Furthermore, Macedonian marks evidentially in a way which is to be considered distinct from mood: 
with the so-called l-participle (Friedman 2003, Lindstedt 2010). This verb form is most often used in 
storytelling, as it implies that the source of the information is hearsay or reportative. Compare the 
minimal pair presented in (24a-b). 
 
24a) Jovan be:še  vo Kanada. 
 Jovan to.be:PST in Canada 
 ‘Jovan was in Canada.’  
b) Jovan bi:l  vo Kanada. 
 Jovan to.be:HS in Canada 
  ‘(Apparently) Jovan was in Canada.’ 
 
In the literature, the l-participle is often glossed as L.PTCP or L-PART (Tomić 2001). This gloss is only 
related to form and not to meaning. The suffix -l is what formally marks the reported evidential, thus 
I proceed glossing it as HS for ‘hearsay’ in accordance to the glosses used by Aikhenvald (2004).  
 
As for the negation in Macedonian, it is formed by adding the negative particle ne to the verbal 
complex (Tomić 2001). An example of how the negation is standardly employed is shown in example 
(25).  
 
25)  Toj ne mu gi dava jabolkata. 
  toj ne mu  gi  dava  jabolk:a-ta 
  he NEG CL.DAT.3SG.M CL.ACC.3SG.M give-3SG.PRES apple:PL-DET.PL  
  He is not giving him the apples. (ex 3b from Tomić 2001:649) 
 
Macdonian has negative concord, meaning that indefinites used in combination with a negation are 
themselves also negative. This is illustrated in example (26). 
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26)  Ne jadev ništo/*nešto 
  Ne jade-v  ni-što  ne-što. 
  NEG eat-1SG.PST NEG-what INDF-what 
  ‘I didn’t eat anything.’ 
 
Note that ništo ‘nothing’ is not a negative polarity item, like English ‘anything’, because it is not 
licensed by downward entailing environments in general, as shown in (27), where is is ungrammatical 
in a question. 
 
27)  Jadeše li nešto/*ništo? 
  jade-š-e li ne-što  ni-što 
  eat-2SG-PST FOC INDF-what NEG-what 
  ‘Have you eaten anything?’ 
 
Furthermore, ne ‘not’ can be combined with the focus marker li to form the tag question neli ‘isn’t 
it?’ (see Section 3.3.4). 
The negative correlative coordination, which in English is denoted with ‘neither… nor’ in Macedonian 
is denoted using ni… ni (Koneski 1967), which appears to be a combination of the negation ne ‘no’ 
and the conjunction i ‘and’.  
In example (28a) this construction is used to coordinate two nouns: ruček ‘lunch’ and večera ‘dinner’.  
 
28a)   “Sja odi, reče, zajače kaži mu na ženite da ni donesat ruček.” Toj go puštile toa usvet  
  fatilo zajačeto, ni ruček ni večera.’ 4 
  sega odi reče  zaja-če  kaži  mu  
  now go.IMP say.3SG.PRES rabbit-DIM tell.3SG.PRES CL.DAT.SG.M  
  na ženite   da ni  dones-at  ruček  
  to woman-PL-DET.PL SBJ CL.DAT.1PL bring-3PL.PRES  lunch 
  toj go  pušti-l-e toa u-svet  fati-l-o   
  PRO:3SG CL.ACC.SG.M let.go-HS-PL that in-world get-HS-N  
  n:i  ruček n:i  večera 
  NEG:CONJ lunch NEG:CONJ dinner 
  ‘Now, they said, “go, rabbit, tell our wives to bring us lunch.” They let the rabbit go, (but) it  
  went astray, (they got) neither lunch nor dinner.’  
(narrative M 05:44) 
 b)   Svirat so kavalčeto, ni žena stanuva ni ništo.  
  svir-at  so kaval-če-to  n:i  žena   
  play-3PL.PRES with kaval-DIM-DET.N  NEG:CONJ woman 
  stanuva  n:i  ništo  
  get.up.3SG.PRES  NEG:CONJ NEG-what 
  ‘They play the kaval, (but) neither do their wives get up nor anything else happens.’ 
(narrative M 07:49) 
c)   Po strelite kako ḱe projdeš, ni tie nemožeš. 
  po strel-i-te kako ḱe projde-š n:i   
  on arrow-PL-DET.PL how FUT pass-2SG.PRES NEG:CONJ  
  tie ne-može-š  
  them NEG-can-2SG.PRES 
  ‘How are you going to walk on the arrows, those are not good neither.’ 
(conversation B 28:58) 
                                                             
4 In (28a) the dative masculine singular clitic mu is used rather than the female plural im, which would agree with the overt 
indirect object ženite ‘the wives’. This is a speech error. 
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In example (28b) the construction ni X ni ništo ‘neither X nor anything else’ is used emphatically in 
the story to stress that the women definitely did not get up, as they were dead. 
Example (28c) is taken from a conversation about a dilemma tale in which three people try to cross a 
river in different ways, one of which has made a bridge from shooting arrows in each other. In (28c) 
ni ‘neither’ is used on its own in the phrase ni tie ‘nor them’ to denote that the option of making a 
bridge out of arrows is just as bad as the previous options mentioned before in the conversation. 
Thus ni ‘nor’ can occur on its own such as in (28c), or coordinating a verb phrase as in (28b) or a 
nominal phrase as in (28a). 
 
Concluding, this section has presented enough background information in order to follow the 
Macedonian data presented in the remainer of this chapter, where I first discuss forms related to the 
conditional, then forms related to questions and forms related to coordination. Lastly, I present an 
interim summary of the findings.  
 
3.2 Forms related to the conditional 
The conditional can be formed with the conjunctions ako ‘if’,  dokolku ‘as long as’ and the subjunctive 
marker da. Related to this are the reason/temporal subordinators šhtom and čim ‘since’. I will first 
discuss the form ako, and then da. Finally I will briefly discuss dokolku, čim and štom. 
 
3.2.1 The form ako  
The conjunction ako ‘if’ is the one that is most frequently used in marking the protasis of the 
conditional. Furthermore, ako ‘if’ can also be used as an interjection, which I will elaborate on later in 
this section. 
According to Minova-Gurkova (1967) the characteristics of ako ‘if’ are that i) it introduces the 
protasis of the conditional, (ii) it is canonically in first position of a sentence and (iii) it is more 
inclined towards real or hypothetical conditionals. 
When ako ‘if’ is used, togaš ‘then’ can appear in the apodosis, although, according to Minova-
Gurkova (1967), this is rare.  
An example of the use of ako ‘if’ is given in sentence (29), where it is used with a present tense in the 
protasis and a future marker and the verb in the present tense in the apodisis, thus marking a real 
conditional.  
As is illustrated in (29), the present tense denotes a hypothetical conditional.  
 
29)  Ako me fatat, ḱe im gi vratam! 
  ako me  fata-t  ḱe im  gi    
  COND CL.1SG.ACC catch-3PL.PRES FUT CL.3PL.DAT CL.3PL.ACC  
  vrat-am 
  give.back-1SG.PRES   
  ‘If they catch me, I will give it back to them!’ (conversation B 16:18) 
 
The use of togaš ‘then’ is shown in (30), where we also see that the auxiliary bi ‘would’ in 
combination with the l-participle can occur in the apodosis, in which case it is a hypothetical 
conditional with a greater level of uncertainty than (29).  
 
30) Ako e simbolično, togaš jas bi trgnal kon prirodata. 
  ako e  simboličn-o togaš  jas bi trgna-l  kon  
  COND be.3SG.PRES symbolic-N then PRO:1SG would head-HS towards 
  priroda-t:a 
 nature-DET:F 
  ‘If it is symbolic, then I would go towards the nature.’ (elicitation B 01:05:17) 
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While (29) presents a real possibility, (30) is a purely hypothetical situation which is unlikely to ever 
take place. Thus, this difference is denoted by the verbal marking in the apodosis.   
 
Though it has been stated that ako ‘if’ is canonically in the first position of a clause (Minova-Gurkova 
1967), constituents can be frontend before ako ‘if’ in a pre-clausal focus or topic position. Examples 
of this are given in (31) and (32). 
 
31)  Ne bos samo! Ne bos! Ne! Ne... papučite ako si gi oblečeš kaj sakash možes da ideš. 
  ne bos  samo ne bos  ne ne  
  NEG barefoot only NEG barefoot NEG NEG  
  papuč-i-te  ako si gi  obleče-š kaj 
 slipper-PL-DET.PL COND REFL CL.3PL.ACC put.on-2SG.PRES where  
  saka-š  mozhe-š da  ide-š  
  want-2SG.PRES can-2SG .PRES SBJ go-2SG.PRES 
 ‘Just not barefoot! Not barefoot! No! No… if you put your slippers on, you can go wherever  
  you like.’ (conversation V 13:30) 
 
In (31) the speaker is addressing a child who is walking barefoot on a tile floor; papučite ‘the slippers’ 
are focused and contrasted with bos ‘barefoot’. Topics can also appear before ako ‘if’, as is shown in 
(32). 
 
32)  Na primer, znam za orevot. Orevot ako go izvadiš i go staviš, toj nema da rodi… 
  na primer  znam  za orevo-ot  
 on example know.1SG.PRES for walnut-DET.M    
  orev-ot  ako go   iz-vad-iš  i go  
  walnut-DET.M COND CL.3SG.ACC TERM-take.out-2SG.PRES CONJ CL.3SG.ACC 
 stav-iš  toj  n:ema   da rodi 
  put-2SG.PRES PRO:3SG.M NEG:have SBJ give.birth.3SG.PRES 
  ‘For example, I know about the walnut. The walnut, if you take it out and put it back in, it will  
  not grow…’ 
 
In (32) orevot ‘the walnut’ is a topic, as the speaker has mentioned it before in the conversation.  
Thus, the hypothetical conditional is denoted by the conditional conjunction ako ‘if’, which is the first 
element in the sentence unless it is preceded by a topic or focused element, and the tense and 
aspect on the verb. 
 
The conditional conjunction ako ‘if’ can be combined with the coordinator i, forming the concessive 
marker iako ‘although’. This is in line with the generalization made by König (1986) and Haspelmath 
& König (1998) that concessives can grammaticalize from concessive conditionals, which in their turn 
can consist of an additive coordinator and conditional marker. In Macedonian, iako ‘although’, has 
fully grammaticalized into a concessive marker. For forming concessive conditionals the combination 
i da ‘even if’, rather than iako ‘although’ is used (see Section 3.2.2). Both of these forms are 
combinations of a conditional marker with the coordinator i ‘and’ (see Section 3.4.1).  
The use of iako ‘although’ is exemplified in (33).  
33)  Iako ima moderni brakovi sega i se što tamu vamu ama dobro. 
  i:ako  ima  modern-i brak-ovi sega  
  CONJ:COND have.3SG.PRES modern-PL marriage-PL now  
  i se što tamu  vamu ama dobro 
  CONJ all what here  there AD.CONJ good 
  ‘Even though there are modern marriages now and all that, but ok.’  
(elicitation B 01:07:28) 
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Furthermore, besides its use as a conditional conjunction, ako ‘if’ is also used as an interjection and a 
question tag related to asking and giving permission. This use of ako ‘if’ has not yet been described in 
the relevant literature, but an example is found in the drama Lenče Kumanovče by Vasil Iljoski, as 
cited by Lunt (1952:126).The use of ako as an interjection is illustrated in example (34) from Lunt 
(1952:126). 
 
34)  A, onaka! Nasamo. Ako, ako! Ama toa ne e pravina! Ti se krieš od mene, kako da sum nekoja  
  tuǵa. 
  a onaka  na-sam-o ako ako ama toa ne 
  OP.CONJ just.because LOC-alone-N.SG COND COND AD.CONJ that NEG   
  e  pravina ti se krie-š  od mene 
  be.3SG.PRES justice  PRO:2SG REFL hide-2SG.PRES from PRO:1SG.DAT 
  kako da sum  ne-koj-a tuǵ-a 
  how SBJ be.1SG.PRES INDF-who-F of.someone.else-F 
  ‘Ah, just because! Alone. Go ahead, go ahead! But that is not right! You hide from me, like I  
  am some kind of stranger.’ (Lunt 1952:126) 
 
In example (34) the interjection ako ‘if’ is repeated twice. Note that in this example the speaker uses 
ako ‘go ahead’ sarcastically. Immediately after saying ako ‘go ahead’, she states that it is not right 
that the hearer doesn’t involve her.  
In (35a-b) an example from a conversation in which ako ‘if’ is used as an interjection is given.  
 
35a) D:  Sja imame noviteti, smi go obojle različno.  
  sega ima-me  novitet-i smi go  oboj-l-e različn-o 
  now have-1PL novelty-PL REFL.PL CL.ACC.SG.N paint-HS-PL different-N
 ‘Now we have novelties, we have painted it differently.’ 
b)     C:  Ako, super! 
  ‘Good for you!’ (conversation B&V 50:21) 
 
(35b) is a response to the statement uttered in (35a). Note that in this example, person C is not 
literally giving permission to person D, the meaning is has been extended to ‘good that you have 
done that, good for you’. In a sense this could be classified as ‘belated permission’ or ‘permission in 
hindsight’ in which the speaker is expressing their agreement with the actions of their interlocutor.  
 
Subsequently, ako ‘if’ can also be used in questions asking for permission, it typically appears in a 
peripheral position, be it the right periphery as illustrated in (36a) or the left periphery as illustrated 
in (36b). 
 
36a)  Ke ti se javam poposle, ako? 
  ke ti  se java-m  po-posle ako 
  FUT CL.2SG.DAT REFL call-1sg.PRES after-later COND 
  ‘I’ll call you later, OK?’ 
b)  Ako da ti se javam poposle? 
  ako da ti  se java-m  po-posle 
  COND sbj CL.2SG.DAT REFL call-1sg.PRES after-later 
  ‘Is it OK if I call you later?’ 
 
It is possible that this function has arisen from a phrase similar to ako može ‘if it is allowed’ and has 
been reduced to just ako ‘if’. Similarly, in Dutch the interjection alstu ‘here you go’ has arisen as a 
shortened form of alstublief  ‘please’ or ‘here you go’, which in its turn is grammaticalized from the 
phrase als het u blieft ‘if it pleases you’ (Van Oostendorp 2012). The verb blieft ‘pleases’ is completely 
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gone from the current form alstu, which would literally mean ‘if it you’. 
 
Looking at the historic origin of ako ‘if’, we see that it meant ‘when’ or ‘so that’ in Old Church 
Slavonic (Willis 2000). According to St. Kuljbakin (1948), as cited in Minova-Gurkova (1968), the Old 
Church Slavonic conditional conjunction was ashte ‘if’ and it corresponded to modern Macedonian 
ako ‘if’ in conditionals and dali ‘Q’, which is used as ‘if’ or ‘whether’ in embedded clauses (see Section 
3.3).  
Around the first half of the 19th century, ako ‘if’ starts to gain ground as a conditional conjunction, as 
it is attested in the works of writers Pejčinoviḱ and Karchovski. In their works it is also often in 
combination with da ‘SBJ’ and with li ‘FOC’, yielding ako da and ako li as conditional markers.  
These combinations are no longer in use, da ‘SBJ’ however is still employed in the formation of 
conditionals; this will be explored in the next section. 
3.2.2 Conditionals with da  
As has been stated in Section 3.1 da is the subjunctive particle; it can be used with clauses that would 
take an infinitive complement in English, among others. First I give a general introduction to its use 
and the syntactic environments in which it occurs. 
Subjunctive complements in Macedonian occur after non-factive verbs such as volitionals, 
aspectuals, modals and verbs of saying. 
For indicative clauses, the complementizer deka ‘to’, rather than da ‘SBJ’ is used. 5 
In sentence (37a) the volitional main verb sakav ‘I wanted’ is only grammatical with the subjunctive 
marker da introducing the embedded clause. In (37b-c) we can see that znam ‘I know’ can have 
either a factive or a non-factive reading depending on the complementizer. 
37a)  Sakav da/*(deka) jadeše sladoled. 
  saka-v  da/*deka jade-š-e sladoled. 
  want-1SG.PST SUBJ/that eat-2SG-PST ice cream   
 ‘I wanted you to eat ice cream.’ 
b)  Znam *(da)/deka Sašo uči. 
  zna-m  *da/deka Sašo uči. 
  know-1SG.PRES SUBJ/that Sašo learn.3SG.PRES 
  ‘I know that Saso is studying.’ 
c)  Znam da/*(deka) pišuvam 
  zna-m  da/*deka pišuva-m  
  know-1SG.PRES SUBJ/that write-1SG .PRES 
  ‘I know how to write.’ 
There are, however, two specific environments in which verbs of perception can take subjunctive 
complements: (i) when negated as in (38a) or (ii) when they themselves occur in subjunctive 
complements as in (38b) (Tomić 2012).  
                                                             
5 Note that da and deka are structurally different, despite both corresponding to ‘to’ in the English translation. The 
subjunctive particle da is much more tied to the verbal complex, as no lexical items, save from clitics and negations, which 
themselves are also tied to the verb, can intervene between da ‘SBJ’ and the verb, while between deka ‘to’ and the verb, 
this is perfectly fine. This is illustrated in examples (a-b) 
a) Veli deka Sašo ḱe dojde 
veli deka Sašo ḱe dojde 
say-3SG that Sašo FUT come.3SG.PFV.PRES 
‘(S)he says that Sašo will come.’ 
b) Veli ti da (*ti) dojdeš, (a ne Sašo). 
say-3SG you SUBJ you come-2SG.PFV.PRES and NEG Sašo 
‘(S)he says that you should come (and not Sašo).’ 
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38a)  Te nemam videno da učiš. 
  te  n:ema-m   videno   da  uči-š 
  2SG.ACC.CL NEG:have-1SG.PRES see-PASS.PTCP SUBJ learn-2SG.PRES 
  ‘I haven’t seen you studying.’ 
  Presupposition: you are not studying. 
  Implication: you should study. 
b)  Sakam da vidam da uciš. 
  Saka-m  da vida-m  da uči-š  
  want-1SG.PRES SUBJ see-1SG.PRES SUBJ learn-2SG.PRES 
  ‘I want to see you study.’ 
  Presupposition: you are not studying. 
  Implication: you should study. 
 
However, (38a) and (38b) have something in common. In both of these sentences there is a world 
implied in which the hearer is studying. This world is not compatible with the current state of affairs, 
but a desired ideal which is within reach and should be obtained. The speaker thus implies the 
imperative ‘study!’ by expressing it as a reportative (38a) or a desiderative (38b).  
Thus, the only cases in which the subjunctive marker is possible, is when the implied meaning is 
imperative. If this is true, then a sentence like (39) should be ungrammatical, as it has no 
illocutionary force. This is indeed borne out.  
39)  *Sakam da mislam da učiš. 
  saka-m  da misla-m da uči-š. 
  want-1SG.PRES SUBJ think-1SG.PRES SUBJ learn-2SG.PRES 
  Intended: ‘I want to think that you are studying.’  
 
The sentence presented in (39) is ungrammatical, therefore the first subjunctive clause [da mislam] 
doesn’t license the second one [da uciš], contra Tomić (2012). 
Thus semantically, the two syntactic environments that Tomić (2012) mentions can be unified: a 
subjunctive clause in a prototypically factive verb can be licensed when the whole utterance 
expresses an imperative meaning. This is not unusual, as the utterance initial use of da ‘SBJ’ is known 
to be used in sentences with an ordering illocutionary force. These types of sentences are referred to 
as bare subjunctives (Tomić 2012).  An example is given in (40). 
 
40)  Da mu ja presečiš opaškava 
  da mu  ja  pre-seče-š  opaška-va 
  SBJ CL.DAT.3SG.M CL.ACC.3SG.F INTS-cut-2SG.PRES tail-PROX.F 
  ‘Now, if you cut his tail of…’ (suggesting the tail should be cut of)  
(narrative M 02:02) 
 
Example is an instance of insubordination, i.e. a subordinated clause that appears on its own. 
Insubordination is often used as a coercing strategy across languages (Evans 2007), thus it is not 
unusual that (40) gets a hortative meaning.  
Insubordination with da ‘SBJ’ can display an array of meanings, including curses (41) and adhortatives 
(42), while (43) express astonishment.  
 
41)  Da bi ti žena ne rodila. 
  Da bi ti  žena ne rodi-l-a!  
  SUBJ would CL.DAT. 2SG wife NEG born-HS-F 
  ‘May your wife bear no children!’ 
(ex. 70a from Tomić 2012) 
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42)  Da vi kažam… 
  Da vi  kaža-m 
  SUBJ CL.DAT. 2PL tell-1SG.PRES 
  ‘Let me tell you…’   
(conversation B 13:44) 
 
43)  Da imaš pari, a da živeeš kako bednik! 
  da imaš  pari, a  da živeeš    
  SUBJ have-2SG.PRES money cont.con SUBJ live-2SG.PRES  
  kako bednik 
  like poor.man 
  ‘To have money and to live as a poor man!’ 
(ex. 39a from Tomić 2012) 
 
What is interesting for this section is that a sentence beginning with da can function as the protasis 
of a conditional clause. This is displayed in (44), a counterfactual conditional.     
 
44)  Da imav pari, ḱe kupev kuḱa. 
  Da ima-v  pari ḱe kupe-v  kuḱa  
  SUBJ have-1SG.IPFV money FUT buy-1SG.IPFV house 
  ‘If I had money, I would buy a house.’ 
(ex. 76a from Tomić 2012) 
According to Mišik (1975, 1990), as cited in Hacking (1998), da has a ‘non-real’ meaning and most 
frequently occurs with counterfactual conditionals, rather than real or hypothetical conditionals, 
where ako is used more often. 
According to Mišik (1975, 1990) and Marsh-Stefanovska (1990:57), as cited in Hacking (1998), there is 
a correlation between da and the counterfactual, although ako ‘if’ can also be used in these contexts.  
Speakers’ judgements find ako ‘if’ acceptable in counterfactual conditionals, but the other way 
around, conditionals with da ‘SBJ’ are not interpreted as hypothetical. Thus, ako ‘if’ can be used as a 
general conditional marker in both hypothetical and counterfactual environments. 
The type of conditional is determined by either mood, i.e., da ‘SBJ’ with counterfactuals, or a 
combination of the conjunction ako ‘if’ with the tense and aspect marking on the verb. 
The protasis of the conditional that begins with da is structurally the same as the embedded 
subjunctive clause with da of non-factive verbs.  
The subjunctive marker da also plays a role in the forming of concessive conditionals. In Section 3.2.1 
it has been demonstrated that concessives in Macedonian contain the conditional marker ako and 
the coordinator i. Concessive conditionals, however, are formed with da ‘SBJ’, rather than with ako 
‘if’. Consider example (45).  
 
45)  I da mi pomogneš, jas nema da ti platam 
  i da mi  pomogne-š jas n:ema   da  
  CONJ SUBJ CL.1SG.DAT help-2SG.PRES PRO:1SG NEG:have.3SG.PRES SBJ 
  ti  plata-m  
  CL.2SG.DAT pay-1SG.PRES 
  ‘Even if you help me, I’m not going to pay you.’ (elicitation T 14:04) 
 
In (45) the conjunction i ‘and’ is used in combination with a conditional, a similar procedure to the 
formation of the concessive. According to Haspelmath & König (1998) concesscives grammaticalize 
from concessive conditionals. Since concessives in Macedonian contain the conditional conjunction 
ako ‘if’, they have probably grammaticalized into full concessives and the i+da construction has come 
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to fill the slot of of concessive conditional.  
The use of the conjunctive coordinator i ‘and’ is not obligatory for the formation of concessive 
conditionals, however when only da is used, there has to be a constituent that is in focus position 
before da ‘SBJ’, because the concessive conditional is related to focus. An example is given in (46). 
 
46)  Pod kamen da se krie, ḱe go najdam. 
  pod kamen da se krie  ḱe go  najd-am 
  under rock SBJ REFL hide.3SG-PRES FUT CL.ACC.3SG.M find-1SG.PRES 
  ‘Even if he hid under a rock, I would find him.’ (Lunt 1942:85) 
In example (46) the constituent pod kamen ‘under a rock’ is fronted before da ‘SBJ’, indicating that 
even if it was under a rock that he hid, the speaker would find him. 
Another function of clauses with da ‘SBJ’ can be to indicate reason, as is shown in (47). 
 
47)  Magareto ḱe go teram na pazar, da go prodavam. 
  magare-to ḱe go  tera-m  na pazar 
  donkey-DET.N FUT CL.ACC.3SG.M lead-1SG.PRES to market 
  da go  prodava-m 
  SUBJ CL.ACC.3SG.M sell-1SG.PRES 
  ‘It is the donkey that I will lead to the market, in order to sell it.’  (narrative M 02:31) 
 
For this purpose, the preposition za ‘for’ can be added, creating the combination za da ‘so that’, as 
shown in (48).  
 
48)  Za da ne mu sakledisuva dušata. 
  za da ne mu  sakled-is-uva  duša-ta 
  for SBJ NEG CL.DAT.3SG.M frustration-REFL-IPFVV soul-DET.F 
  ‘So that he doesn’t get frustrated.’ (Lunt 1952:105) 
 
This use of da is in line with the original meaning of da in Old Church Slavonic, where it meant ‘in 
order to’.  
 
Furthermore, da ‘SBJ’ can also be combined with kako ‘how’. The combination of da ‘SBJ’ with the 
content question word kako ‘how’ is used in facsimile constructions, i.e., when something seems to 
be the case but isn’t actually so. Consider (49).  
 
49)  Kako da se rodeni edno za drugo.  
  kako da se roden-i edn:o za drug-o 
  how SBJ REFL born-PL one:N for other-N 
  ‘As if they are born for each other.’ (Lunt 1952:133) 
 
(49) is taken from written text, but in speech, the combination kako da ‘as if’ is often shortened to 
koda.  
 
Thus, we have seen in this section that the subjunctive particle da can function in multiple 
constructions, namely (i) adhortative, (ii) imperative, (iii) counterfactual conditional, (iv) concessive 
conditional, (v) reason and (vi) facsmile, meaning that all these concepts are related. When da is used 
as a conditional, it mostly functions in counterfactual conditionals, while ako ‘if’ is a more general 
conditional markers used for both hypotheticals and counterfactuals. Concessive conditionals, 
however, can only be formed with da ‘SBJ’, and not with ako ‘if’. 
There are several other ways of forming conditionals in Macedonian, shown in the next section. 
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3.2.3 Other conditional conjunctions  
This section concerns the temporal conjunctions čim and štom ‘since’, the formal conditional 
conjunction dokolku ‘as long as’, archaic conditionals with the focus marker li and conditionals 
formed with the temporal content question word koga ‘when’.  
The conjunction čim, which can be glossed as ‘since’ is often used in the construction cim taka vikaš 
‘if you say so’.  (50) is a reply to a person urging the speaker to try lychee by telling him it is the best 
fruit they have.  
 
50)  Čim taka vikaš, ḱe probam. 
  čim taka  vika-š  ḱe go  proba-m 
  since like.that say-2SG.PRES FUT CL.3SG.ACC.N try-1SG.PRES 
  ‘Since you say so, I will try it.’ (conversation B 18:22) 
 
When asked about it, consultants have said that they don’t like čim ’since’, because it is originally a 
Serbian word and the ‘proper’ Macedonian variant is štom ‘since’. However, there are no instances of 
štom ‘since’ being used in my recordings of conversations. Semantically, both čim and štom ‘since’ 
are related to reason and temporality. 
Dokolku ‘as long as’ is a relatively new word in Macedonian and more commonly used in conditional 
sentences found in journalistic articles rather than informal conversations (Hacking 1998). Despite 
dokolku literally meaning ‘as long as’, rather than ‘if’, it is used as a conditional conjunction. Thus, the 
difference between dokolku ‘as long as’ and ako ‘if’ appears to be simply one of register. When 
asked, some consultants have replied that they would only use dokolku rather than ako if they 
wanted to sound more ‘serious’.  
According to Mišik (1975, 1990), as cited by Hacking (1997), koga ‘when’ can also be used as a 
conditional conjunction, but only when the auxiliary bi is in the apodosis, as in (51). 
51)  Koga bi ja kažal vistinata na početokot ne bi imalo problemi. 
  koga bi ja  kaža-l  vistina-ta na početok-ot  
  when would CL.ACC.SG.F tell-HS.M truth-DET.F on beginning-DET.M 
   ne bi ima-l-o  problem-i 
  NEG would have-HS-N problem-PL 
  'If he had told the truth at the beginning, there wouldn't have been problems.  
(ex. 32 from Hacking 1997:115) 
 
Example (51) is a counterfactual conditional, due to the combination of the auxiliary bi ‘would’ and 
the l-participle. Instead of koga ‘when’, da ‘SBJ’ or ako ‘if’ could also be put here clause initially, but it 
is not clear how this would affect the difference in meaning. 
 
Finally, in old texts li ‘FOC’ (see Section 3.3.1) can also appear as a conditional marker. These 
examples are found in the grammars by Koneski (1967) and Lunt (1952), but are not used anymore 
and are considered archaic (Hacking 1998). An example of such a conditional is presented in (52).  
 
52)  Mine li, gori zemjata  
  mine  li gori  zemja-ta 
  pass.3SG.PRES FOC burn.3SG.PRES earth-DET:F 
  ‘Whenever/if he walks by, the earth burns.’ (Koneski 1967:539) 
 
In this example the focus particle li takes scope over the verb that precedes it. Therefore the protasis 
mine li ‘if he walks by’ is in focus, rather than being backgrounded (contra Haiman 1978). Thus, 
indeed as suggested by Caron (2006), both aspects topic and focus play a role in the formation of 
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conditionals. (52) is interpreted as a habitual conditional, therefore a translation with ‘whenever’ 
instead of ‘if’ would also work. 
 
Concluding this section we can infer that Macedonian has two main ways of forming conditionals: (i) 
with the conjunction ako ‘if’ and tense and aspect markers on the verbs or (ii) with the subjunctive 
particle da. Thus, there is a relation between the conditional and subjunctive mood. More limited 
ways of forming the conditional include with the conjunction dokolku ‘as long as’, koga ‘when’ in 
combination with bi ‘would’ and with the focus particle li. The focus particle li can also be found in 
propositional questions, which are the topic of the next section. 
 
3.3 Forms related to propositional questions 
Propositional questions in Macedonian can be formed in three ways (Minova-Gurkiova 1987, 1990, 
1994, as cited by Lazarova-Nikovska 2003): (i) by intonation alone, (ii) by fronting the main verb and 
(iii) by adding a particle such as dali, li, dane or zar(em).  
 
3.3.1 The clitic li 
First I will discuss the particle li, which in the literature has been described as either a question 
particle or a focus particle or both (Schwabe 2004).The particle li is attested in almost all the Slavic 
languages. In Macedonian li is a clitic which can be clitized to a verb, a noun phrase, an adjective 
phrase or a prepositional phrase. It has been analyzed as a question particle (Rudin et al. 1999, 
Lazarova-Nikovska 2003) due to its co-occurrence with propositional questions. An example of this 
use from my corpus is given in (53a-b). In (53a) li ‘FOC’ takes scope over the pronoun jas ‘I’, while in 
(53b) it takes scope over the prepositional phrase vo sobata ‘in the room’.  The reply in (53b) is a 
repetition of the focused constituent. These utterances are from a recorded game of 20 Questions. 
 
53a)  Jas li sum? 
  jas  li sum 
  PRO:1SG.NOM FOC be.1SG.PRES 
  ‘Is it my turn?’  
b)  C: ‘Uhhmm... vo sobata li e?’ 
  uhm vo soba-ta  li e 
  uhm in room-DET.F FOC be.3SG.PRES 
  ‘Uhhmm… is it in the room?’ 
  D: ‘Vo sobata.’ 
  ‘(Yes) in the room.’ (conversation V 07:02) 
 
However, this particle is not obligatory and in fact, more often left out than used when forming 
propositional questions. Englund (1977) found, on the basis of a corpus of literary works, that only 
thirty percent of the propositional questions in Macedonian were formed with li. Schwabe (2004) 
attempts to give an analysis of li that is suitable for all the Slavic languages. However, this leads to a 
hypothesis that there can be two separate versions of the clitic li within a language: one attached to 
an XP, indicating focus and one attached to a V, indicating interrogativity. An example of this second 
type of li is given in example (54) from Lazarova-Nikovska (2003).  
 
54) Vozi li majka ti avtomobil?  
  vozi  li majka ti  avtomobil 
  drive.3SG.PRES FOC mother CL.GEN.2SG car 
  ‘Does your mother drive a car?’ (ex .9 from Lazarova-Nikovska 2003:133) 
 
In (54) the focus particle takes scope over the verb vozi ‘drives’, thus putting the main element of the 
clause, namely the verb, in focus. Thus, li in Macedonian can be seen as a focus particle that gets 
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used in questions, rather than an actual question particle. The use of li in questions implies surprise 
by putting more focus on the questioned constituent. The reason it has been seen as a question 
particle, rather than a focus particle, could be due to confusing it with the use of it in Bulgarian. In 
Bulgarian questions with li are the default and unmarked form (Englund 1977). It seems, however, 
that li in Macedonian is not the same as li in Bulgarian, despite the closeness of the two languages. 
Due to the co-occurrence of li with questions for extra emphasize, it could have been reanalyzed as a 
question particle. The actual interrogative meaning in Macedonian, however, comes from the 
intonation. 
In my corpus, speakers more often didn’t than did employ the question particle, as is demonstrated 
in the conversation in (55). 
 
55)  A6:  U Sonje e? 7 
    u Sonje e 
   in Sonje be.3SG.PRES 
    ‘Is it in Sonje?’ 
  B:   Ne. 
    ‘No.’ 
  C: Vo ucilica e, na školo? 
   vo ulica e  na školo 
   in street be.3SG.PRES on school 
    ‘Is it on the street, at school?’ 
  B:  Ne. 
    ‘No.’ 
  D:  Klupa u parkčeto? 
   klupa vo park-če-to 
   bench in park-DIM-DET.N 
    ‘A bench in the park?’ 
  B: Ne. 
    ‘No.’ 
  A: U duḱanot e? 
   u duḱan-ot e 
   in store-DET.M be.3SG.PRES 
    ‘Is it in the store?’ 
  D:  Ama siguren si deka e od drvo? 
   ama siguren si deka e  od drvo 
   AD.CONJ sure be.2SG that be.3SG.PRES from wood 
    ‘But you are sure that it is wooden?’ 
  B: Da, u duḱanot e.   
   da u duḱan-ot e 
   yes in store-DET.M be.3SG.PRES 
    ‘Yes it is in the store.’ 
 
Example (55) is an excerpt of a recording of a game of 20 questions. It shows that short questions are 
often formed without any particles.  
Furthermore, li ‘FOC’ can be combined with the subjunctive particle da, forming the question marker 
dali. 
 
                                                             
6 Participant A is a male aged 50 from Skopje, though his family is from Serbia. Participant B is a male aged 7 
from Skopje and is the son of Participant D. Participant C is a university-educated and university-employed 
female aged 43 from Skopje. Participant D is a university-educated male aged 46 from Skopje. 
7 Sonje is a village in the mountains just outside Skopje. 
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3.3.2 Dali as a question marker 
Other than the clitic li ‘FOC’, dali ‘Q’ is a full morphological word with its own stress, occurring on the 
endge of the left periphery (Lazarova-Nikovska 2003). Since li ‘FOC’ is a clitic, when it takes scope over 
the whole sentence, it needs something on the left periphery to combine to and thus combines with 
the subjunctive particle da. Thus, dali ‘Q’ is used to emphasize the whole question rather than one 
constituent of it and can therefore be seen as a question marker.  
An example of the use of dali ‘Q’ from recorded conversations of 20 Questions are given in examples 
(56) and (57) below. 
 
56)  C:  Dali e na masava? 
   da-li e  na masa-va 
   SBJ-FOC be.3SG.PRES on table-PROX 
    ‘Is it on this table?’ 
  D:   Na masava! 
   na masa-va 
   on table-PROX 
     ‘(Yes) on this table!’ (conversation B&V 08:49) 
 
57)  C:   Dali e od staklo? 
   da-li e  od staklo 
   SBJ-FOC be.3SG.PRES from glass 
     ‘Is it made out of glass?’ 
  D:   Epa ne e od staklo. 
    ‘Well, it is not made out of glass.’ (conversation B&V 08:58) 
 
Note that during the whole game, it was only Speaker C who employed li ‘FOC’ and dali ‘Q’ in het 
questions on a regular basis.  
 
Furthermore, dali ‘Q’ can be used to embed questions, as show in (58). 
 
58)  Mislam deka treba da go prašaat momčeto pa momčeto da odluči dali ḱe ide kaj  
  majktata ili ḱe ostane kaj tie. 
  misla-m deka treba   da go  praša-at  
  think-1SG.PRES that have.TO.3SG.PRES SBJ CL.ACC.3SG.M ask-1PL.PRES 
  momče-to pa  momče-to da odluči  dali ḱe 
  boy-DET.M THEN  boy-DET.M SBJ decide.3SG.PRES SBJ-FOC FUT 
  ide  kaj majka-ta ili ḱe ostane  kaj tie 
  go.3SG.PRES at mother-DET.F DISJ FUT stay.3SG.PRES at them 
  ‘I think they should ask the boy and then the boy should decide whether to go to the mother  
  or stay with them.’ (dilemma tale L 38:33) 
 
When a conditional clause is questioned, the question particle is ungrammatical, as shown in (59). 
This is unlike Wolof, where ndax ‘Q’ and bu ‘if’ can co-occur, see Chapter 5.  
 
59)  *(Dali) ako toa može na toj način da se kaže? 
  ako toa može  na toj način da se kaže 
  COND that can.3SG.PRES on that way SBJ REFL say.3SG.PRES 
  ‘If you can say it like that?’ (conversation B 01:02:40) 
Thus, dali ‘Q’ is used when a whole clause is focused in a question, either in matrix or embedded 
propositional questions. 
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3.3.2 Other question markers 
In this section I discuss the particles zar(em) ‘as if’ and da ne ‘is it?’. 
Zar ‘Q’ is a conducive question particle, its use is shown in example (60). 
60)  Zar ušte ne mi veruvaš, Boško! 
  zar ušte ne mi  veruva-š  Boško 
  Q more NEG CL.1SG.DAT believe-2SG.PRES Boshko 
  ‘Why, do you still not believe me, Boshko?!’ (Lunt 1952:135) 
When the particle zar is used, the expected answer is ‘no’. In fact, the answer is already presupposed 
by the speaker and astonishment about the situation is expressed (Koneski 1967).  
The combination da ne ‘Q’ is also used in questions, as shown in (61).  
61)  Tapa da ne e? 
tapa da ne e 
cork SBJ NEG be.3SG.PRES 
‘Is it a cork?’ (conversation V 09:20) 
According to Tomić (2012) da ne consists of the affirmative da ‘yes’ and the negation, rather than the 
subjunctive particle da. This is however in conflict with a previous example containing da ne which 
she lists as an example of a bare subjunctive, but which is similar in meaning to (61). This example is 
presented in (62).  
 
62)  Da ne e dojden veke? 
  da ne e  dojde-n   veḱe?  
 SBJ NEG be-3SG.PRES come-M.SG.PTCP  already 
  ‘Could it (not) be that he has already come?!’  (ex. 46b from Tomić 2012) 
 
Tomić (2012) glosses da in (62) as a subjunctive, but later goes on to state that the combination da 
ne ‘Q’ does not contain the subjunctive particle da, but the affirmative da ‘yes’. This would mean that 
there are two different constructions da ne which are employed in similar environments, which 
would be redundant. 
As for the negation ne ‘not’, this also comes into play in tag questions, which is the concern of the 
next section.  
3.3.3 Tag questions 
The negation ne ‘not’ and the focus particle li make the tag question neli ‘isn’t it?’ 
Neli ‘isn’t it?’ can appear at the left or right periphery, as demonstrated by examples (63a-b). 
 
63a)   Taka neli? 
  taka  ne-li 
  like.that NEG-FOC 
  ‘It’s like that isn’t it? 
b)  Neli saka CO2 ova rastenievo? 
  ne-li  saka  CO2 ov-a rastenie-vo 
  NEG-FOC  want.3SG.PRES CO2 PROX-N plant-PROX 
  ‘This plant likes CO2 right?’ (conversation B 16:40) 
 
However, neli ‘isn’t it?’ doesn’t need to appear in the periphery of a clause, it can also appear 
parenthetically. In example (64) below, neli ‘isn’t it?’ is used parenthetically in the middle of a 
sentence as a discourse marker. 
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64)  Imigracija za studenti... ne imigracija tuku da studiraat, neli, vo Avstralija i Nov Zeland. 
  imigracija za student-i ne imigracija tuku  
  immigration for student-PL NEG immigration AD.CONJ 
  da studira-at ne-li  vo Avstralija i Nov Zeland 
  SBJ study-3PL.PRES NEG-FOC  in Australia CONJ New Zealand 
  ‘Immigration for students… not immigration, but for them to study, you know, in Australia  
  and New Zealand.’ (conversation B 39:47) 
 
It is clear from (64) that the English translation ‘isn’t it’ is not adequate to cover the meaning of the 
tag neli in Macedonian, as it is a more broadly used discourse marker which a speaker can use when 
seeking agreement from the hearer. 
 
Thus, we have seen that propositional questions in Macedonian can be optionally marked with li ‘foc’ 
or dali ‘q’. In conducive questions the particles zar and da ne are used, both expecting an affirmative 
answer. The negation which plays a role in the question marker da ne, is also used in tag questions, 
which take the form neli ‘isn’t it?’ 
 
3.4 Forms related to coordination 
In this section I discuss forms related to the conjunctive coordination, disjunctive coordination and 
adversative coordination. I begin with the conjunctive coordination i ‘and’ and then discuss the 
disjunctive coordinator ili, which is formed of the conjunction and the focus particle (see Section 
3.3.1). Lastly, I consider the adversative coordination, as that also bears relation to the focus marker 
li.   
 
3.4.1 Conjunctive coordination 
The conjunction i ‘and’ in Macedonian can be used to conjoin noun phrases, verb phrases and whole 
sentences. The structure that is employed is A co-B (Haspelmath 2007), i.e. the coordinator presents 
itself at the beginning of the second conjoined constituent. 
In example (65) i ‘and’ is used to conjoin two verb phrases. 
 
65)  Go sretnale na patot i mu rekle. 
  go  strena-l-e na pat-ot  i mu  rek-l-e 
  CL.ACC.SG.M meet-HS-PL on road-DET.M CONJ CL.DAT.SG.M say-HS-PL 
  ‘They met him on the road and they told him.’ (narrative M 01:10) 
 
The conjunction marker i ‘and’ can also be used to conjoin two noun phrases, this is shown in (66). 
 
66)  Mihaelo beše, Vlado, ja i ušte dve ženski. 
  Mihaelo beš-e  Vlado jas i  
  Mihaelo be-3SG.PST Vlado PRO:1SG CONJ  
  ušte dve žensk-i 
  more two young.woman-PL 
  ‘It was Mihaelo, Vlado, me and two girls.’ (conversation M 10:16) 
 
The coordinator i can also be used as an additive, i.e. ‘too’ or ‘as well’.  This is illustrated in (67). In 
this construction the coordinator is always in front of the relevant noun, which is in focus position. 
 
67a)   I kavalčeto go zele. 
  i kaval-che-to  go  ze-l-e 
  CONJ kaval-DIM-DET.N  CL.ACC.SG.N take-HS-PL 
  ‘They took the kaval as well’ (narrative M 07:35) 
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According to Heine and Kuteva (2002) the additive and the conjunctive coordinator are related, the 
latter grammaticalizing from the first.  
 
Furthermore, the coordinator i ‘and’ can appear in a correlative or emphatic coordination. 
The correlative coordination i…i ‘and… and’ is used to denote that both things are the same, such 
coordinations are always Boolean rather than collective. As we see in (68a) it can be used to 
coordinate two identical clauses, and in (68b) it can be used to coordinate two NPs.  
 
68a)  Epa dobro sja, i ova e šolja i ova e šolja. 
  epa dobro sega i ov-a e   
  EXCLM good now CONJ PROX-F be.3SG.PRES  
  šolja i ov-a e  šolja  
  cup CONJ PROX-F be.3SG.PRES cup 
  ‘Ok now, this is a cup and this is a cup (too).’ (elicitation B 01:06:35) 
b)  I ednoto i drugoto: štetno. 
  i edn-o-to i drug-o-to štetn-o 
  CONJ one-N-DET.N CONJ other-N-DET.N harmful-N 
  ‘Both the one and the other: harmful.’ (elicitation B 01:08:50) 
When it comes to correlative coordination Macedonian employs the construction co-A co-B in which 
the coordinators are both the same as the single coordinator (Haspelmath 2007). 
In conversation and when telling narratives the coordinator i ‘and’, as well as the variant i sega ‘and 
now’, are used mostly as a discourse marker. Examples of this uses are given in (69a-b). 
69a)   I Role se izlažal, mu go skršil rogot. 
  i Role se iz-laža-l  mu  go  skrš-il rog-ot 
  CONJ Role REFL TERM-lied.to-HS CL.DAT.3SG.M CL.ACC.3SG.M break horn-DET 
  ‘And so Role got fooled, he broke his horn.’ (narrative M 01:25) 
b)   I sega…  magareto koga ḱe se poseri ovoj ḱe vrlel pari vo lepeškata. 
  i sega magare-to koga ḱe se  
  CONJ now donkey-DET.N when FUT REFL  
  po-ser-i   ov-oj ḱe vrl-el  para-i  vo lepeška-ta 
  DEL-poop-3SG.PRES PROX-M FUT thow-HS money-PL in dung-DET.F 
  ‘And now… when the donkey pooped, he threw money in the dung.’ (narrative M 02:38) 
 
Both in (69a) and (69b) i ‘and’ and i sega ‘and now’ are used at the beginning of a sentence to 
connect it to the previous discourse plane, rather than to an immediately preceding clause. 
 
The conjunctive coordinator i ‘and’ can also be combined with the focus particle li, forming the 
disjunctive marker ili ‘or’.  
 
3.4.3 Disjunctive coordination 
As has been stated above, the disjunctive marker in Macedonian is ili ‘or’. Other ways of forming 
disjunctions in Macedonian are through correlative coordination ili… ili ‘either… or’, dali… ili ‘is it… 
or’, dali… dali ‘is it… is it…’ 
First, consider examples (70a-b) in which prototypical instances of disjunction in Macedonian are 
given. 
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70a)  Ti da mi najdeš lek za debelina ili... ḱe ti ja skratam glavata! 
  ti  da mi  najde-š  lek za debel-ina ili 
  CL.2SG.NOM SBJ CL.1SG.DAT find-2SG.PRES cure for fat-NMLZ DISJ 
  ḱe ti  ja  skrata-m  glava-ta 
  FUT CL.2SG.DAT CL.3SG.F.ACC to.shorten-1SG.PRES head-DET.F 
  ‘You better find me a cure against obesity or... I will cut your head off!’  
(narrative B 44:08) 
b)  A naš ili Grk? 
  a  naš  ili grk 
  OP.CONJ 1PL.POSS DISJ greek 
  ‘But (was he) a Macedonian or a Greek?’ (lit: but one of ours or a Greek?) 
(conversation B&V 47:47) 
 
In (70a) the disjunctive marker ili ‘or’ coordinates two clauses: ti da mi najdeš lek za debelina ‘find me 
a cure against obesity’ and ‘I will cut your head of’. In (70b) ili ‘or’ coordinates two nouns: naš ‘one of 
ours’ and Grk ‘Greek’. (70b) is taken from a conversation in which a person tells another person 
about how a hotel owner in the Greek province Macedonia made a mistake with her booking, to 
which her interlocutor replies: ‘But was he a Macedonian or a Greek?’, pitting the two major 
ethnicities that live in that area against each other.  
The disjunctive marker can also take a less canonical position, as shown in (71). 
 
71)  i toa trieset liri ili pedeset 
  i toa trieset lir-i ili pedeset 
  CONJ that thirty lira-PL DISJ fifty 
  ‘And that thirty or fifty Ottoman lire.’ (narrative M 05:13) 
 
It is interesting in the above example (71) that the structure is [NUM N disj NUM] rather than [NUM 
disj NUM N]. This could imply that the numeral pedeset ‘fifty’ is interpreted as a noun, thus the 
structure would be [N disj N]. The disjoint [pedeset] can be seen as elliptical form of [pedeset liri], 
thus interpreted nominally, similarly to how bare adjectives are interpreted as a head.  
 
Thus while the coordinator i ‘and’ simply adds entities, the addition of li ‘FOC’ combines each 
conjunct with focus, thus pitting them against each other. Thus, the speaker restricts the domain of 
the alternatives denoted by focus when using a disjunction (Arsenijević 2011).   
 
Ili ‘or’ can also appear as a correlative, as shown in (72).  
 
72)  Učitelite se ili Makedonci ili bea doveduvani od Srbija i Bugarija. 
  učitel-i-te  ili Makedonec-i ili bea  doveduva-n-i 
  teacher-PL-DET.PL DISJ Macedonian-PL DISJ be.3PL.PST lead-PTCP-PL   
  od Srbja i Bugarija 
  from Serbia CONJ Bulgaria 
  ‘The teachers are either Macedonian or they have been brought from Serbia and Bulgaria.’ 
 
In (72) the structure ili… ili ‘either… or’ correlates two unequal clauses: the noun Makedonci 
‘Macedonians’ on the one hand, and the whole clause bea doveduvani od Srbija i Bugarija ‘were 
brought from Serbia and Bulgaria’ on the other.  
Furthermore, the correlative can also appear with the question particle in the structures dali… ili ‘is 
it… or’ and dali… dali ‘is it… is it’. 
 
The construction dali… ili is employed in interrogative disjunctive sentences, i.e. alternative 
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questions, as shown in (73).   
 
73)  Dali da go spasuvam ognov ili da go spasuvam čovekov? 
  da-li da go  spasuv-am ogn-ov   
  SBJ-FOC SBJ CL.3SG.M.ACC save-1SG fire-PROX.M  
  ili da go  spasuv-am čovek-ov 
  DISJ SBJ CL.3SG.M.ACC  save-1SG man-PROX.M 
  ‘Shall I save this fire or shall I save this man?’ (elicitation B 01:03:25) 
 
The structure dali… dali ‘Q… Q’ can be used to express disjunction, as is shown in example (74).  
 
74)  Dali e akvarium, dali e pogled od ozgora vo nekoje ezerce ili barička nekoja? 
  da-li e  akvarium da-li e  pogled  
  SBJ-FOC be.3SG.PRES aquarium SBJ-FOC be.3SG.PRES view  
  od odozgora vo ne-koj-e ezer-ce  ili  
  from above  in INDF-who-N lake-DIM DISJ  
  bari-čka ne-koj-a  
  pond-DIM INDF-who-F 
  ‘Is it an aquarium or is it some lake or pond viewed from above?’  
(elicitation B 59:27) 
 
The structure of this disjunction takes the form of two juxtaposed propositional questions with dali 
‘Q’, i.e., dali VP, dali VP? ‘is it…, is it…?’ 
Example (74) is uttered in reply to a picture of a landscape that contains a surface of water (see 
Appendix 1). In (74) there are two levels of disjunction: on the one hand, the aquarium is being pitted 
against the lake with the structure dali VP, dali VP. On the other hand, the disjunctive marker ili ‘or’ 
denotes that the speaker doesn’t know whether the watery entity is a lake or a pond. The 
constituent [ezerca ili barička] is seen as a general term for a water surface; both the lake and the 
pond are salient example of the set of water surfaces. Thus, the similarities between a lake and a 
pond are bigger than the similarities between either a lake or a pond and an aquarium. 
 
The disjunctive strategies in Macedonian are the following: (i) the disjunctive marker ili, which 
consists of i ‘and’ and li ‘FOC’ as a single coordinator, (ii) a correlative construction with ili, (iii) a 
correlative construction with dali ‘Q’ and ili ‘or’ and (iv) a correlative construction with dali ‘Q’. 
Furthermore, we have seen multiple correlative coordinations throughout this chapter. All of the 
correlative coordinations are listed in Table 7.  
 
form gloss meaning of correlative meaning of single coordinator 
i…i ‘both… and’ conjunction conjunction 
ili.. ili ‘either… or’ disjunction disjunction 
dali X dali Y ‘is it X or is it Y’ disjunction propositional question 
dali X ili Y ‘is it X or Y’ disjunction alternative question 
ni… ni ‘neither… not’ negative conjunction negation 
Table 7: correlative conjunctions 
 
In these tables we see that the question form can have a disjunctive interpretation when in a 
correlative coordination construction, thus there is a relation between questions and disjunctions. 
Furthermore, like ili, one of the adversative coordinations is also formed with li: ali ‘but’. In the 
following section I will look at the adversative coordination. 
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3.4.2 Adversative coordination 
In this section I discuss the adversative coordinators ama, ami, ali, a, tuku, no and nego, which can all 
be glossed as ‘but’, but have different nuances. Besides conjunctions, ama, a, ali and ami can also 
function as discourse markers. 
Consider (75a-f). 
75a) Saka-v  da ja  donesa-m, ama zaboravi-v 
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1SG.PRES AD.CONJ forget-1SG.PST 
b)  Saka-v  da ja  donesa-m, no zaboravi-v  
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1SG.PRES AD.CONJ forget-1SG.PST 
c)  Saka-v  da ja  donesa-m, a:li  zaboravi-v  
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1S.-PRES OP.CONJ-FOC forget-1SG.PST 
d)  *Saka-v  da ja  donesa-m, nego zaboraviv 
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1SG.PRES AD.CONJ forget-1SG.PST 
e)   *Saka-v  da ja  donesam, tuku zaboraviv  
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1SG.PRES AD.CONJ forget-1SG.PST 
f)   *Saka-v  da ja  donesam, a zaboravi-v  
  want-1SG.PST SBJ CL.ACC.SG.F bring-1SG.PRES OP.CONJ forget-1SG.PST 
  ‘I wanted to bring it, but I forgot.’ 
 
My consultants judged sentences (75a) and (75b) as identical, while (75c) was considered correct but 
more similar to Serbian than ‘proper’ Macedonian. Examples (75d), (75e) and (75f) are 
ungrammatical. In (76a-f) the same coordinators are used, but with nouns rather than clauses.  
76a)  Ne porača-v vino, tuku pivo 
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine AD.CONJ beer 
b)  ?Ne porača-v vino, nego pivo  
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine AD.CONJ beer 
c)  ?Ne porača-v vino, no pivo  
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine AD.CONJ beer 
d)  ?Ne porača-v vino, a:li  pivo 
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine OP.CONJ:FOC beer 
e)  *?Ne porača-v vino, ama pivo  
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine AD.CONJ beer 
f)  *Ne porača-v vino, a pivo  
  NEG order-1SG.PST wine OP.CONJ beer 
  ‘I didn’t order wine, but beer.’  
 
What is clear from (75) and (76), is that ama ‘but’ is only grammatical with events, while tuku ‘but’ is 
used to coordinate nouns. It is striking that in elicitation consultants find sentences with nego ‘but’ 
ungrammatical, however, an example from a conversation shows that nego ‘but’ is indeed used in 
speech. Consider example (77): 
 
77) I toa semkata ne se jade, nego toa okolu se jade. 
  i toa semka-ta ne se jade  nego 
  CONJ that seed-DET.F NEG REFL eat.3SG.PRES AD.CONJ 
  toa okolu se jade 
  that around REFL eat.3SG.PRES 
  ‘And that seed is not edible, but that around it is edible.’ (converdation B 18:32) 
In (77) there is a strong contrast between semkata ‘the seed’, and toa okolu ‘that around it’ in terms 
of edibility. Semkata ‘the seed’ is focused here, i.e., ‘it is not THE SEED that is edible, but that around 
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it.’ The more general adversative conjunction ama ‘but’ would not imply that level of focus in (77). 
Arsenijević (2011) refers to nego ‘but’ in Serbo-Croatian as a substitutive adversative coordinator, 
and this seems to also be the case in Macedonian. 
 
Ama ‘but’, the most frequently used adversative conjunction, is a loan word from Turkish (Matras 
2007). Like ‘but’ in English, ama ‘but’ is also frequently used as a discourse marker, as is illustrated in 
(78). 
 
78)  Ama chekaj da ti kažam... 
  ama chekaj da ti  kažam 
  AD.CONJ wait SBJ CL.2SG.DAT tell-1SG.PRES 
  ‘But wait, let me tell you...’ 
In the above example (78) ama ‘but’ is used as a discourse marker, while in we have seen the use of 
it as a conjunction (75a). 
 
The conjunction a is referred to as an oppositive coordinator (Haspelmath 2007, Arsenijević 2011) 
and has no direct equivalent in English, as it both conjoins and contrasts two events. Consider (79a-
b): 
 
79)   Ajde, ovaa go pushtila zajačeto, a ovoj, ovoj skrijan, vardel nekade. 
  ajde  ov-aa go  pushti-l-a zaja-če-to   
  come.on PROX-F CL.ACC.3SG.M let.go-HS-F rabbit-DIM-DET.N  
  a ov-oj ov-oj s-krie-n  varde-l  ne-kade 
  OP.CONJ PROX-M PROX-M REFL-hide-PTCP look.out-HS.M INDF-where 
  ‘So, she sent out the rabbit, and he, he was hidden, on the lookout somewhere.’  
(narrative M 04:58) 
b)  Toa Vietnam e interesen deka e dugačok a tesen. 
  toa  Vietnam e  interesen deka dugachok  
  DEM.DIST.N Vietnam be.3SG.PRES interesting.M that long.M   
  a  tesen  
  CONT.CONJ narrow.M 
  ‘Vietnam is interesting because it is long and narrow.’  
(conversation B 19:17) 
 
In (79a) the man (ovoj ‘this one’) and the woman (ovaa ‘this one’) in the story are contrasted: while 
she is in front of the house releasing the rabbit, he is hiding somewhere. 
According to Arsenijević (2011) the use of the oppositive coordination implies that there is a 
presupposition about the relation between the two things that are opposed that is not borne out. 
However this doesn’t seem to hold for the way it is used in Macedonian: in (79a) the presupposition 
should be that wives and husbands do the same things and thus it is surprising that the husband is 
doing something else, while in (79b) the presupposition should be that things that are long cannot be 
narrow at the same time, which is not a logical assumption to make.  Thus, other than Serbo-
Croatian, when a is used in Macedonian, the two conjuncts are contrasted within their respective 
category. While they are members of the same category: a husband and a wife in (79a), shapes in 
(79b), they are opposed to each other.  
 
The contrastive conjunction ali is similar to a, it is composed of a ‘and’, ‘but’ and the focus particle li 
(Arsenijević 2011). Consider (80). 
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80)  Ali nemože ova da se... ne e istoto da se prefrli na toa. 
  a-li  ne-može  ov-a da se ne e  
  OP.CONJ-FOC NEG-can.3SG.PRES PROX-N SBJ REFL NEG be.3SG.PRES  
  ist-o-to  da  se pre-frli  na toa 
  same-N-DET.N SBJ  REFL INTS-throw on that 
  ‘But this cannot… it is not the same to be analogous to that.’ 
 
Unlike Serbo-Croatian, ali ‘but’ is not as frequently used in Macedonian. In (80) it has a meaning 
similar to ‘but wait’ in English, i.e. something previously mentioned in the discourse is being called to 
question. The focus operator in ali ‘but’ contrasts the focused constituent to a set of alternatives, as 
oppositive and adversative coordinations involve mutually exclusive foci (Arsenijević 2011).  
 
The coordinator no ‘but’ can conjoin both lexemes and whole phrases (Venovska-Antevska 2003).  
An example of no conjoining two whole sentences comes from my data and is given in (81). 
 
81)  Tehnologijata treba da se razviva no životot na čovekot treba da se vraḱa kon prirodata. 
  tehnologija-ta  treba  da se razviva  no život-ot
 tecnhology-DET.F should.3SG.PRES SBJ REFL develop AD.CONJ life-DET.M
 na čovekot treba  da se vraḱa  kon 
  of human-DET.M should.3SG.PRES SBJ REFL return.3SG.PRES towards
 priroda-ta 
  nature-DET.F 
  ‘The technology should advance but human life should go back towards nature.’ 
 
Venovska-Antevska (2003) did a corpus count on the occurrence of the different types of adversative 
coordinators in Macedonian and found that tuku ‘but’ is spreading, probably at the expense of ami 
‘but’.  She also found that ama ‘but’ is more frequent than no ‘but’. This is the opposite in Bulgarian, 
where ama ‘but’ is marked, because it is considered rude (Fielder 2008).  
This ‘rudeness’ element is however present in the Macedonian exclamative particle ma, which may 
be related to ama ‘but’. The use of ma is not analyzed extensively in the published research on 
Macedonian, but it is mentioned in Fielder (2008) as a possible variant of the discourse marker ama 
‘but’. An example of its use can be found in my data, presented as (82). 
 
82)  Ma, mu umrele8  edniot vol 
  ma mu  umre-l-e edni-ot  vol 
  EXCLM CL.DAT.3SG.M die-HS-PL one-DET.M ox 
  ‘Damn, one of his oxes died.’ 
 
The exclamation ma doesn’t appear to have a direct equivalent in English. It is use when something 
undesirable has happened, the most near pragmatic equivalent would be the colloquial use of ‘damn’ 
in English.   
Thus, the adversative meaning is retained in the discourse marker in the sense that it is uttered to 
display a contrast between the desired situation and the reality.  
While ama ‘but’ is of Turkish origin, the similar form ami ‘but’ comes from Greek (Fiedler 2008). Ami, 
is however, not frequently used in Standard Macedonian, as is attested in the count done by 
Venovska-Antevska (2003). It is employed as a discourse marker denoting surprise, as is shown in 
                                                             
8 Note that in the above sentence the speaker uses the plural form umrele ‘they (apparently) died’ rather than 
the singular umrel ‘he (apparently) died’ which would agree with the singular subject vol ‘ox’. This is probably a 
speech error. 
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example (83), but the use of it as a conjunction was found ungrammatical or restricted to certain 
dialects by my consultants. 
83)  Ami, što e ova što držiš vo rakata? 
  ami što e  ova shto drzhi-š vo raka-ta 
  but what be.3SG.PRES this what hold-2SG.PRES in hand-DET:F 
  ‘Why, what is this that you are holding in your hand?!’ (Lunt 1952:105) 
Thus the meaning ‘contrast’ in a position in the middle of a sentence becomes ‘unexpectedness’ in a 
sentence initial position, linking the conjunction ama ‘but’ with the discourse marker ma. 
An overview of all the forms discussed in this section is given in Table 8.  
form meaning 
a oppositive coordination 
ama clausal adversative coordination 
ami discourse marker from adversative coordination 
ali concessive contrastive conjunction 
nego nominal adversative coordination 
no general adversative coordination 
tuku nominal adversative coordination 
ma discourse marker from adversative coordination 
Table 8: adversative connectives and discourse markers in Macedonian 
Thus while ma and ami can only function as discourse markers, the other forms can be both 
conjunctions and discourse markers. When used as discourse markers, they denote a surprise or 
unpleasant unexpectedness. 
Having discussed all these forms, I will give a summary of their relations in the following section.  
 
3.6 Interim summary 
Macedonian, being a South Slavic language, is related to Serbo-Croatian. Arsenijević (2011) has found 
a relation between the conjunction i, question or focus particle li and the disjunction ili in Serbo-
Croatian, namely that the disjunction morphologically and phonetically consists of the conjunction 
combined with the question particle. Semantically, this can be explained by the disjunction being a 
combination of an additive element and a focus element. This analysis also holds for Macedonian. 
Furthermore, the focus particle can also combine with the oppositive particle a, adding extra focus to 
it. This pattern is also attested in Macedonian, however the use of ali ‘but’ is not as widespread in 
Macedonian as it is in Serbo-Croatian.  
Thus, in line with Arsenijević (2011), there is a relation between the conjunction, the disjunction and 
the focus particle that goes further than Serbo-Croatian alone. Furthermore, propositional questions 
are related to conditionals through the archaic use of the focus particle li in conditionals. The focus 
particle li is standardly employed in propositional questions for extra emphasis in modern 
Macedonian. The negation is also related to questions through the tag question neli ‘isn’t it’ and the 
question marker da ne ‘is it?’ The focus particle li also combines with the subjunctive particle da to 
form the question particle dali. All of these forms containing li ‘FOC’ are given in Table 9. 
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Table 9: combinations with the focus particle li in Macedonian. 
 
Furthermore, the conditional is linked to the imperative through the subjunctive, as insubordinated 
subjunctive clauses can mark imperative meanings. The subjunctive particle da is also related to 
cause and reason, this can especially be seen in Old Church Slavonic. When used in this sense it can 
combine with za ‘for’, yielding za da ‘so that’.  
Lastly, concessive conditionals are formed by adding the conjunctive coordinator to the subjunctive 
and counterfactual conditional marker da, forming i da ‘even if’.  The conjunctive coordinator also 
enters into a relation with the conditional conjunction, forming iako ‘although’.  
The conceptual space is presented as a grid in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: semantic grid for Macedonian 
In Figure 3 it is shown that all the concepts within the lines are related in some way. Reason and 
manner are separated with a dotted line, as they are only related to the subjunctive in the 
combinations za da ‘in order to’ and kako da ‘as if’ respectively. The temporal and the conditional are 
also separated with a dotted line, as koga ‘when’ can be used to form conditionals, though this is 
rare. The subjunctive, imperative and conditional are related through the use of the particle da, while 
the subjunctive is also related to the propositional question dali and the focus marker li. 
In the next Chapter I describe Dutch and present the concepts in a similar grid. 
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4. Dutch 
In this section I will give an overview of Dutch, a West-Germanic language spoken in The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Suriname and the Netherlands Antilles. According to the Ethnologue (Lewis et 
al. 2016) Dutch has around 22 million speakers. The data for this section are mostly from Standard 
Dutch, though some interesting examples form dialects are also considered. 
In the following chapter I will first discuss question formation and the role that word order, negation 
and modal particles play in it in Section 4.1., then the different uses of the conjunctions als ‘if’ in 4.2, 
of ‘or’ in 4.3 and en ‘and’ in 4.4. A summary of the findings is presented in Section 4.5. 
4.1 Word order and question formation 
The canon word order in Dutch is SVO in main clauses and SOV in embedded ones. This has lead to 
Shetter (1958), as cited in Dryer et al. (2013), to analyze Dutch as having no dominant word order. 
Dutch can be generalized as a SOV language with verb second order. This verb second order strategy 
is only seen in main clauses. An example of the realization of the word order is given in example 
(84a-b). 
84a)  Jan aait een schaap. 
  ‘Jan pats a goat.’ SVO 
b) Jan aait een schaap [dat gras aan het eten is]. 
  ‘Jan pats a goat that is eating grass.’ SVO[SOV] 
When multiple verbs are present in a sentence, Dutch is one of the few natural languages which 
displays crossing dependencies, as is exemplified in (85) from Bresnan et al. (1982:614). 
85)  ... dat Jan Piet de kinderen zag helpen zwemmen. 
  that Jan Piet the children see-past help-inf swim-inf 
  ‘… that Jan saw Piet help the children swim.’ (ex. 2 from Bresnan et al. 1982:614) 
The embedded clause in (85) contains three predicates: Jan zag ‘Jan saw’ (underlined in the 
example), Piet helpen ‘Piet help’ (printed in bold) and de kinderen zwemmen ‘the children swim’ 
(printed in italics). While in English, each verb comes after the noun, in Dutch all the verbs cluster at 
the end of the sentences and thus the dependencies between the nouns and the verbs cross each 
other.  
The word order in Dutch is relevant for the formation of propositional questions, the other relevant 
aspect being intonation. Question particles don’t play are role in Dutch question formation. 
The word order of a propositional question is shown in example (86). 
86)  Was je in Parijs? 
  was  je in Parijs 
  be.2SG.PST you in Paris 
  ‘Were you in Paris?’ 
It is clear from example (86) that the verb moves to the first position in order to achieve the question 
word-order. In the case of multiple verbs, verb-subject inversion takes place with the finite verb, such 
as in example (87). 
 
87)  Zag Jan Piet de kinderen helpen zwemmen? 
  zag Jan Piet de kinderen helpen zwemmen 
  see.PST Jan Piet the child-PL  help-INF swim-INF 
  ‘Did Jan saw Piet help the children swim?’ 
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When an answer of a certain polarity is expected, inserting the reversed polarity in the question 
makes that expectation known. This can be seen in examples (88a-b). 
88a)  Is dat niet de vader van Sáskia?  
  is  dat niet de  vader van Saskia 
  be.3SG.PRES that NEG DET.DEF.C father of Saskia 
  ‘Isn’t that Saskia’s father?’(expected answer is ‘yes’) 
b)  Heb je die brief wel gepóst? 
  heb  je die brief wel gepost 
  have.2SG.PRES you that letter AFF post.PTCP 
  ‘Have you even posted that letter?’ (expected answer is ‘no’) 
  (examples 3 and 6 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
The negation in (88a) is marked with niet ‘not’. Dutch has an affirmative particle, wel ‘AFF’, shown in 
(88b). Wel ‘AFF’ is one of the modal particles that can be used in questions and imperatives. In the 
next section I will briefly discuss some relevant modal particles. 
4.1.1 Questions and modal particles 
As we have seen in the above section Dutch uses an affirmative particle wel as an opposite to the 
negator niet ‘not’. In this section I discuss the modal particles, dan ‘then’, maar ‘but’ and ook ‘also’ as 
well. There are many more modal particles occurring in Dutch, but these are the ones that are 
related to my topic as they appear in questions, imperatives and exclamatives, but also function as 
conjuntions. 
According to Vismans (1994) modal particles can interact in questions, exclamations and imperatives; 
this is an inferential use of modal particles (Van der Wouden 2002). In the above section it was 
demonstrated how the polar wel ‘AFF’ and niet ‘not’ interact in questions. Modal particles are often 
clustered (Van der Wouden 2002), consider example (89a-b). 
 
89a)  Maar wat of wie ben ik dan wel?  
  maar wat of wie ben  ik dan wel 
  but what DISJ who be.1SG.PRES I then AFF 
  ‘But who or what AM I then?’ (blog 2012, CHN) 
b) Update dan  maar?  
  update then AD.CONJ 
  ‘Well, update then?’ (blog 2011, CHN) 
 
In (89a) the particle wel ‘AFF’ co-occurs with the modal particle dan ‘then’ (see Section 3.3.3 for a 
different danwel), in (89b) we see that dan ‘then’ can also be combined with maar ‘but’. Dan ‘then’ is 
primarily a temporal adverb which also functions as a modal particle, while maar ‘but’ is a modal 
particle derived from the adversative coordinator (Van der Wouden 2002). According to Elffers 
(1997) all modal particles can be adverbs, interjections or conjunctions. Thus, they are always 
multifunctional.  
The particle dan ‘then’ can also occur on its own in questions, both propositional and content 
questions, as shown in (90). 
90)  Wie is man nummer drie dan?  
  wie is  man nummer drie dan 
  who be.3SG.PRES man number three then 
  ‘Who is guy number three then?’ (CGN 0008274.175) 
 
Modal particles also occur in imperatives, consider (91a-b). In sentence (91a) an example of the 
modal dan ‘then’ with an imperative is given, and in (91b) the imperative occurs with maar ‘but’.  
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91a)  Kijk dan! 
  Kijk  dan  
  look.IMP then 
  ‘Look (already)’! (ex. 10 from Van der Wouden) 
b)  Kijk maar! 
  kijk  maar 
  look.IMP AD.CONJ 
  ‘(Go ahead,) look!’ (ex. 12 from Van der Wouden) 
 
By adding the modal particle dan ‘then in (91a), a sense of impatience with the hearer is expressed. 
The hearer should already be looking, but isn’t doing so, much to the annoyance of the speaker. In 
(91b) the speaker is suggesting that the speaker should look. This is in line with the source meaning 
of these particles. Dan ‘then’ is related to temporality, thus in (91a) the focus is on the time: the 
hearer should have looked before the time of the utterance, while maar ‘but’ is a conjunction of 
contrast, thus the focus is on changing the state of the hearer from not-looking to looking. 
 
The additive coordinator in Dutch is ook ‘also’ is also used as a modal particle, as shown in (92). 
92)  Haar carrièrepad heeft ze dan ook goed uitgestippeld. 
  haar  carrièrepad heeft  ze  dan ook goed 
 POSS.3SG.F career.path have.3SG.PRES PRO:3SG.F then also good
 uitgestippeld 
  lay.out.PTCP 
  ‘But then again, she has layed out her career path wisely.’ (newspaper 2010, CHN) 
To conclude this section, we have seen that the adversative coordination, the additive, the temporal 
adverb and the affirmative are all related to modality, which means they can function in questions, 
exclamations and imperatives. Furthermore, question formation is tightly related to word order. In 
the following section I will elaborate on how the subordinating word order plays a role in conditional 
formation. 
4.2 Conditionals and manner  
According to De Rooij (1965) the subordinating conjunction als ‘if’ has several different meanings in 
Dutch, including (i) comparative, (ii) state of being, (iii) facsimile, (iv) temporal and (v) conditional. In 
this section I will first discuss the temporal and conditional usage. In Section 4.2.2 I will elaborate on 
the relation between the conditional and the imperative. The comparative, state of being and 
facsimile uses of als ‘if’ are all discussed in Section 4.2.3, as they are all related to MANNER. 
 
4.2.1 Temporal and conditional  
The conditional in Dutch is formed with the conditional conjunction als ‘if’ in the protasis with the 
temporal adverb dan ‘then’ optionally in the apodosis. As we have seen in the previous section, dan 
‘then’ also functions as a modal particle. When it is used in conditionals however, it retains its 
original function as an adverb. An example of a hypothetical conditional containing both als ‘if’ in the 
protasis and dan ‘then’ in the apodosis is given in (93). 
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93)  Als er iemand bij u thuis last heeft van allergieën, dan kan het zijn dat u frequenter de matras  
  moet schoonmaken. 
  als er iemand  bij u  thuis last heeft  van  
  COND EXPL someone at PRO:2SG.FOR home burden have.3SG.PRES of 
  allergie-ën dan kan  het  zijn dat u 
  allergy-PL then can.3SG.PRES PRO:3SG.N be.INF that PRO:2SG.FOR 
  frequent-er de  matras  moet schoonmaken 
  frequent-COMP DET.DEF.C mattress must clean 
  ‘If someone at your home has allergies, it could be the case that you need to clean the  
  matrass more frequently.’ (newspaper 2010, CHN)9 
A more formal conditional conjunction is indien ‘if’. In (93), als ‘if’ could be replaced by indien ‘if’, 
leaving all other things equal. The utterance would then get a more formal character, thus there is a 
difference between als and indien ‘if’ in register. Furthermore, while indien ‘if’ is only used 
conditionally, als can be ambiguous between the temporal reading ‘when’ and the conditional 
reading ‘if’. In the example (94) from Haeseryn et al. (1997) als ‘if’ has a temporal meaning. 
 
94)  Als kind ben ik daar vaak geweest. 
  als kind ben  ik daar vaak ge-wees-t 
  COND child be.2SG.PRES PRO:1SG there often PTCP-be-PTCP 
  ‘As a child, I’ve been there often.’ (i.e. ‘when I was a child’)  
(ex. 5 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
When the future tense marked with the auxiliary zal ‘will’ is employed, the implied meaning is also 
temporal, as shown in (95). 
 
95)  Als het ruimteschip over drie jaar in de omgeving van Jupiter gekomen zal zijn, zal de koers    
  gecorrigeerd worden.  
  als het  ruimteschip over drie jaar in de  
  COND DET.DEF.N space.ship over three year in DET.DEF.C 
  omgeving van Jupiter ge-kome-n zal zijn zal de  
 area  of Jupiter PTCP-come-PTCP will be.INF will DET.DEF.C 
  koers ge-corrigeer-d  word-en 
  course PTCP-correct-PTCP become-INF 
  ‘When the space ship will be in the area of Jupiter in three years, the course shall be  
  corrected.’(ex. 8 from Haesryn et al. 1997). 
 
In the above example it is assumed that in three years the space ship will be in around Jupiter and 
when that happens, the course shall be changed.  
Another strategy of forming conditionals in Dutch is by changing the word order, consider examples 
(96a-d). 
 
(Examples 12a-d from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
96a)  Als je je ziek voelt, dan moet je thuis blijven. 
  als je je ziek voel-t   
  COND PRO:2SG REFL.2SG sick feel-2SG  
  dan moet je thuis blijv-en  
  then must PRO:2SG home stay-INF 
                                                             
9 To search for Als… dan sentences in the Corpus Hedendaags Nederlands I used the query “als” [] {1,10} “dan” 
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b)  Als je je ziek voelt, moet je thuis blijven. 
  als je je ziek voel-t moet je thuis blijv-en 
  COND PRO:2SG REFL.2SG sick feel-2SGmust PRO:2SG home stay-INF 
c)   Voel je je ziek, dan moet je thuis blijven. 
  voel je je ziek, dan moet je thuis blijven 
  feel.2SG PRO:2SG REFL.2G sick then must PRO:2SG home stay-INF 
d)  Voel je je ziek, moet je thuis blijven. 
  voel je je ziek, moet je thuis blijven 
  feel.2SG PRO:2SG REFL.2G sick must PRO:2SG home stay-INF 
  ‘If you feel unwell, you should stay at home.’ 
 
In the sentence (96a) both als ‘if’ and dan ‘then’ are used, while in (96b) the optional dan ‘then’ is 
left out. In (96c), it is als ‘if’ that is omitted, but note that when this is the case, the word order 
automatically changes, unlike when dan ‘then’ is left out. In (96d) both als ‘if’ and dan ‘then’ are 
omitted.  
Example (96d) shows that a conditional can be marked by fronting the verb, making the protasis 
structurally the same as a propositional question, as we have seen in Section 4.1. 
This is in line with the explanation proposed by Haiman (1978) who claimed that conditionals are 
derived from questions. Thus, (96c-d) could be paraphrased as ‘Do you feel sick? Stay at home, then.’  
Whether a conditional is hypothetical, habitual or counterfactual is marked by the tense on the verb. 
The present tense is used hypothetical conditionals, while the pluperfect, which consists of a main 
verb in the past tense and a past participle, marks counterfactual conditionals. Consider the minimal 
pair presented in (97a-b). 
 
97a)   Als je ziek bent, moet je thuis blijven. 
  als je ziek ben-t  moet je thuis blijv-en 
  COND PRO:2SG sick be-2SG.PRES must PRO:2SG home stay-INF 
  ‘If you are sick, you have to stay at home.’ 
b)   Als je ziek was geweest, had je thuis moeten blijven. 
  als je ziek was  geweest had   
  COND PRO:2SG sick be-2SG.PST be.PST.PTCP have.2SG.PST  
  je thuis moet-en blijv-en 
  PRO:2SG home must-INF stay-INF 
  ‘If you had been sick, you should have stayed at home.’ (counterfactual) 
Example (97a) is a hypothetical or habitual conditional. The combination of the past tense on the 
main verb and the past participle in example (97b) is used to express counterfactuality.  
A third way of forming conditionals is with the construction zo ja ‘so yes’. 
98)  Is het willen hebben van macht ethisch en zo ja, wanneer wordt het onethisch?  
  is  het  wil-en  heb-en van macht ethisch en zo  
  be.3SG.PRES PRO:3SG.N want-INF have-INFof power ethical CONJ so
 ja wanneer word-t  het on-ethisch 
  yes when become-3SG.PRES it un-ethical 
  ‘Is the will for power ethical and if so at what point does it become unethical?’ 
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
 
For concessive conditionals the particles zelfs als ‘even if’ or of ‘or’ that mark the concessive nature 
of the conditional, as in (99). For more examples of the use of of ‘or’ in concessives see Section 4.3. 
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99)  Zelfs als iedereen vegetariër zou worden, dan zou dat de uitstoot met nauwelijks 7 procent  
  doen dalen.  
  zelfs als iedereen vegetariër zou worden dan zou dat 
  even COND everybody vegetarian would become then would that 
 de uitstoot met nauwelijks 7 procent doe-n daal-en 
  the emission with barely  7 procent do-INF descend-INF 
  ‘Even if everybody would be a vegetarian, the amount of emission would drop with barely  
 7 procent.’ (allemaal veggie is toch niet zo groen 2010). 
Als ‘as’ can be combined with nog ‘still’ to form alsnog ‘still’. This is exemplified in (100). This has a 
temporal meaning with a concessive element.  
100)  En ik denk dat ie naar rechts gaat want zelfs al wordt de dollarbiljet weggetrokken dan heb je  
  alsnog kans dat je misschien een dollar krijgt. 
   en ik denk  dat ie naar rechts gaat  want 
  CONJ PRO:1SG think.2SG.PRES that PRO:3SG to right go.3SG.PRES because 
  zelfs al word-t   de  dollar-biljet weg-ge-trek-en  
  even if become-3SG.PRES DET.DEF.C dollar-bill away-PTCP-pull-PTCP 
  dan heb  je als:nog  kans dat je misschien 
 then have.2SG.PRES PRO:2SG COND:still chance that you maybe   
  ee  dollar krijg-t 
  DET.INDF dollar get-3SG.PRES  
  ‘And I think he will go right, because even if the dollar bill will be pulled away, there’s still the  
  chance that you get a dollar.’ (elicitation L 09:22) 
In (100) we see that alsnog is used in combination with a concessive conditional denoted by zelfs al 
‘even if’.  
Thus, we have seen how temporal, hypothetical, counterfactual and generic conditionals are 
expressed. There are two main strategies: (i) adding the conditional conjunction als ‘if’, or (ii) 
changing the word order, similarly to the formation of questions as shown in the Section 3.3.1. 
In the next section I look deeper into the role of the verb first order in the forming of conditionals.  
 
4.2.3 Coordinated conditionals and imperatives  
Another type of conditional construction is the conditional imperative, which consists of a 
coordinated conditional (Bolinger 1977, see Chapter 2) with an imperative in the first clause 
(Boogaart & Trnavac 2004, Fortuin & Boogaart 2009).  
First, consider again the coordinated conditional, as illustrated in (101a-b) for Dutch. 
Similarly to English (Bolinger 1977), in Dutch the coordinator can be either en ‘and’ or of ‘or’.  
 
101a)  Hou je mond of je wordt zwaar gestraft.  
  hou je  mond of je word-t  
  hold 2SG.POSS mouth DISJ PRO:2SG become-2SG.PRES  
  zwaar ge-straf-t 
  heavy PTCP-punish-PTCP 
  ‘Shut up or you will be heavily punished.’ (newspaper 2004, CHN) 
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b)  Als meisje... je leeft je een x uit en je bent gelijk een slet. 
  als meisje je leef-t  je een  x uit en 
  SIM girl PRO:2SG live-2SG.PRES REFL DET.INDF time PRT CONJ 
  je ben-t  gelijk  een slet 
 PRO:2SG be-2SG.PRES immediately DET.INDF slut 
  ‘As a girl . . . you have a good time, and you are immediately considered a slut.’ 
 (weblog, ex. 31 from Fortuin & Boogaart 2009:659) 
 
(101a) can be paraphrased as Als je je mond niet houdt, wordt je zwaar gestraft ‘If you don’t shut up, 
you will be heavily punished’, thus the disjunctive marker brings in the alternative semantics: only 
one of the clauses can be true. Either you shut your mouth, or you are punished. In coordinated 
sentences like (101b), on the other hand, it is crucial that both clauses are true: you both have a good 
time and you’re considered a slut. Furthermore, the en ‘and’ in these cases is interpreted denoting a 
causal relation (Dik 1968); the reason you are considered a slut, is due to the fact that you had a 
good time. Thus, the semantics of the disjunctive and conjunctive operator determine the 
interpretation of the coordinated conditional. 
 
Now, these constructions are also related to the imperative. Consider the following examples from 
Fortuin & Boogaart (2009) in which the first verb is an imperative form and the two sentences are 
conjoined with coordinator en ‘and’. 
 
102a)  Hang de was buiten en het gaat regenen. 
  hang  de  was buiten en het  gaa-t  
  hang.IMP DET.DEF.C laundry outside CONJ PRO:3SG.N go-3SG.PRES 
  regen-en 
  rain-INF 
  ‘Hang the laundry outside, and it will start raining’/‘As soon as you hang the laundry to dry  
  outside, [you’ll see] it will start raining’  
(Proeme 1984:246, cited as ex. 3 in Fortuin & Boogaart 2009:644) 
b)  Als je de was buiten hangt, gaat het regenen. 
  als je de  was buiten hang-t  gaa-t  het  
  COND PRO:2SG DET.DEF.C laundry outside hang-2SG.PRES go-3SG.PRES PRO:3SG.N 
  regen-en  
  rain-INF 
  ‘If you hang the laundry outside, it will start raining.’  
(ex. 19 from Fortuin & Boogaart 2009:653) 
 
In (102a) the conditional is expressed using the imperative form hang ‘hang’ and the coordinator en 
‘and’, whereas in (102b) the prototypical conditional construction is used. The difference in meaning 
between (102a) and (102b) is that (102a) expresses a certain attitude towards the final event, in this 
case negative. Furthermore, (102a) is to be interpreted as a generic conditional: everytime you hang 
your laundry outside, it will unfortunately, start raining.  
The imperative in such constructions as (102a) prompts the listener to imagine the situation, rather 
than directly acting upon in, like a prototypical imperative would. This difference is also expressed in 
the intonation of a bare imperative and a directive imperative. Consider intonation patterns in Figure 
4a and 4b made with Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2009). 
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Figure 4a: Prosody line of the utterance ‘Hang even de was op!’ 
 
Figure 4b: Prosody line of the utterance ‘Hang de was op’ in a coordinated conditional 
In Figure 4a the prosody line is shown for a native speaker being promted to say Hang even de was 
op! ‘Hang the laundry outside!’ by a context. The prosody of the imperative goes down at the end. 
Figure 4b is the prosody line for the imperative clause in the utterance Hang de was op en het gaat 
regenen! ‘As soon as you hang the laundry outside, it starts raining!’, uttered by the same speaker as 
in Figure 4a. In Figure 4b the prosody goes up at the end, just as the speaker pronounces the end of 
was ‘laundry’.  
According to Boogaart & Fortuin (2009) the imperative in constructions like the first conjunct of 
(102a) has a directive meaning which it then transfers to the conditional construction.  
The difference between the imperative conditional and the other conditional types, is that the 
imperative conditional is related to directives. Thus, conditional is related to imperative conditional, 
imperative conditional is related to directive, directive is related to imperative and thus conditional is 
related to imperative in an indirect way. 
Thus, the conditional has a relation with both questions and imperatives, this is similar to the findings 
for Macedonian in Chapter 3. 
 
3.2.1 Manner 
The conjunction als ‘as’ also has other functions, besides a conditional and temporal marker. It is 
used in the forming of comparisons, expressing a property or facsimile constructions. In these cases, I 
gloss als as ‘SIMILATIVE’ rather than ‘CONDITIONAL’. In example (103) the use of als ‘if’ in a comparative 
structure is shown.  
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103)  Hij is zo groot als een olifant. 
  hij  is  zo groot als een olifant 
  PRO:3SG.M be.3SG.PRES so big SIM DET.INDF elephant 
  ‘He is as big as an elephant.’ 
For this purpose the correlative construction zo… als ‘such… as’ is used. As we have seen in the 
previous section, zo ‘so’ can also be used as a conditional marker. In example (104) we see that the 
zo ‘so’ and als ‘if’ can also be compounded to form zoals ‘as’, which is used when a whole clause 
follows rather than just an NP. 
 
104)  Reken het maar uit zoals je het op school geleerd hebt. 
  reken  het  maar uit zo:als je  het  
 calculate PRO:3SG.N AD.CONJ PRT so:SIM PRO:2SG  PRO:3SG.M 
 op school ge-leer-d heb-t 
  on school PTCP-learn-PTCP have-3SG.PRES 
  ‘Calculate it in the same way as you have learned at school.’ 
(ex. 1b from Haersyn et al. 1997) 
 
Both als ‘like’ and zoals ‘such as’ are also used in exemplification strategies, as illustrated in (105a-b). 
 
105a) Landen als Soedan, Nigeria, Zaïre en Tsjaad, om er maar enkele te noemen, maken geen deel  
  uit van het forum.  
  land-en  als Soedan Nigeria Zaïre en Tsjaad om maar enkel-e 
   country-PL SIM Sudan Nigeria Zaire CONJ Chad to AD.CONJ few-AGR 
 te noem-en maken  geen deel uit van het  forum 
  to name-INF make-INF no part out of DET.DEF.C forum 
  ‘Countries like Sudan, Nigeria, Zaire (Congo-Kinshasa) and Chad, just to name a few, take no  
  part in the forum.’  
(reported speech 1995, CHN) 
b)   Het toegenomen gebruik van rood vlees zoals doks en schaap is ook een grote boosdoener.   
  het  toegenomen gebruik van rood vlees zo:als doks en  
  DET.DEF.N increase.PTCP use of red meat so:SIM duck.SR CONJ 
 schaap  is  ook een groot-e boosdoener 
  sheep  be.3SG.PRES also DET.INDF big-AGR evil.doer 
  ‘The increased use of red meat such as duck and sheep is also a major cause (of poor health).’ 
(website 2010, CHN)  
In (105a) the set of countries that is referred to is bigger than just Sudan, Nigeria, Zaire and Chad, 
however these countries are prominent members of that set and as such are used as examples. 
In (105b) doks ‘duck’ and schaap ‘sheep’ are given as prominent examples of the set ‘red meat’. The 
difference between (105a) and (105b) is that the zoals-clause in (105b) is considered to be a 
parenthetical, while the als-clause in (105a) isn’t (Haeseryn et al. 1997). If the clause [zoals doks en 
schaap] would be omitted from (105b), the resulting sentence Het toegenomen gebruik van rood 
vlees is ook een grote boosdoener ‘The increased use of red meat it a major cause’ is still a 
grammatical sentence. On the contrary, if als Soedan, Nigeria, Zaïre en Tsjaad ‘like Sudan, Nigeria, 
Zaire and Chad’, however would be omitted from (105a), the resulting sentence Landen maken geen 
deel uit van het forum ‘Countries don’t take part in the forum’ makes little sense. Thus, als ‘if’ has 
both the meanings EXAMPLE and COMPARISON, while when zo ‘so’ is added, the EXAMPLE meaning 
is coerced.  
 
In informal speech als ‘as’ is also used to make comparisons in which two things are explicitly not 
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equal. This structure, though its use is noted by Paardekoper (1950) and Haeseryn et al. (1997), is not 
considered grammatical from a prescriptive point of view. Consider example (106). 
106)   Zijn zusje is al groter als/dan hij.  
  zijn  zusje is  al groot-er als dan hij 
  POSS.3SG.M sister be.3SG.PRES already big-COMP SIM then PRO:3SG.M 
  ‘His sister is already bigger than him.’ 
 
In the above example, we see that both als ‘if’ and dan ‘than’ can be used after the comparative 
adjective groter ‘bigger’, only the latter, however, is considered grammatical by the norm of 
Standard Dutch.  
According to the Haeseryn et al. (1997) als ‘if’, ‘like’ can also be used as a conjunction of a property 
of an entity. In this case it is followed by a noun phrase, as is shown in example (107a), where the 
speaker is in fact a lawyer. In example (107b) als ‘if’ is used as a facsimile, i.e. the person has the 
appearance of being a lawyer, without actually being one.  
107a)  Als advocaat kan ik het hier niet mee eens zijn.  
  als advocaat kan  ik het  hier niet 
  SIM lawyer  can.1SG.PRES PRO:1SG PRO:3SG.N here NEG 
  mee eens zijn  
  with agree be.INF 
  ‘As a lawyer, I cannot agree with this.’ (i.e., because I am a lawyer, I cannot agree with this) 
b) Hij praatte als een advocaat, maar het hielp niets. 
  hij  praat-te als een advocaat maar het 
  PRO:3SG.M talk-PST.3SG SIM DET.INDF lawyer  AD.CONJ PRO:3SG.N 
  hielp  niets 
  help.3SG.PST nothing 
  ‘He talked like a lawyer, but to no avail.’ 
(ex. 2a&b from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
When als ‘if’ is it is used as a facsimile, it can take whole DP, while when it is used to attribute a 
property, it can only be followed by a noun, i.e., als advocaat ‘as a lawyer’ or the deictic pronoun 
zodanig ‘such’, as shown in (108). The combination als zodanig ‘as such’ is used as a state of being 
marker when entities are compared with themselves.  
 
108)  Hij ging toen plotseling over op de vraag of dat ook het recht inhield voor homoseksuelen om   
  zich als zodanig te uiten en te organiseren.  
  hij  ging toen plotseling over op de  vraag 
 PRO:3SG.M go.PST then suddenly over on DET.DEF.C question
 of dat ook het  recht inhield  voor homoseksueel-en
 DISJ that also DET.DEF.N right contain.PST for homosexual-PL 
 om  zich als zodanig te uit-en  en te organiseer-en 
  to REFL SIM such  to express-INF CONJ to organize-INF 
  ‘He then suddenly switched to the question if that also included the right for homosexuals to  
  express and organise themselves as such.’ 
(reported speech 1995, CHN)  
In example (108) it is questioned whether homosexuals could present themselves as themselves, i.e., 
homosexuals. Thus, zodanig ‘such’ is used instead of homoseksuelen ‘homosexuals’ to avoid 
repetition.  
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Related to the facsimile use of als is alsof ‘as if’, which is a combination of als ‘if’ and of ‘or’. The use 
of alsof ‘as if’ is exemplified in (109a-b). 
 
109a)   Het lijkt erop alsof de beleidsmakers Coronie niet zien staan. 
  het  lijk-t  er:op als:of de  beleids-maker-s  
  PRO:3SG.N seems-3SG.PRES EXPL:on SIM:DISJ DET.DEF.C policy-maker-PL  
 Coronie niet zien staan 
  Coronie NEG see.INF stand.INF 
  ‘It looks as if the policymakers don’t notice Coronie.’  
(newspaper 2010, CHN)  
b) Zingend alsof ze al naar die tweede ronde gingen. 
  zing-end als:of ze al naar die twee-de ronde ging-en 
  sing-GER SIM:DISJ they already to that two-ORD round go.PST-PL 
  ‘Singing as if they were already through to that next round.’  
(CGN fv600776) 
 
Alsof ‘as if’ is used to mark the facsimile when a whole clause rather than just a DP is used. The 
addition of of ‘or’ gives makes the particle a subordinator, since of ‘or’ is used in embedded 
questions (see Section 3.3). In (109a) alsof ‘as if’ could be replaced with the complementizer dat 
‘that’ without rendering the sentence ungrammatical. Semantically, the choice of alsof ‘as if’ over dat 
‘that’ expresses a higher amount of uncertainty about the truth of the embedded clause. In (109b) it 
is impossible to replace alsof ‘as if’ with dat ‘that’, because the gerund zingend ‘singing’ doesn’t take 
a complement clause; the alsof-clause that follows it is parenthetical.  
Lastly, als ‘as’ can be used in exclamative sentences, as in example (110): 
 
110) Akelig als ik het vond! 
  akelig  als ik het  vond 
  gruesome SIM PRO:1SG PRO:3SG.N find.1SG.PST 
  ‘Gruesome as I found it!’ (ex. 6 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
In (110) als ‘if’ can be replaced by dat ‘that’. The exclamative construction is related to manner: 
‘Hoe vond je het?’ ‘Akelig’ 
Thus, als ‘if’ can be used in similar and dissimiliar comparisons, facsimiles, property attribution, 
exemplification strategies and exclamatives. These meanings are all related to MANNER.. According 
to Heine & Kuteva (2002) comparison markers can grammaticalize from words that denote manner. 
Furthermore, it can be found in exclamatives. Some of these functions are also covered by of ‘or’.  
In the following section I discuss of ‘or’, which we have already seen to be related to the facsimile 
construction. 
4.3 Of: the coordinating and subordinating conjunction 
The conjunction of has multiple functions, namely: (i) disjunctive marker, (ii) conditional marker, (ii) 
concessive, (iii) facsimile, (iv) embedded question particle, (v) tag question and (vi) affirmative 
exclamation (De Rooij 1965). All these functions are subordinating, except for the disjunctive and tag 
question. There is no consensus about the relation between the disjunctive of and the subordinating 
of ‘or’. Due to their distinct origin, the Middelnederlandse Woordenboek lists two separate entries 
for of, treating the two as homonyms. The first one, the disjunctive coordinator, is related to the 
Gothic word aiþþau ‘or’, from Proto-Germanic *efþau ‘or’. The subordinating conjunction of, on the 
other hand, has a different origin: that of Gothic ibai, from the dative form *jabai ‘on the condition’ 
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of *jabą ‘condition’ in Proto-Germanic, with the English ‘if’ as its cognate. 10 According to De Vries 
(1971) these two distinct function words have phonologically coincided in the modern Dutch 
language, but are unrelated in origin. As such, they have been treated as homonyms by De Rooij 
(1965), Den Besten (1974) and Van der Sijs (2006) among others. 
Regarding the cross-linguistic evidence for the relation between question particles and disjunctives, I 
think it would be superficial to claim that there is no semantic correspondence between the two in 
Dutch. Despite these two forms being historically unrelated, the phonological relation could give way 
to reanalysis in their modern usage. Alternatively, the fact that they have coincided phonologically 
could be exactly due to their conceptual similarity.  
Many scholars, such as Van Calcer (1973), Jayaseelan (2008) and Cremers (2016) recognize the 
similarities between the disjunctive and the subordinating use of of, especially with regard to 
embedded questions. Van Calcer (1973) proposes that the subordinating of is derived from the 
coordinating one through the following means: Ik vraag of p ‘I ask whether p’ comes from the 
structure ik vraag (p ∨ ¬p) ‘I ask whether (p ∨ ¬p)’. Den Besten (1974) counters this claim by asserting 
that subordination cannot be syntactically derived from a coordinating structure. However, this 
syntactic compatibility of subordination and coordination does not need to affect the conceptual 
similarities between them. Furthermore, König & Haspelmath (1998) state that Polish and Lithuanian 
display the same pattern as Dutch, i.e. the subordinator that marks embedded questions is identical 
to the disjunctive marker, thus this is not unique to Dutch. 
I propose that the attested different origins of of ‘or’ should not pose a problem for their conceptual 
relation, since the semantic relation between disjunctions and questions has been attested cross-
linguistically, as such it would be unusual if this overlap was pure coincidence in Dutch. 
In the remainder of this chapter I first examine the disjunctive function of of and other disjunctive 
markers before moving on to all the functions of the subordinator. 
4.3.1 Of and other disjunctive markers 
There are multiple ways of forming disjunctive sentences in Dutch, the most prominent being the use 
of the coordinator of ‘or’, or its archaic form ofte, to conjoin the two disjuncts. The affirmative 
particle wel (see Section 4.1.1) can be added to form ofwel ‘or’, which appears to have a more 
exclusive reading, and oftwel ‘or’ which can be used as a metalinguistic disjunction. 
A more formal way of forming disjunctions is by the use of danwel ‘or’. 
Furthermore, correlative constructions can be used in the forms of… of, ofwel… ofwel or hetzij… 
hetzij, which can all be glossed as ‘either… or’. Correlative disjunctive coordinations usually force an 
                                                             
10 Actually, when we look at the use of aiþþau closely in the Gothic Bible, aiþþau is not only used as a disjunctive marker, 
but also as ‘then’, as is shown in example (1).  
 
1)  unte jabai þairh witoþ garaihtei, aiþþau jah Xristus sware gaswalt. 
  εἰ γὰρ διὰ νόμου δικαιοσύνη, ἄρα χριστὸς δωρεὰν ἀπέθανεν. 
  ‘for if righteousness come by the law, then Christ is dead in vain.’ 
  (from Galatians 2:21) (no gloss provided) 
 
It is hard to make any conclusions about Gothic syntax, because there are very few original Gothic texts. Most of the 
Gothic data is from the Bible, which is directly translated from Greek. Thus, when one analyzes these Gothic texts, one 
always runs the risk of analyzing the Greek structure rather than the Gothic one. Consequently, all the instances of Greek 
ἢ ‘or’ are translated in Gothic as aiþþau ‘or’. 
Note the Greek original text of example (1) ἄρα ‘so’, ‘therefore’ is used, rather than ἢ ‘or’, which in Gothic has been 
translated with aiþþau jah ‘or and’. This is an interesting combination, as jah ‘and’ is the coordinating conjunction, usually 
corresponding to Greek και ‘and’ which also isn’t found in this line of text. Thus, the combination of the disjunctive and 
conjunctive marker in Gothic yields some sort of ‘then’-like apodosis marker. Note that we can be sure that this sentence 
is indeed interpreted as a conditional in Gothic, because of the conditional marker jabai ‘if’. This meaning is in line with 
the definition proposed by Streitberg (1910), who says that aiþþau is also used in the combination jabai… aiþþau ‘either… 
or’, or to introduce the apodosis in a hypothetical clause, which means it bears some relation with the conditional.  
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exclusive disjunctive reading. 
First, let’s look at the syntactic properties of of ‘or’. In example (111) it occurs between two NPs.  
111)  Onweersbui of een stralende zon... dan lokt de stralende zon toch meer. 
  onweersbui of een  stralend-e zon dan lok-t 
 thunderstorm DISJ DET.INDF shining-AGR sun then lure-3SG.PRES  
  de  stralend-e  zon toch meer 
  DET.DEF.C shining-AGR sun still more 
  ‘A thunderstorm or a shining sun… the shining sun is more appealing.’  (elicitation W 11:07) 
Of ‘or’ can be used in a sentence initial position, as is shown by example (112), where it is used as a 
repair strategy and could be best translated as ‘or rather’. 
112)  Elk jaar rond Sinterklaas doen we het. Of deden we het want dit jaar was voor ons het eerste   
  jaar dat de Sint officieel tot fictie bestempeld is.  
  elk jaar rond Sinterklaas doe-n  we het 
  every year around Sinterklaas do-1PL.PRES PRO:1PL PRO:3SG.N 
  of deed-en we het  want  dit jaar was 
 DISJ do.PST-1PL PRO:1PL PRO:3SG.N because this year be.3SG.PST
 voor ons het  eerst-e  jaar dat de  Sint 
 for us DET.DEF.N first-agtr year that DET.DEF.C Sint  
  officieel tot fictie bestempel-d is 
  officially  until fiction brand-PTCP be.3SG.PRES 
 ‘Every year around Sinterklaas we do it. Or rather, did it, because this year was the first year  
  for us that Sinterklaas was officially fiction.’ (blog 2009, CHN) 
 
The disjunction is interpreted as exclusive. Consider (113) in which of allebei ‘or both’ is added to the 
sentence to make the disjunction inclusive. 
113)   Een meisje denkt aan haar kop koffie... of een schaar... of aan allebei.  
  een meisje denk-t  aan haar kop koffie of 
  DET.INDF girl think-3SG.PRES on her cup coffee DISJ 
  een  schaar of aan allebei 
  DET.INDF scissors DISJ on both 
  ‘A girl thinks about her cup of coffee… or scissors… or both.’ (L elicitation 03:18) 
Thus, we can conclude from (113) that the disjunctive marker of on its own is ambiguous between 
the inclusive and exclusive meaning, though it tends to get the exclusive meaning as default. To mark 
that the inclusive disjunction is meant of allebei ‘or both’ is added, i.e., een kop koffie of een schaar 
of allebei ‘a cup of coffee or scissors or both’.  
Furthermore, disjunctive constructions with of ‘or’ can also get a collective reading , such as koffie of 
thee ‘coffee or tea’ in example (114) from Haeseryn et al (1997). 
114)  Wilt u koffie of thee?  
  wil-t  u  koffie of thee 
  want-2SG.PRES PRO:2SG.FORM coffee DISJ tea 
  ‘Do you want coffee or tea?’ (ex. 1 from Haeseryn et al. 1997)  
In example (144) the constituent [koffie of thee] can be interpreted as a generic term for a hot 
beverage and thus (144) is can also be interpreted as a propositional question, rather than an 
alternative one. Only when both disjuncts are stressed, is it unambiguously an alternative question 
(Haeseryn et al. 1997). 
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The disjunction of ‘or’ can also function in combination with other linguistics elements, such as 
affirmative modal particle wel and the adverb and modal particle zo ‘such’ (Section 4.1.1).  
When zo ‘such’ is added, the meaning becomes comparative. As shown in (115a), the disjunctive of 
can also be used in an approximating sense (155a). Related to this is the simile-disjunction, which is 
formed by combining of ‘or’ with zo ‘so’ to get ofzo ‘or something’ as shown in (115b-c). 
 
115a)   Er stond een vederlichte bries die wij, die gewend zijn aan minimaal windkracht   
  vijf of zes,  
  hier tot 'geen wind' bestempelen. 
  er stond  een veder-licht-e  bries die wij die  
 EXPL stand.3SG.PST DET.INDF feather-light-AGR breeze that we that 
  ge-wen-d  zijn aan minimal wind-kracht vijf of  
  PTCP-used.to-PTCP be.PL on minimal wind-force five DISJ 
  zes hier tot geen wind bestempel-en 
  six here until NEG wind brand-PL 
  ‘There was a very light breeze that we, used to at least wind force five or six,  
  label as “no wind”.’  
(blog 2011, CHN) 
b) Misschien probeer ik het later nog wel eens, als ik een gezin heb ofzo. 
  misschien probeer ik het later nog wel eens 
  maybe  try.1SG.PRES I it later still AFF once 
  als ik een  gezin heb  of-zo 
  if I DET.INDF family have.1SG.PRES DISJ-so 
  ‘Maybe I’ll try again later, when I have a family or something like that.’  
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
c)  Als 't er iemand staat met een wapen of een mes ofzo, dan is 't natuurlijk altijd schrik 
  als het er iemand  sta-t  met een wapen  of 
  COND it EXPL someone stand-3SG.PRES with DET.INDF weapon DISJ 
  een mes ofzo dan is  het natuurlijk altijd schrik 
  DET.INDF knife DISJ-so then be.3SG.PRES it naturally always scare 
  ‘If there is someone standing with a weapon or a knife or something, it is always scary  of  
 course.’ 
(newspaper 2006, CHN)  
In example (115a) the disjunctive marker is placed between two numerals vijf of zes ‘five or six’. In 
example (115b) ofzo ‘or so’ is used to denote a set of events of which een gezin hebben ‘having a 
family’ is a prominent member, i.e. concepts which are similar to having a family. In (115c) both of 
‘or’ and ofzo ‘or so’ are used in the construction [X or Y ofzo]. In this construction [X or Y] is to be 
taken as a concessive disjunction, i.e., it doesn’t matter whether X or Y is true and ofzo ‘or so’ is 
added to emphasize the concessiveness of the disjunction. Thus, ofzo ‘or so’ in (115c) denotes a set 
of entities of which een wapen ‘a weapon’, or more specifically een mes ‘a knife’ are prominent 
members. According to Englert (2010) ofzo ‘or so’ can also be used as a hedging tag to weaken the 
assertion made by the speaker.  
Wel ‘AFF’ can be added to of ‘or’ or ofte ‘or’. Oftewel ‘or’ is solely used as a metalinguistic disjunctive 
marker, i.e., it gives a different name for the same entity. The disjunctive marker ofwel ‘or’ can be 
used both as an exclusive disjunctive marker or a metalinguistic disjunctive marker. Consider (106). 
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106a)  Hij zal bekennen ofwel/*oftewel hij zal trachten te vluchten.  
  hij zal beken-en of:wel oftewel  hij  zal 
  he will confess-INF DISJ:AFF DISJ.META PRO:3SG.M will 
  tracht-en te vlucht-en 
  attempt-INF to flee-INF 
  ‘He will confess or he will attempt to flee.’(ex. 5b from ANS 1997) 
b)  Obesitas ofwel/oftewel zwaarlijvigheid is de boosdoener bij vele aandoeningen.  
  obesitas of:wel oftwel  zwaarlijvig-heid  is  de 
  obesity  DISJ:AFF DISJ.META corpulent-NMLZ  be.3SG.PRES DET.DEF.C 
  boos-doener bij veel-e  aandoening-en 
  evil-doer at many-AGR ailment-PL 
  ‘Obesity, AKA corpulency, is the cause of many ailments’. (newspaper 2010, CHN) 
 
By adding the modal particle wel ‘AFF’ a free choice is offered between the two things that are 
disjoined, i.e. ‘either X or Y, it doesn’t matter which’. This type of disjunction, in which it doesn’t 
matter which of the two disjuncts is selected, can be referred to as a concessive disjunction. 
 
Besides combining with particles, of ‘or’ can also occur in correlative constructions. First of all, there 
is the correlative construction of… of , which either mean ‘either… or’ or ‘whether… or’ depending on 
the prosody. First, consider (107a-c). 
 
107a)  Of ze stoppen of ze komen eens per jaar in actie.  
  of ze stop-en  of ze kom-en  eens per 
  DISJ PRO:3PL stop-3PL.PRES DISJ they come-3PL.PRES once per 
  jaar in actie 
  year in action 
  ‘Either they stop or they come into action once a year.’ 
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
b)  ...waarbij gekozen kon worden voor of de Surinaamse of de Nederlandse nationaliteit. 
  waar-bij ge-koos-en  kon  word-en voor of 
  where-at PTCP-chose.PST-PTCP can.3SG.PST become-INF for DISJ 
  de  Surinaam-s-e  of de  Nederland-s-e  
  DET.DEF.C Suriname-ADJ-AGR DISJ DET.DEF.C Suriname-ADJ-AGR 
  nationaliteit 
  nationality 
  ‘...at which you could choose between either the Surinamese or the Dutch nationality.’ 
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
c)  ...of met of zonder medeweten van de plaatselijke autoriteiten... 
  of met of zonder  medeweten van de  
 DISJ with DISJ without knowing of DET.DEF.C 
  plaatselijk-e autoriteit-en 
  local-AGR authority-PL 
  ‘…with or without the knowing of the local authorities…’  
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
 
In (107a) we see that the emphatic disjunctive structure can coordinate two clauses in the form [of 
VP of VP], while in (107b) we see that it can also coordinate just two noun phrases, i.e. [of NP of NP]. 
Finally (107c) shows that simple prepositions can also be coordinated, i.e. [of P of P]. The first 
preposition is elliptical, as the noun has been omitted to avoid repetition. Thus, in this respect the 
correlative of-construction can appear in the same syntactic environments as the simple coordinator 
of ‘or’. 
Now, consider (108).  
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108) Breeveld doet nog geen uitspraak of Bouterse wel of niet een te controversieel persoon is. 
  Breeveld doe-t  nog geen uitspraak of Bouterse 
  Breeveld do-3SG.PRES yet NEG assertion DISJ Bouterse 
  wel of niet een  te controversieel persoon is 
  AFF DISJ NEG DET.INDF too controversial person  be.3SG.PRES 
  ‘Breeveld won’t state yet whether Bouterese is or isn’t a too controversial person.’  
(newspaper 2010, CHN) 
In (108) the first of ‘or’ introduces the embedded alternative question [is Bouterese wel of niet een te 
controversieel person?] ‘is Bouterse a too controversial person or isn’t he?’. This construction is 
comparable to the English construction ‘whether… or’. Though the same disjunctive marker of ‘or’ is 
used in Dutch for both the ‘either… or’ or the ‘whether… or’ construction, there is a difference in 
intonation and syntactic structure (Paardekoper 1997). When (107a-c) are pronounced, both 
disjunctive markers are stressed. However, when (108) is pronounced the first of ‘or’ does not bear 
stress (Elffers 1997). Furthermore, in (107a-c) two equal phrases are coordinated, while in (108) the 
structure is [SVO [of S wel of niet OV]]. The fact the verb is ‘is’ comes at the end of the clause shows 
that the first of ‘or’ is the subordinating one. 
Thus, the correlative coordination of… of ‘or… or’ can either be used as an emphatic coordination or 
to introduce an embedded alternative question, depending on the prosody and syntactic structure of 
the phrase. 
  
Other correlative constructions are ofwel… ofwel and hetzij… hetzij ‘either… or’. An example of 
ofwel... ofwel ‘either... or’ is shown in (109). 
 
109)  Een man die op de grond ligt… ofwel dood is, ofwel verwond is. 
  een man die op de  grond lig-t  of:wel  
 DET.INDF man that on DET.DEF.C ground lie-3SG.PRES DISJ:AFF  
  dood is  of:wel verwond  is  
  dead be.3SG.PRES DISJ:AFF be.wounded-PTCP be.3SG.PRES  
  ‘A man lying on the ground: either dead or hurt.’(elicitation R 01:54) 
 
Example (109) is a response from a consultant to the question ‘What do you see in this picture?’. The 
picture contained a male figure lying face down in the ground (see the stimuli in Appendix 1). The 
man cannot be both dead and hurt at the same time, thus the use of ofwel… ofwel ‘either…. or’ 
coerces an exclusive reading. Earlier in this section it has been shown that ofwel ‘or’ can also occur 
on its own as an exclusive of metalinguistic disjunction. When ofwel ‘or’ is used in a correlative 
construction, only the exclusive reading remains.  
The final correlative construction hetzij… hetzij ‘either… or’ is only found in formal language. Consider 
example (110). 
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110)  De voorzitter is te allen tijde als student ingeschreven bij hetzij de bacheloropleiding   
  Taalwetenschap, hetzij een van de masters verbonden aan de opleiding Linguistics. 
  de  voorzitter is  te allen tijde als student 
  DET.DEF.C president be.3SG.PRES to all time if student 
  in-ge-schreef-en bij het:zij  de  bachelor-opleiding 
   in-PTCP-write-PTCP at it:be.SBJ DET.DEF.C bachelor-education 
  taal-wetenschap het:zij  een van de  master-s 
  language-science it:be.SBJ one of DET.DEF.C master-PL 
  verbond-en aan de  opleiding linguistics 
  bound-PTCP on DET.DEF.C education linguistics 
  ‘The president is at all times enrolled as a student at either the Bachelor Linguistics or one of  
  the Masters associated with Linguistics.’ 
(article 4.3 of the internal regulations of study association T.W.I.S.T.) 
It is clear that one person can’t be both a Bachelor and Master’s student at the same time, as such it 
is opted to use hetzij… hetzij ‘either… or’ in this formal text. 
According to Haspelmath & König (1998) hetzij ‘or’, which literally translates to ‘be it’is derived from 
the optative ‘it may be’ or ‘let it be’, which is a cross-linguistically common strategy of deriving both 
disjunctive markers and concessive conditional markers.  
A final type of disjunctive market is danwel ‘or’, which does not include the form of ‘or’, but rather is 
a combination of dan ‘then’ and wel ‘AFF’. According to Haeseryn et al. (1997) danwel ‘or’ is only used  
in more formal contexts. Consider example (111). 
111)  Het is daarom eerst goed om na te gaan over welke rat danwel muis we het hebben.  
  het is  daarom eerst goed om na te gaan 
  it be.3sg.pres therefore first goof to check to check 
  over welk-e  rat dan:wel muis we het heb-en 
  about which-AGR rat then:AFF mouse we it have-INF 
  ‘It is therefore good to first check about which rat or mouse we are talking.’ 
 (newspaper 2010, CHN) 
 
This disjunctive marker appears to disjoin natural classes. Thus, when we take a minimal pair such as 
in example (112a-b), (112a) can also be interpreted as a generic term for a rodent, while (112b) 
implies that it has to be either a rat or a mouse.  
 
112a)  rat of muis 
b)  rat danwel muis 
  ‘rat or mouse’ 
 
Note that danwel ‘or’ also has concessive meaning, as it implies that it makes no difference which of 
the two disjuncts is chosen. Thus it is both entirely exclusive and it has concessive force. This 
judgement was born out by 5 consultants.  
According to De Boer (2009) danwel is replacing of in the standard language, due to of ‘or’ having too 
many meanings and danwel being solely disjunctive. The statement that danwel ‘or’ is replacing of 
‘or’ is not entirely true, as a search for of as a coordinator in the Corpus Hedendaags Nederlands 
results in 1.238.585 hits, whereas a search for danwel brings only 648 hits. 
The reason dan ‘then’ has gotten disjunctive force, is due to its historic occurrences in disjunctive 
contexts, such as the one presented in (113) from De Boer (2009:408) who quotes a line from the 
novel Historie van mejuffrouw Sara Burgerhart by Wolff & Deken (1782:622). 
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113)   Ik wist niet, of ik droomde, dan of ik wakker was.  
  ik wist  niet of ik droom-de dan  
  PRO:1SG know.PST.1SG NEG DISJ PRO:1SG dream-PST.1SG then 
  of ik wakker was 
  DISJ PRO:1SG awake be.1SG.PST 
  ‘I don’t know whether I was dreaming or I was awake.’  
(excerpt from Wolff & Deken 1782:622, presented as ex. 29 in De Boer 2009:408) 
We have seen in Section 4.1 that dan wel is also a type of tag question. Van der Wouden (2002) 
notes that modal particles can be easily compounded, yielding forms such as danwel ‘or’ . The dan 
wel ‘then yes’ that is used in questions is different from the disjunctive danwel ‘or’, as it has a 
different stress pattern. Change in stress pattern is a standard characteristic of compounding, thus 
dan ‘then’ and wel ‘yes’ have been compounded and lost their original meaning.  
We can conclude that danwel is more specific and restricted than the general disjunctive marker of 
‘or’ in (i) register and (ii) exclusivity. 
 
Summarizing, all the disjunctive markers discussed in this section are presented in Table 10. 
Form Meaning 
of general disjunctive 
ofwel metalinguistic disjunction, exclusive disjunction 
oftewel metalinguistic disjunction 
ofzo approximation, simile 
of… of emphatic disjunction 
of… of embedded alternative question 
ofwel… ofwel emphatic disjunction 
hetzij… hetzij emphatic formal disjunction 
danwel exclusive concessive formal disjunction 
Table 10: disjunctive markers in Dutch. 
 
I have shown that wel ‘AFF’ and zo ‘such’ can be added to the disjunctive marker of ‘or’ to get certain 
meanings. The addition of zo ‘so’ gives to rise to an approximative or simile meaning, while wel ‘AFF’ 
makes the disjunction exclusive or metalinguistic. The disjunctive marker ofwel ‘or’ can be either an 
exclusive or a metalinguistic disjunction. Oftewel, on the other hand, can only function 
metalinguistically. The restriction of this form can be explained due to obsoleteness of the archaic 
form ofte ‘or’. It appears that ofte ‘or’ has only survived in the specific construction oftwel ‘or’. When 
ofwel is used in a correlative construction only the exclusive meaning remains, as is with all the other 
emphatic disjunctions. The difference between hetzij… hetzij ‘either… or’ and the other emphatic 
disjunctions is one of register: hetzij ‘or’ is considered more formal than of ‘or’. A unusual form of the 
disjunctive marker is the formal disjunctive danwel ‘or’, which consists of dan ‘then and wel ‘AFF’. 
Lastly, the structure of… of can be used as both an emphatic correlative disjunctive coordination or 
as introducing an embedded alternative questions when the first of ‘or’ is the subordinating of ‘or’. I 
will further discuss the subordinating of ‘or’ in the following section. 
4.3.2 Questioning of 
The subordinating of has multiple meanings, the first and foremost being that of an embedded 
question complementizer. Furthermore, in different dialects of Dutch of can appear in much the 
same environments as als ‘if’ in Section 4.2.3 and it can also be used as a concessive marker and an 
exclamation marker (De Rooij 1965). 
 
Firstly, let’s look at the properties of of ‘or’ as an embedded question particle or a complementizer 
after dubitative phrases (De Rooij 1965). Consider example (114) where of introduces an embedded 
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clause. Note that when of ‘or’ is subordinated, it is selected by the verb, rather than functioning as an 
operator on its own. 
 
114)  Ik ben er niet uit of ik Bonaire nou mooier vind.  
  ik ben  er niet uit of ik Bonaire  
  PRO:1SG be.1SG.PRES EXPL NEG out DISJ PRO:1SG Bonaire 
  nou mooi-er vind 
  well beautiful-COMP find.1SG.PRES 
  ‘I’m not sure whether I like Bonaire more.’ (blog 2008, CHN) 
 
In (114) the embedded clause [ik Bonaire nou mooier vind] ‘I find Bonaire more beautiful’ is 
introduced by of ‘or’. If the main verb in (114) would be a non-dubitative verb, such as weten ‘know’, 
the embedded clause would be introduced by the complementizer dat ‘that’, as in (115).  
115)  Ik weet dat ik Bonaire mooier vind. 
  ik weet  dat ik Bonaire mooi-er vind 
  PRO:1SG know.2SG.PRES that PRO:1SG Bonaire beautiful-COMP find.1SG.PRES 
  ‘I know that I like Bonaire more.’ 
Thus, this is a similar process as we have seen for Macedonian Chapter 3 for the selection of 
complement clauses with deka ‘that’ or da ‘of’. However, unlike Macedonian, the selection of of ‘or’ 
in embedded clauses is not due to subjunctivity, compare the examples in (116a-b). 
 
116a)  Sakam da si odiš. 
  saka-m  da si odi-š 
  want-1SG.PRES SBJ REFL go-2SG.PRES 
 b)  Ik wil dat jij weggaat. 
  ik wil  dat jij weg-ga-t 
  I want-1SG.PRES that you away-go-2SG.PRES 
 ‘I want you to leave.’ 
In (116a) the main verb sakam ‘I want’ in Macedonian selects the subjunctive particle da to introduce 
the embedded clause, while in (116b) in Dutch wil ‘want’ selects dat ‘that’, not of ‘or’. The 
environments in which of ‘or’ is selected rather than dat ‘that’ is when the embedded clause is a 
reportative question or contains a high amount of doubt. In (117) the embedded clause is not a 
reportative question, however it does express a lack of certainty. 
117)  Ze doet alsof/of ze me niet kent.  
  ze doe-t  als:of of ze me niet ken-t 
  she do-3SG.PRES SIM:DISJ DISJ she me NEG know-3SG.PRES 
  ‘She acts (as) if she doesn’t know me.’ (ex. 4 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
As has been shown in Section 4.2.3, (177) has a facsimile meaning. However, this meaning doesn’t 
need to be only expressed by alsof ‘as if’, but also by of ‘or’ by itself.  When I asked consultants about 
the difference between these two constructions, some noted that they found the sentence with alsof 
‘as if’ more natural in this context. Thus, we can conclude that the facsimile meaning comes from als 
‘if’ and has been transferred to of ‘or’ for some speakers, though there is variation among speakers in 
how far of ‘or’ can carry the facsimile meaning on its own. 
 
Furthermore, of can also appear in concessive contexts. The concessive of ‘or’ can take many forms. 
First, consider the examples (118a-c) form Haeseryn et al. (1997): 
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118a)  Of je hem al waarschuwt, hij trekt zich er niks van aan. 
  of je hem al waarschuw-t hij  trek-t  zich 
  DISJ PRO:2SG him already warn-2SG.PRES PRO:3SG.M pull-3SG.PRES  REFL 
  er niks van aan 
  EXPL nothing of on 
  ‘Even if you warn him, he doesn’t care.’ 
118b) Of je ook roept en schreewt, ik doe toch niet open. 
  of je ook roep-t  en schreeuw-t ik   
  DISJ PRO:2SG also yell-3SG.PRES CONJ shout-3SG.PRES PRO:1SG  
  doe  toch niet open 
  doe.2SG.PRES still NEG open.INF 
  ‘Whether you yell and shout, I won’t open anyway.’ 
118c)  Ik kom in ieder geval, of het nou regent of dat het mooi weer is. 
  ik kom  in ieder geval of het  nou  
 PRO:1SG come.1SG.PRES in any case DISJ PRO:3SG.N well  
  regen-t  of dat het  mooi  weer  is 
  rain-3SG.PRES DISJ that PRO:3SG.N beautiful weather be.3SG.PRES 
  ‘I will come in any case, whether it rains or the weather is nice.’ 
(ex. 1-3 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
In all of the examples (118a-c), of is used in a concessive conditional in three different constructions. 
In (118a) it is used in combination with al ‘already’, whereas in (118b) it is used in combination with a 
ook… en ‘also… and’ construction, which implies ‘whether you do X or Y or Z, Q will happen anyway’. 
In (118c) an of… of ‘whether… or’ construction is used (see Section 4.3.1). 
The related form ofschoon ‘even though’ is used in concessives, as shown in (119), although it is 
considered highly formal. 
 
119)   Ofschoon hij autodidact was, stond hij bekend als een van de grootste specialisten op dit  
  gebied.  
  ofschoon hij  autodidact was  stond   
 although PRO:3SG.M self-taught be.3SG.PST stand.3SG.PST  
  hij  beken-d als een van de  groot-ste  
  PRO:3SG.M know-PTCP SIM one of DET.DEF.C big-SUPL  
 specialist-en op dit gebied 
  specialist-PL on this area 
  ‘Even though he was self-taught, he was known as one of the greatest specialists in this are.’ 
(ex. 4a from Haeseryn et al. 1997)  
Thus, there is a link between the disjunctive marker and the concessive and concessive conditional.  
So far, we have only seen of ‘or’ as marking embedded propositional and alternative questions. 
However, it can also introduce embedded content questions, in which case it comes after the 
embedded content question word. These types of sentences are highly productive in certain dialects, 
but are considered informal or marginal in Standard Dutch. Consider example (120) from De Rooij 
(1965:87).  
 
120)  Ik weet niet wie of het gedaan heeft. 
  ik weet  niet wie of het ge-daan heef-t 
  I know.1SG.PRES NEG who DISJ it PTCP-do  have-3SG.PRES 
  ‘I don’t know who did it.’ (De Rooij 1965:87) 
 
A full examination of the syntax and semantics of these constructions is outside of the scope of this 
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paper, however we can conclude from this that the use of of ‘or’ in embedded clauses is not 
restricted to certain types of questions, but rather with dubitativity in general.  
 
Interestingly, of ‘or’ can also be used to assert certainty as an exclamative particle, as shown in (121).  
When used in this way, of ‘or’ is stressed and is often used in the combination with the conjunctive 
coordinator en ‘and’ (see Section 4.4) 
121)  (Of ik het weet, vraag je?), Nou, of ik het weet!  
  of ik het  weet  vraag  je  
  DISJ PRO:1SG PRO:3SG.N know.1SG.PRES ask.2SG.PRES PRO:2SG 
  nou of ik het  weet 
  well DISJ PRO:1SG PRO:3SG.N know.1SG.PRES 
  ‘If I know it, you ask? Well, you betcha!’ (ex. 10 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
In (121) it is shown that the exclamative sentence with of ‘or’ is used in response to the question. 
Thus, the question employs of ‘or’ to display a lack of certainty, while the exclamative response 
echoes of ‘or’ in order to assert certainty.  
We have seen that of ‘or’ is linked to certainty, whether it is the lack of it (in questions) or the 
assertion of it (in exclamative responses).  Furthermore of ‘or’ also appears in another use related to 
questions, namely tag questions. 
4.3.3 Of as a tag question  
The use of of ‘or’ as a tag question can be syntactically derived from the disjunctive use, though 
having it in tag questions also relates it to embedded questions in meaning. 
Tag questions is Dutch are formed by of ‘or’ and the negation niet ‘not’. Other forms of the tag 
question are niet? ‘not?’, nietwaar? ‘not true?’ hè? ‘èh?’ and wel? ‘yes?’ (Haeseryn et al. 1997). 
According to Englert (2010) negative tag questions, such as of niet ‘or not’ are more frequent in 
Dutch than positive ones like of wel ‘or yes’. The neutral tag question marker, hè ‘eh’, however, is the 
most frequently employed strategy.  
 
In examples (122a) below, of ‘or’ is used on its own as a question tag, while in (122b) of ‘or’ is used in 
combination with reversed polarity, which is frequent in tag questions (Wiezbicka 2003). 
Furthermore, in (122b)  dan ‘then’ strengthens the speaker’s attitude towards the proposition.  
According to Van der Wouden (2002) modal particles can be used as tag questions, as they are 
inferential.  
122a) Ben jij ziek of? 
  ben  jij ziek of 
  be.2SG.PRES PRO:2SG sick DISJ 
  ‘Are you sick or what?’ (book 2007, CHN) 
b)  Die gaan toch twee keer per jaar op vakantie, of niet dan? 
  die  ga-en  toch twee keer per jaar op 
  DEM.PL.DIST go-3PL.PRES still two time per year on 
  vakantie of niet dan 
  vacation DISJ NEG then 
  ‘Those people go on vacation twice a year, don’t they?’ (interview 2003, CHN) 
    
In summary, we have seen that of ‘or’ can be used to express different types of disjunctions, 
embedded complements of dubitative verbs, concessives and concessive conditionals, exclamations 
and tag questions. 
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Furthermore, if we consider Section 4.2, both als ‘if’ and of ‘or’ enter in a variety of different 
functions which can overlap. In order to show the overlap and the differences, I have listed all their 
possible function in Table 11.  
 als of 
disjunctive no yes 
concessive yes yes 
conditional yes no 
tag question no yes 
embedded dubitative no yes 
facsimile yes no 
property yes no 
comparison yes yes 
exclamative  yes yes 
Table 11: the functions of als and of in Dutch 
 
We can infer from the table that als ‘if’ and of ‘or’ have the following overlapping functions: (i) 
concessive, (ii) comparison and (iii) exclamative.  
In the next section I describe the the coordinating conjunction en ‘and’, which we have already seen 
in the combination en of! ‘for sure!’ 
4.4 Coordinating conjunction 
The coordinating conjunction en ‘and’ in Dutch coordinates clauses and nouns, as is shown in 
examples (123a-b) 
123a)   Zaterdag sta ik in een steeg en draag ik voor uit mijn werk.  
  zaterdag sta  ik in een steeg en 
  Saturday stand.3SG.PRES PRO:1SG in DET.INDF alley CONJ 
  draag  ik  voor uit mijn  werk 
  recire.1SG.PRES PRO:1SG  PRT out POSS.1SG work  
  ‘Saturday I’ll be at an alley and I will recite from my works.’ (blog 2007, CHN) 
b)  Kocht roomboter, meel, bruine basterdsuiker en speculaaskruiden.  
  room-boter meel bruin-e  basterd .suiker en  
  cream-butter flour brown-AGR brown.sugar CONJ  
  speculaas-kruid-en  
  ginger.bread-spice-PL 
  ‘(I) bought butter, flour, brown sugar and pumpkin spice.’ (blog 2009, CHN) 
The coordinations in (123a-b) are both Boolean, i.e. whole clauses are coordinated. In the case of 
(123b) the verb kocht ‘bought’ is related to all the nouns and thus the sentence could be 
paraphrased to ‘I bought butter, I bought flour… etc’. A non-Boolean interpretation, however, is also 
possible. Consider example (124) where een kop koffie en een schaar ‘a cup of coffee and scissors’ 
form a group. 
124)  Ze denkt aan iets wat te maken heeft met een kop koffie en een schaar. 
ze  denk-t  aan iets  wat te maak-en  
pro:3SG.F think-3SG.PRES on something what to make-PL  
heef-t  met een  kop koffie en een schaar 
have-3SG.PRES with DET.INDF cup coffee CONJ DET.INDF scissors 
‘She thinks of something that has to do with a cup of coffee and scissors.’ 
(elicitation L 03:33) 
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In (124) the sentence cannot be paraphrased as ‘She thinks of something that has to do with coffee 
and ‘she thinks of something that has to do with scissors’, but rather ‘She thinks of something that 
has to do with both scissors and a cup of coffee’. This meaning is related to the emphatic 
coordination. 
Emphatic coordination can be denoted by correlating the conjunctive coordination en ‘and’. Thus, 
both the coordinators are equal in the correlative coordination: en… en ‘both… and’. This strategy is 
also employed by Macedonian, as was shown in Chapter 3. The combination zowel… als ‘both… and’, 
however, is also possible. Both of the correlative coordinations are shown in (125a-b). 
125a)  ...waardoor én jouw baas én jouw vriendin happy zullen zijn. 
  waar-door en jouw  baas en jouw  vriend-in 
  where-through CONJ POSS.2SG boss CONJ POSS.2SG friend-F 
  happy zal-en zijn 
  happy will-3PL be.INF 
  ‘Through which both your boss and your girlfriend will be happy.’ (newspaper 2010, CHN) 
b)  Ik heb zowel de minister als de secretaris op de hoogte gebracht.  
  ik heb  zo:wel de  minister als de  
  PRO:1SG have.1SG.PRES so:AFF DET.DEF.C minister SIM DET.DEF.C 
  secretaris op de  hoogte ge-bracht 
  secretary on DET.DEF.C height PTCP-bring.PST 
  ‘I have alerted both the minister and the secretary.’(ex. 3 from Haeseryn et al. 1997) 
In (125a) an example of the en… en ‘both… and’ correlative coordination is shown. Like the 
disjunctive correlative coordination of… of ‘or… or’, both coordinators are stressed in the case. 
In (125b) the correlative equality construction zowel… als ‘both… and’ is used to express the 
emphatic coordination. Thus, we see that the particles zo ‘so’ and wel ‘AFF’ can be used in 
combination with als ‘if’ in a conjunction. 
 
Furthermore, en also has discourse marking properties, as shown in (126b). Example (126a), which 
precedes (126b) in the source texts, contains the canonical use of the conjunction, namely when it 
conjoins clauses. 
126a)  Curaçao deint en draait en tolt. 
  Curaçao dein-t  en draai-t en tol-t   
  Curaçao bob-3SG.PRES CONJ turn-3SG.PRES spin-3SG.PRES 
b) Wellicht zijn de baringsweeën voorbij en is de geboorte van dit land aanstaande. En wat doe  
  ik? Ik ga naar Nederland.  
  wellicht zijn de  baringswee-en voorbij en is 
  perhaps be.INF DET.DEF.C contraction-PL over CONJ be.3SG.PRES 
  de  geboorte van dit land  aanstaand-e 
  DET.DEF.C birth  of this country  coming-AGR 
   ‘Curaçao is turning and spinning. Perhaps the contractions are over and the birth of this  
  country is on its way. And what do I do? I go to the Netherlands.’ (blog 2012, CHN) 
 
In example (126b) en ‘and’ functions both as an adversative and a conjunctive coordinator. In 
Macedonian, a ‘and.ADV’ would be used in such a construction. Dutch, however, doesn’t have this 
distinction and thus extends en ‘and’ to domains which are not just conjunctive, but also adversative 
and contrastive.  
When it comes to the combination of en ‘and’ with other particles and cojunctions, there are a few 
possibilities: en of! ‘for sure!’, nof ‘even if’ and enzo ‘etcetera’.  
We have seen that of ‘or’ can be used as an exclamative in Section 4.3. When used as such, it is often 
combined with the conjunction en ‘and’.  
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127a)  Heb jij ook iets van hem geleerd?  
  heb  jij ook iets  van hem ge-leer-d 
  have.2SG.PRES PRO:2SG also something of him PTCP-learn-PTCP 
  ‘Have you also learned something from him?’ 
b)  En of! 
  en of 
  CONJ DISJ 
  ‘I sure did!’ (2005 newspaper, CHN) 
The combination of en ‘and’ with of ‘or’ however, can also have a different meaning. The 
construction in (128) comes from the dialect of Oudenaarde in Belgium (De Rooij 1965:59). The form 
nof ‘even if’ can be traced back to en of ‘and if’.   
 
128)  Nof gij uw pijke trokt, dat was juist hetzelfde. 
  n:of  gij uw  pijke trok-t dat was  juist  
  CONJ:DISJ PRO:2SG poss.2SG spade pull-2SG that be.2SG.PST exactly 
  het-zelfde 
  DET.DEF.N-same 
  ‘Even if you got the spade (suit of cards), it would all be the same.’ (De Rooij 1965:59) 
The use of the conjunction in (128) is similar to the use of it in concessives and concessive 
conditionals in Macedonian (see Chapter 3).  
The form nof ‘even if’ is far more entrenched than the exclamation en of! ‘for sure!’ in Standard 
Dutch, as we have seen in Section 4.3 that of ‘or’ can also function as an affirmative exclamative on 
its own. 
Another combination with en ‘and’ is enzo ‘and such’, analogous to ofzo ‘or such’ in Section 4.3.1. 
Examples of the use of enzo ‘and such’ are given in (129a-b).  
129a)  Deze deed niet aan wapens enzo, maar aan creditcards. 
  deze  deed  niet aan wapen-s en-zo maar 
  DEM.PROX do.3SG.PST NEG on weapon-PL CONJ:so but 
  aan creditcard-s 
  on credit.card-PL 
  ‘This one didn’t do guns and such, but credit cards.’ (newspaper 2013, CHN) 
b) Luister, bedankt enzo, maar onze vriendschap verstikt me. 
  luister   bedankt en:zo maar ons-e  vriendschap  
  listen.IMP thanks  CONJ:so AD.CONJ POSS.1PL-AGR friendship 
  verstik-t  me 
  suffocate-3SG.PRES me 
  ‘Listen, thanks and all that, but our friendship is suffocating me.’ (newspaper 2008, CHN) 
(129a-b) are examples of the representative conjunction; thus in (192a) wapens ‘weapons’ are a 
representative example of a larger set of dangerous things. In (192b) bedankt ‘thanks’ is an example 
of a formula, the adding of enzo ‘and such’ indicates that the speaker doesn’t want to bother with 
routines. 
 
Having examined all the relevant forms for the Dutch language, in the next section I give a summary 
of the findings and present them in a semantic grid. 
4.5 Interim summary 
Dutch is the only language out of the three languages I have examined that shows a relation between 
the conditional and manner, which both require the use of the subordinating conjunction als ‘if’, ‘as’, 
‘like’. Primarily, als ‘if’ is used in temporal and hypothetical clauses.  
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The conjunction of ‘or’, ‘if’ is shown to be both subordinating and coordinating, however in both of 
these syntactic structures it bears a relation to questions: the coordinating of ‘or’ is employed in tag 
questions, while the subordinating of ‘if’ is employed in embedded questions. 
Conditionality and interrogativity are related, which can be seen in the verb-first order that is found 
both in the protasis of the conditional and in propositional questions.  
Modal particles, such as dan ‘then’ in Dutch appear in imperative and exclamative sentences and 
propositional questions. 
All the simple forms related to these concepts are presented in the X- and Y-axis of Table 12, while 
their combinations are displayed in the table.  
 of als zo en dan wel niet 
of  - ofzo - - of wel?, 
of(te)wel 
of niet? 
als alsof  - - - - als niet 
zo - zoals  - - zowel zo niet 
en en of!, nof - enzo  - - - 
dan - - - -  danwel - 
wel - - - - wel dan?  - 
niet - - - - niet dan? -  
Table 12: simple and combined forms  
 
The semantic grid for Dutch is presented in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: semantic grid for Dutch 
In Figure 5 it is shown that disjunction, question and conditional are grouped in the same way in 
Dutch. However, there is no direct link between disjunction and conditional. The conditional is 
related to the propositional question through word order, while the question is related to the 
disjunction through the use of the disjunctive marker of ‘or’ in embedded and tag questions.  
The conditional is related to the imperative through the conditional imperative construction, while it 
is related to manner through the use of als ‘if’ in comparative constuctions. The dotted line between 
the temporal and the space of the conditional denotes that there is vagueness between the temporal 
reading and the conditional reading in conditional clauses.  
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5. Wolof 
This chapter concerns Wolof, an Atlantic language of the Niger-Congo family. It is spoken mainly in 
Senegal and The Gambia and has about 5 million speakers (Lewis et al. 2016). 
There are different orthographies in use to transcribe Wolof; the main alphabets used are Arabic and 
Latin. The first writings in Wolof were written in the Arabic script. This writing form is refred to as 
wolofal (McLaughlin 2001).  
For the Latin script, the two major orthographies are the IPA-based one, which is generally used in 
linguistic works and which I will also use here, and the French-based one, which is generally 
employed by people in everyday life. In the IPA-based one, most of the graphemes correspond to the 
IPA-notation; notable differences are ñ for/ɲ/, j for /dຏʒ/, c for /tʃ͡/ and y for /j/ in the consonants and 
ë for /ə/, e for /ɛ/ and o for /ɔ/. Wolof has 8 vowels, all of which can be phonemically lengthened 
except for the schwa.  
Furthermore, there are phonemic geminates in Wolof: nearly all the plosives can be geminated, as 
well as the affricates and the lateral. 
My fieldwork has mostly taken place in Dakar, where a variety of Wolof called Urban Wolof is 
spoken. Urban Wolof is often contrasted with ‘deep’ or ‘pure’ Wolof, which is more frequently 
associated with villages (McLauglin 2001). Thus, there is a lot of variation within the language and 
not all the data I have gathered are consistent with what has been previously written on Wolof.   
In this chapter I first give a short introduction to the particularities of the Wolof languages, before 
moving on to the main points of this thesis. 
5.1 Gramatical features of Wolof 
In this section I present a brief grammatical description of the Wolof language in order to understand 
the relevant data. 
 
5.1.1 Noun classes 
Determiners in Wolof consist of a noun class prefix and a diexis marker (Boilat 1858, Diagne 1971, 
Diouf 2009, Ngom 2002, Faye 2012). The noun class prefixes are presented in Table 13.  
Singular Plural 
b y 
k ñ 
s (s) 
l (j) 
m  
j  
w  
g  
Table 13: noun classes in Wolof 
 
The b-class is the default class. The k-class is the human-class and corresponds to the plural ñ-class. 
Almost all other classes correspond to the y-class. Babou and Loporcaro (2016) argue that there are 
two more plural classes, namely another j-class and an s-class, which are not related to the singular j- 
and s-class. These classes denote groups, as is shown in example (130) and are rather rare in their 
use. Due to their rarity, they are listed between brackets in the table.  
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130) sëriñ s-i   ñëw  na-ñu 
  healer CL.PL-DEF.PROX arrive FIN-3PL/FIN.3SG 
 ‘The healers have arrived.’  (ex. 31 from Babou & Loporcaro 2016)11 
 
The determiners in Wolof are formed by combining a noun class with a deixis marker. The deixis 
comes in four forms: -a, -i, –ii and -u. Thus, ba would correspond to ‘that one over there’, bi to ‘this 
one’ or the unmarked form, bii to ‘this one right here’, while bu is neutral for space and time 
(Nouguier-Voisin 2002).  
5.1.2 Verbal inflection and information structure 
The canon word order in Wolof is SVO. Verbs are usually not suffixed for tense, aspect and mood 
marking. This is expressed by pre-verbal elements.  
There are a couple of suffixes that verbs can take, one subset of these are valency changing suffixes 
(Church 1981, Nouguier-Voisin 2002, Creissels & Nouguier-Voisin 2004). The different valency 
changing operations are given in Table 2.  
valency marker 
middle -u 
causative -e, -al, -le, -lu, -loo 
applicative -e, -al 
co-participation -e, -oo, -ante, -andoo, -aale 
antipassive -e 
possessive -le 
Table 14: verbal suffixes for Wolof (reprinted from Creissels & Nouguier-Voisin 2004:2) 
The imperative is denoted by the suffixes –ul for singular and –leen for plural.  
Related to the conditional are the suffixes -ee and –oon. The marker –oon marks the past tense and is 
used in counterfactual conditionals, while –ee has had different analyses (see Section 5.4.2).  
A salient feature of Wolof is that it has a rich array of focus constructions. These are examplefied in 
examples (131a-c). 
131a)  Maa-y  lekk jën 
  1SG:SFOC-IPFV eat fish 
  'I eat fish' (subject focus) 
b)  Dama-y  lekk jën 
  1SG:VFOC-IPFV eat fish 
  'I eat fish' (verb focus) 
c) Jën laa-y  lekk 
  fish 1SG:OFOC-IPFV eat 
  'I eat fish' (object focus) 
(ex. 18, 19 and 20 from Mc Laughlin 2004:247) 
 
As can be seen in examples (131a-c) that a different focus marker is used depending on which 
constituent of the sentence is the most prominent. The focus marker is inflected for person and can 
take the imperfective marker –y. The paradigms are presented in Table 15. A more complete 
overview of the Wolof information structure can be found in Robert (1989).  
 
                                                             
11 There are two ways to spell the verb for ‘come’: ñów and ñëw. Since I use the form ñëw, I have adjusted Babou and Loporcaro’s (2016) 
example for consistency.  
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 subject focus verb focus object focus 
1sg maa dama laa 
2sg yaa danga nga 
3sg moo dafa la 
1pl noo danu lanu 
2pl yeena dangeen ngeen 
3pl ñoo dañu lañu 
Table 15: focus markers in Wolof 
 
The subject focus markers can be combined with ngi to form the progressive aspect. The perfective 
aspect is marked with a postverbal clitic which agrees in number with the subject; its paradigm is 
given in Table 16. 
naa 1sg.pfv 
nga 2sg.pfv 
na 3sg.pfv 
nanu 1pl.pfv 
ngeen 2pl.pfv 
nañu 3pl.pfv 
Table 16: the perfective clitic in Wolof. 
5.1.3 Negation 
The negation in Wolof is denoted by -u. The negation can be suffixed to the verb, in which case a u-
form is suffixed to the verb. The paradigm is presented in Table 17.  
form gloss 
-u:ma neg:1sg 
-u:loo neg:2sg 
-u:l neg:3sg 
-u:nu neg:1pl 
-u:leen neg:2pl 
-u:ñu neg:3pl 
Table 17: the verbal suffixes for negation in Wolof. 
The use of the negation is exemplified in (132), where the verb am ‘have’ is suffixed with –uma 
‘NEG:1SG’ to form amuma ‘I don’t have’. 
 
132)  Amuma xaalis. 
  am-u:ma xaalis 
  have-NEG:1SG money 
  ‘I have no money.’ (elicitation A 07:25) 
When used in an imperfective, the negation takes the form bul or bu ‘don’t’. 
 
The negation –u can be combined imperfective marker d- to form du ‘to not be’, which can be used 
in a negative correlative structure, du… du ‘neither… nor’. 
 
133)  Du Omar du Jean demul. 
  du Omar du Jean dem-u:l 
  NEG Omar NEG Jean go-NEG:3SG 
  ‘Neither Omar nor Jean went.’ (elicitation A 03:07). 
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For a more extensive grammatical overview, see Diagne (1971) and Diouf (2009) among others. 
In the next section I describe coordinators in Wolof.  
5.2 Coordination  
This section concerns coordination in Wolof. First, I discuss conjunctive coordination, which can be 
split in two subcategories: nominal coordination with the coordinator ak ‘and’, ‘with’ and phrasal 
coordination with the coordinator te ‘and’. After that I discuss disjunctive coordination, which has 
three prominent forms in Senegalese Wolof: walla, mbaa and am ‘or’. Finally, I discuss the 
adversative coordination. 
5.2.1 Conjunctive coordination 
Wolof expresses nominal coordination with ak ‘and’, ‘with’ and predicative coordination with te. In 
this section I first discuss ak and then te ‘and’. 
 
5.2.1.1 Nominal coordination 
Ak, sometimes written as ag, has two functions, that of a comitative/instrumental ‘with’ and that of a 
conjunctive marker between two NPs.  
The grammaticalization path from comitative to NP-coordinator is widely attested (Heine & Kuteva 
2002), though in this aspect Wolof differs from Macedonian and Dutch. An example of the use of ak 
as a comitative or instrumental is shown in example (134). 
 
134)  Nit bi dóor na ko ak loxam. 
  nit b-i  dóor na ko ak loxo-am 
  person NC.SG-PROX hit PFV.3SG 3SG.O COM arm-3POSS 
  ‘The person hit him with his arm.’ (elicitation O 16:12) 
 
As we can see in (134), ak ‘with’ preceeds the noun loxam ‘his arm’. In this case ak has an 
instrumental meaning: the person uses his arm to hit the other person. 
 
The second function of ak, that of a conjunction between two NPs, is presented in example (135). 
 
135)  Jean ak Omar ñu ñëwoon. 
  Jean ak Omar ñu ñëw-oon 
  Jean COM Omar 3PL come-PST 
  ‘Jean and Omar came.’ (elicitation A 34:06) 
In example (135) from the Qur’an translation by Diagne (1997) it can be seen that ak, here written as 
ag, can coordinate verbs which are used as gerunds.  
136) Tari, tekki ag firi Al Xuraan 
  tari tekki  ag firi Al Xuraan 
  recite translate  COM spread the Qur’an 
  ‘Reciting, translating and spreading the Qur’an.’ (Diagne 1997) 
The combined form aka, which consists of the verbal connector a and the conjunctive marker ak, can 
be used to conjoin two verbs, consider the following example from Nouguier-Voisin (2002). 
137)  Mu dikk ndey ji di ko sang aka defar.  
  mu dikk ndey j-i  di ko sang ak-a defat 
  PRO:3SG arrive mother NC.SG-PROX IPFV 3SG.O wash COM-DV arrange 
  ‘He arrived, his mother washed and prepared it.’ (ex. 183a from Nouguier-Voisin 2002:99) 
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In example (137) ak combines with a, which has been referred to as a ‘verbal dependency marker’ by 
Nouguier-Voisin (2002) or ‘infitinve complementizer’ by Torrence (2013).12   
 
Thus, in this section we have seen the comitative ak functions as an instrumental, a nominal 
conjunction and verbal linker in combination with ka. The next section concerns the clausal 
conjunction te ‘and’. 
5.2.2 Clausal coordination 
For the coordination of clauses te ‘and’ rather than ak ‘and’ is used. An example of this use of te ‘and’ 
is given in example (138). 
 
138) Bu Jean ñëwoon, te Omar dem, Marie dina bég. 
  bu Jean ñëw-oon te Omar dem Marie dina bég 
  COND Jean come-PST CONJ Omar leave Marie FUT happy 
  ‘If Jean came and Omar left, Marie would have been happy.’(elicitation A 19:40) 
 
The difference between te and ak is illustrated in example, where both of the forms are being used. 
Te ‘and’ is used here as a discourse marker, conjoining two different planes in discourse, while ak 
‘and’ is used to coordinate two NPs.  
139)  Te boo xoolee ku jigeen ki13 ak paa bi ak moom ak ki quoi… 
  te boo  xool-ee  ku  jigeen k-i  ak  
  CONJ COND.2SG look-PFV NC.SG-REL female NC.SG-PROX COM  
  paa  b-i  ak moom ak k-i  quoi 
  grandfather NC.SG-PROX COM PRO:3SG COM NC.SG-PROX who.FR 
  ‘And if you look at the woman and the grandfather and the boy and whoever…’ 
(conversation M 10:46) 
 
The conjunctive marker te can be used in different combinations which will be discussed in Section 
5.3.1 (mbaate ‘or’), Section 5.3.2 (tedu ‘and not?’), Section 5.3.4 (ndaxte ‘because’ and ndekete 
‘SURPRISE’). An overview of them is given in Table 18.  
 meaning position 
te conjunctive coordination between two clauses 
tedu tag question clause initial or clause final  
ndaxte because initial embedded clause 
mbaate disjunctive coordination between two clauses 
ndekete exclamation initial matrix clause 
Table 18: Linguistic items containing te. 
 
                                                             
12There exists a similar, but unrelated aka-construction, which Church (1981) analyzes as the focus marker a with a 
‘reinforcing particle’ ka. An example given to me by Mbacké Diagne (personal communication) of this construction is 
presented in (2). 
 
2)  Dr. Diagne a-ka baax. 
  dr diagne foc-rein be.good 
  ‘Dr. Diagne is (so) good!’ 
 
13 Note that the consultant used the k-class for jigeen ‘female’, rather than the j-class which is the standard class for jigeen. The k-class is 
the human class, so it is possible that a human noun would be used with this class even if it belongs to a different class.  
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The additive in Wolof is not expressed with the coordinating conjunction (cf. Macedonian, Chapter 
3), but by the forms itam ‘too’ and tamit ‘also’, which can occur after verbs as well as after nouns. 
5.2.2 Disjunction 
Wolof has an array of disjunctive markers, namely walla, mbaa and am ‘or’ in Senegalese Wolof and 
mballa, am and ndax ‘or’ in Gambian Wolof.  
Walla ‘or’ is also the most frequent disjunction used in my data. Walla ‘or’ can be used to conjoin 
both noun phrases and verb phrases, as shown in examples (140a-b). 
140a)   Mu ngi xalat baxam jël yapp bi walla ginaar bi. 
  mu ngi  xalat baxam  jël yapp b-i   walla  
  3SG PRES.CONT think whether take meat NC.SG-PROX DISJ  
  ginaar b-i 
  chicken NC.SG-PROX 
  ‘She is thinking whether to take the meat or the chicken’. (elicitation B 17:37) 
b)  Su Jean ñëwoon, walla Omar dem, Marie dina bég. 
  su Jean ñëw-oon walla Omar dem Marie dina bég 
  COND Jean come-PST DISJ Omar go Marie FUT be.happy 
  ‘If Jean had come, or Omar left, Marie would have been happy.’ (elicitation A 30:01) 
In example (140a) walla ‘or’ is used as a disjunctive marker between two NPs, namely yapp bi ‘the 
meat’ or ginaar bi ‘the chicken.’ In example (140b) it is used as a disjunctive marker between Jean 
ñëwoon ‘Jean had come’ and Omar dem ‘Omar left’.  
Walla ‘or’ can also be used as a metalinguistic disjunction, this is presented in example (141). 
Example (141) was uttered by a consultant who tried to explain to be how to say ‘Marie will be 
happy’ in Wolof. 
 
141)  ‘Marie dina kontaan’ walla ‘Marie dina bég’. 
  Marie dina kontaan walla Marie dina bég 
  Marie FUT be.happy.FR DISJ Marie FUT be.happy 
 ‘(You can say) Marie dina kontaan or Marie dina bég’ (elicitation A 21:48) 
Walla… walla ‘either… or’ can be used as a correlative disjunctive coordination, as shown in (142). 
142)  (Walla) dëkkëndóó yi ño leen sàcc, walla kennen mo ko def. 
  walla dëkkëdóó y-i  ño leen sàcc walla k-ennen 
  DISJ neighbor NC.PL-PROX 3PL.S 3PL.O steal DISJ NC.SG-other 
  mo ko def 
  3SG.S 3SG.O do 
  ‘Either the neighbours stole them, or someone else did.’ (notes elicitation E, recording lost) 
However, note that the first instance of walla ‘or’ is optional and is often omitted. The sentence 
without the first walla ‘or’ is already interpreted as an exclusive disjunction. 
Walla ‘or’ can also appear in tag questions, for this see Section 5.3. 
The disjunctive marker mbaa ‘or’ is less frequently used. According to some of my consultants, walla 
‘or’ is preferred by young speakers or people living in the city, while mbaa ‘or’ is more used by 
speakers of deep Wolof. In the translation of the Qur’an by Diagne (1997) mbaa ‘or’ is used as a 
disjunctive marker, rather than walla ‘or’. Therefore, the difference between walla and mbaa seems 
to be one of register. 
Like walla ‘or’, mbaa ‘or’ can be used two coordinate two clauses, as in (143a), or two nouns, as in 
(143b). Nevertheless, in (143b) the disjunctive marker comes after the verb, due to the fronting of 
the object in the object focus construction.  
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143a)  Mu bañ a lekk, mbaa dafa am lu ko naqari. 
  mu bañ a lekk mbaa dafa   am lu  ko 
 3SG.S refuse DV eat DISJ 3SG.VFOC have NC.SG-REL 3SG.O  
  naqari 
  sadden  
  ‘He refuses to eat, or he is saddened by something.’ (MM 16:46) 
143b)  Ku jigeen ji mu ngi xalat ndax jën bi lay lekk mbaa yapp bi. 
  k-u  jigeen j-i  mu ngi xalat ndax jën  
 NC.SG-REL woman NC.SG-PROX 3SG PROG think Q fish  
 b-i  la-y  lekk mbaa yapp b-i 
 NC.SG-PROX 3SG.OFOC-IPFVV eat DISJ meat NC-PROX 
  ‘It is a woman thinking whether to eat the fish or the meat.’ (elicitation B 15:34) 
In Gambian Wolof the form mballa is used as a disjunctive marker, which appears to be a 
combinating of mbaa and walla. The sounds /mb/ and /w/ in Wolof are related through consonant 
mutation (Torrence 2013), therefore it could be the case that walla is derived from mballa ‘or’.  
It is also interesting to note that a consultant has informed me that ndax ‘Q’ is used as a disjunction in 
Gambian Wolof. Unfortunately, I have no data on this. 
In the grammar by Boilat (1858:354) the only disjunctive marker listed is mbate ‘or’. This is 
interesting, as it appears to be a combination of mbaa ‘or’ and te ‘and’. However, this form is no 
longer in use, and I have no further information about it.  
 
The disjunctive marker am ‘or’ appears to be an interrogative disjunctive marker (Haspelmath 2007). 
The exact meaning of am ‘or’ is not discussed in most of the grammars, though it is mentioned in 
Faye (2012) as a counterpart of walla and mbaa that appears in questions. However, it was not used 
and recognized by all my consultants. It is most often used in the combination am déet ‘or not’, 
which is a tag question (see Section 5.3.2) as displayed in (144).  
 
144) Xamuma ndax boroom bàkkaar la am déet.  
  xam-u:ma ndax boroom bàkkaar la  am deet 
  know-1SG:NEG Q owner  sin  OFOC.3SG DISJ.Q no 
  ‘I don’t know if he is a sinner or not.’ (Wolof New Testament 1987:79) 
When I repreated this sentence back to speakers but with am ‘or’ replaced by walla or mbaa, people 
found the sentence with walla ‘or’ grammatical, but not the one with mbaa ‘or’. However, one 
consultant did note that mbaate ‘or’ could be used in this context. This form is only listed in Boilat 
(1858) and Kobès (1869) and thus seems be an old form that consits of mbaa ‘or’ and te ‘and’.  
Therefore, while walla ‘or’ appears to be the most general disjunction, am ‘or’ and mbaa ‘or’ are 
more restricted in their use: am only appears in interrogative contexts, mbaa doesn’t appear in tag 
questions, unless combined with te ‘and’, but it does appear in indirect questions, as was shown in 
(143b). 
 
A final disjunctive marker, that appears to be restricted to Gambian Wolof, is ndax. Ndax occurs in 
Dakar Wolof primarily as a question marker (see Section 5.3.1), but not as a disjunctive marker. The 
use of this is given in (145). 
145)  Moom ci waañ ndax moom ci biti. 
  moom ci waañ ndax moom ci biti 
  PRO:3SG LOC kitchen Q PRO:3SG LOC outside 
  ‘He’s in the kitchen or he’s outside.’ (elicitation L, unrecorded) 
The only context in which ndax ‘Q’ is used in disjunctive contexts in Dakar Wolof, is when it 
introduces an alternative questions, such as in (146). 
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146)  Ndax bennen bi bu kennen tëdd mbaa bennen bu garab bu nekk. 
  ndax bennen  b-i  bu  k-ennen tëdd mbaa  
  Q NC.SG-other NC.SG-PROX NC.SG-rel NC.SG-other fall DISJ  
  b-ennen b-u   garab bu  nekk 
  NC.SG-other NC.SG-REL tree NC.SG-REL be.located 
  ‘Whether the one in which someone has fallen or the other one where the tree is.’ 
(elicitation M 22:51) 
The use of ndax ‘Q’ as a disjunctive marker, and whether this is restricted to Gambian Wolof, is 
something for further research. 
Thus, we have seen that walla ‘or’ is a general disjunctive marker used to coordinate both clauses 
and NPs. It can be used as an exclusive disjunction, a metalinguistic disjunction, a correlative 
disjunction and interrogative disjunction. Mbaa ‘or’ can also coordinate both clauses and NPs, 
though it is more restricted in its use, as it is more associated with village or deep Wolof. Finally am 
‘or’ is only used as an interrogative disjunctive marker. 
The other disjunctive markers, mballa, mbate and ndax are in need for further research. They appear 
to be either dialectal variants, in the case of ndax and mballa ‘or’, or archaic forms, in the case of 
mbate ‘or’.  
5.2.3 Adversative coordination 
There are two adversative coordinators in Wolof, waaye and wànte ‘but’. The latter form, however, 
is not frequently encountered. In the grammar by Boilat (1858) wande is listed as the adversative 
conjunction. Thus, it appears that the difference between waaye and wànte ‘but’ is that waaye is a 
more modern form. 
An example is given in of these forms is given in (147a-b). 
 
147a)  Waaye moom ci garabu ananas bi la jël. 
  waaye moom ci garab-u ananas  b-i  la  jël 
  AD.CONJ PRO:3SG LOC tree-REL pineapple NC.SG-PROX OFOC.3SG take 
  ‘but she picks the one where the pinapple is’ (elicitation S 15:01) 
b)  Rafet na wante dëgërul 
  rafet  na wante dëgër-ul 
  be.beautiful PFV.3SG AD.CONJ strong-NEG 
  ‘It is beautiful, but not strong.’ (Faye 2012:56) 
Thus, though adversative coordination is inherently linked to focus, due to the contrastive force it 
has, the adversative coordination doesn’t occur in any combinations with other conjucntions and 
particles, unlike in Macedonian (see Chapter 3). 
 
Having shown the forms related to coordination in Wolof, I discuss the forms related to questions in 
the next section. 
 
5.3 Forms associated with questions 
In this section I discuss particles that are used in propositional questions and tag questions. Wolof 
also has particles associated with content questions. These are, however, outside of the scope of this 
thesis.  
 
5.3.1 Propositional question particles 
Neutral propositional questions are mostly marked with prosody or the particles ndax or eske. 
According to Railland and Robert (2001) the verb is pronounced with a higher pitch when the 
question particle is absent. Wolof has multiple particles which can be used to mark propositional 
questions, namely ndax ‘neutral question marker’, eske ‘neutral question marker’, ndaxam 
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‘conducive question marker’, xanaa ‘conducive question marker’ and mbaa ‘conducive question 
marker. In the Gambian dialect mbaadu ‘conducive question marker’ is also attested. 
Furthermore, there are a series of tag question markers, namely du ‘NEG’, tedu ‘CONJ-NEG’, am deet ‘or 
not’, and walla ‘or’. As mentioned in Secton 5.2, disjunctive coordinators enter into relations with 
questions in Wolof: mbaa is a conducive question marker, while am and walla appear as tag 
questions.  
 
Ndax ‘Q’and eske ‘Q.FR’, are the neutral or unmarked question particles, meaning that the speaker 
does not already have an answer in mind when posing the question.  
Ndax ‘Q’ can also have other functions (see Section 5.3.4), but when ndax ‘Q’ is used as a 
propositional question marker, it can appear clause-initially in either matrix or embedded questions, 
and according to Torrence (2013) also clause finally. The latter position, however, is not accepted by 
all speakers. The different positions are shown in examples (148a-c). Example (148c) was shown 
before as (146) to illustrate the use of mbaa ‘or’. 
148a) Ndax Marie kontaan na? 
  ndax Marie kontaan na 
  Q Mary be.happy PFV.3SG 
  ‘Is Mary happy?’ (elicitation S 09:17) 
b)  Di nga dëbb dugub ji ndax? 
  di nga dëbb dugub j-i ndax 
  IPFV 2SG pound millet CL-PROX Q 
  ‘Will you pound the millet?’ (ex. 75 from Torrence 2003:18). 
c)  Ku jigeen ji mu ngi xalat ndax jën bi lay lekk mbaa yapp bi. 
  k-u jigeen j-i mu  ngi  xalat ndax jën   
  NC.SG-REL woman NC-PROX 3SG PRES.PROG think Q fish   
 b-i   la-y   lekk mbaa yapp b-i 
 NC.SG-PROX OFOC:3SG eat DISJ meat NC-PROX 
  ‘It is a woman thinking whether to eat the fish or the meat.’ (elicitation M 14:36) 
Ndax ‘Q’, however, can also be left out. An example of a propositional question without ndax ‘Q’ is 
shown in (149). 
 
149)  Dañuy rey papay dommam bu jëkk bi pour kamiyon bi? 14  
 dañu-y  rey papa-y  doom-am b-u  jëkk  
  VFOC:3PL-IPFVV kill father-REL child-3SG.POSS NC-SG.REL first  
  b-i  pour kamiyon b-i 
 NC.SG-PROX for.FR truck.FR  NC.SG-PROX 
  ‘Are they going to kill the father of her firstborn for the truck?’ (the truck is loaded with food   
  in the story and the people are hungry) (elicitation W 14:47) 
Eske ‘Q.FR’ is grammaticalized from the French phrase est-ce que ‘is it that’. Unlike ndax, however, 
eske cannot introduce embedded questions (Torrence 2013).  
An example of eske ‘is it that’ is given in (150), where it introduces the question. According to 
Torrence (2013) eske ‘Q.FR’ can also occur on the right edge of a question. 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
14 The b-class is overgeneralized in Dakar Wolof, as thechnically doom ‘child’ belongs to the j-class.  
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150)  Eske li nekkul li nga xamanteni, moom la gëna bëgg ci àddunam? 
  eske li nekk-ul  li nga  xamanteni  
  Q.FR  that be.located-NEG that SG.PROG  which  
 moom la  gëna bëgg ci àdduna-am 
  PRO:3SG OFOC:3SG COMP want LOC life-3SG.POSS 
  ‘Isn’t this what one likes most?’ (conversation M 33:16) 
Related to ndax ‘Q’ is ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’, which consists of the question particle ndax and the disjunctive 
marker am that we have seen in Section 5.2. Because ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ also has different meanings 
besided that of a question particle, I further discuss it in Section 5.3.4. In this section I only briefly 
illustrate its use with an example. In (151) it introduces an embedded question, similarly to (148c). 
151) Damay laaj ndaxam waa dëkk bi da ñëw wara rey papay doomam bu jëkk. 
  dama-y  laaj ndax-am waa  dëkk b-i  
  1SG:VFOC-IPFVV ask Q-DISJ  inhabitant village NC.SG-PROX 
  dafa  ñëw wara rey papa-y15 doom-am b-u  jëkk 
  VFOC.3SG go must kill father-REL child-3SG.POSS NC.SG-REL first 
  ‘I’m asking if the villagers are going to have to kill the father of her first child.’  
(Sentence offered by consultant while transcribing, unrecorded) 
There appears to be variation among speakers whether ndaxam is acceptable in embedded 
questions. According to Torrence (2013) ndaxam appears only marginally in embedded clauses.  
 
Xanaa ‘I wonder’ is a clause-initial question particle. It is generally considered a question particle for 
marked, i.e. conducive propositional questions (Ngom 2003, Faye 2012, Torrence 2013). An example 
from Torrence (2013) is given in (152): 
152)  Xanaa japp na ñu yoo yi. 
  xanaa japp na ñu yoo  y-i 
  Q catch PFV.3SG 3PL mosquito NC.PL-PROX 
  ‘Did they catch the mosquitoes, I wonder?’ (ex. 58b from Torrence 2013:82) 
 
Example (153), from Moore (2000:46), shows that it can be used in an exclamation as well. As it is 
used in conducive propositional questions, it is not strange that it can get analyzed as an exclamation 
particle. Futhermore, Munro & Gaye(1997) state a second translation of xanaa ‘I wonder’, namely 
‘should’. This is in line with the modal meaning expressed in (153). 
153) Xanaa daal dafa reppoon! 
Xanaa daal dafa  repp-oon 
Q EMPH VFOC:3SG be.destined.to-PST 
  'She must have been destined to die!' (ex. 14 from Moore 2000:46) 
 
Thus, xanaa ‘I wonder’ is a particle that expresses both interrogativity and modality.  
 
Mbaa ‘or’ is another conducive question marker. An example of its use is presented in (154). 
154)  Mbaa bëgguleena dem, yeen itam? 
  mbaa bëgg-u:leen a dem yeen itam 
  DISJ want-NEG:2PL DV go PRO:2PL too 
  I hope that you don't want to go as well, right? (Wolof New Testament 1987:66) 
                                                             
15 Phonological rule: /u/ after/a/ changes to /y/. 
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The difference between mbaa ‘or’ and xanaa ‘I wonder’is the polarity of the expected answer. When 
the speaker utters a question with mbaa, he or she expects an affirmative answer, while with xanaa 
the expected answer is negative, or, according to Torrence (2013) has a ‘wondering’ attitude. 
Related to the mbaa ‘or’ is the exclamative particle waa, which indicates surprise. According to 
Torrence (2013), waa ‘SURPRISE’ is related to mbaa ‘or’ through consonant mutation. An example of 
waa is given in (155). 
 
155)  Waa y-angi-y lekk? 
  waa y-angi-y lekk 
  EXCLM 2SG-PROG-IPFVV eat 
  ‘You are eating?!’ (ex. 107 from Torrence 2013:98) 
Another particle related to mbaa ‘or’ is mbaadu ‘Q’, which appears to only be used in the Gambian 
dialect. Mbaadu ‘Q’ consists of mbaa ‘or’ and the negation du. I did not encounter this question 
particle during my fieldwork; I was however kindly provided with example (156) by a Gambian 
consultant in the Netherlands. 
 
156)  Mbaadu polis ño ko yobbu? 
  mbaa-du polis ño ko yobbu 
  Q-NEG  police 3PL.S 3SG.O take 
  ‘Is it the police that took him away?’ (elicitation L, unrecorded) 
This question particle is not attested in descriptions of the Wolof language and is thus in need of 
further research. 
 
Summarizing, we have seen that Wolof has a number of question particles used in propositional 
questions. Ndax ‘Q’ is a neutral question particle which can be used in matrix and embedded 
questions, while the French loan eske ‘Q.FR’ only appears in matrix questions. Conducive question 
particles are xanaa and mbaa, the second being also used as a disjunctive marker. The Gambian 
dialect appears to use the particle mbaadu, which consist of the disjunctive marker mbaa and the 
negation du, but I have no data on the use of this particle.  
In the next section I discuss particles related to tag questions. 
5.3.2 Tag questions 
We have seen that some disjunctive markers are used in tag questions. The tag questions in Wolof 
are walla ‘or’, am deet ‘or not’, tedu ‘and not’ and du ‘NEG’. 
The use of walla ‘or’ as a tag question is shown in example (157). 
 
157)  Waa ki homme de tenue la walla? 
  waa k-i  homme.de.tenue la  walla 
  EXCLM NC.SG-PROX police.officer.FR OFOC:3SG DISJ 
  ‘Is this a police officer or what?’ (conversation Z  31:29) 
In (157) walla ‘or’ appears on its own as a tag question, though recall from example (144) in Section 
5.2.2 that it can also appear in the combination walla déet ‘or not’. This is related to the construction 
am déet ‘or not’, which we have also seen in Section 5.2.2. Example (144), illustrating both walla déet 
and am déet is repeated here as (158). 
158) Xamuma ndax boroom bàkkaar la am déet.  
  xam-u:ma ndax boroom bàkkaar la  am deet 
  know-1SG:NEG Q owner  sin  OFOC.3SG DISJ.Q no 
  ‘I don’t know if he is a sinner or not.’ (Wolof New Testament 1987:79) 
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Having discussed all the disjunctive markers and their uses in questions, I can now give an overview 
of them in Table 19. 16  
 NP/ phrasal 
disjunction 
interrogative 
disjunction 
clause intial 
question particle 
walla yes yes no 
mbaa yes no yes 
am no yes no 
Table 19: disjunctions and their relation to questions 
A different form of tag questions, which don’t involve disjunctive markers, are the ones related to 
the negation du. Du can appear on its own or with the clausal coordinator te ‘and’. When du appears 
on its own, it can only appear clause initially, however in meaning it is similar to a tag question. This 
is shown in example (159). 
 
159)  Du gisunu Isaa *(du)? 
  d-u  gis-u:nu Isaa d-u 
  IPFV-NEG see-NEG:1PL Isaa IPFV-NEG 
  ‘We saw Isaa right?’(ex. 57a/b from Torrence 2013:82) 
The tag questions tedu ‘and not’ consists of the negation du combined with the conjunction te (see 
Section 5.2.1). Tedu ‘and not’ can appear both on the left and the right edge of a clause.  
 
160)  (Tedu) gisunu Isaa (tedu)? 
  te-d-u  gis-u:nu Isaa te-d-u  
  CONJ-IPFV-NEG see-NEG:1PL Isaa CONJ-IPFV-NEG 
  ‘We saw Isaa, right?’ (ex. 57e/f from Torrence 2013:82) 
Thus, we have seen that there are three main elements that come into play in the formation of tag 
questions in Wolof: the disjunctive markers, the conjunctive markers and negation. 
In the next section I discuss the emphatic particle de, which can also appear in questions. 
5.3.3 The relation to questions and the emphatic particle de 
Wolof has multiple emphatic or exclamatory particles. In this section I restrict myself to de, as it 
appears to be used in questions by some speakers. The particle de scopes over the element that 
comes before it, adding focus to that element. This is shown in example (161) from Diouf (2009) 
where de takes scope over the pronoun man ‘I’, a contrastive topic. 
161)  Man de duma ko xaar. 
  man de d-u:ma  ko xaar 
  PRO:1SG EMPH IPFV-NEG:1SG 3SG.O wait 
  ‘As for me (as opposed to someone else) won’t wait for him.’ (Diouf 2009:204) 
Canonically, it is used in exclamations, where it scopes over the whole sentence. When the whole 
sentence is focused, it functions as an exclamation.  
162)  Kii dafa melni dafa triste de. 
  k-ii   dafa melni  dafa  triste de 
  NC.SG-PROX VFOC:SG look.like VFOC:3SG sad.FR EMPH 
  ‘He seems to be really sad.’ (conversation B 31:57) 
                                                             
16 I have not included the Gambian varieties ndax and mballa ‘or’ in this table, as I don’t have enough information on them. 
This is something for future research. 
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This use of the particle de has been described by Church (1981), Robert (1989), Moore (2000) and 
Diouf (2009), but in none of those descriptions it is used in questions. 
There seems to be variety among speakers when it comes to the use of de ‘EMPH’ in questions. One of 
my consultans noted that the use of it marks a question, as shown in (163), whereas other 
consultants didn’t appear to use it as such.  
163)  (Ndax) Jean bu ñëwoon, Marie dina bég de? 
  ndax Jean bu ñew-oon Marie dina bég  de 
  Q Jean COND come-PST Marie FUT be.happy EMPH 
  ‘If Jean had come, would Marie have been happy?’(elicitation A 20:41) 
 
The speaker noted in this case that ndax is the optional particle, while de is the obligatory one. When 
I repeated the question sentence with de back to 6 other consultants, only one found it perfectly 
acceptable like that. 3 of the 6 did not find de grammatical in a question and 2 more mentioned that 
you could use it in a question, but it would be only for seeking confirmation, i.e., a conducive 
question. 
It is possible that some people have come to reanalyze de ‘EMPH’ as a question marker, as it could be 
added to a question for focus, similarly to the use of the focus marker li in Macedonian or the use of 
the modal particle dan ‘then’ in Dutch in questions. 
Further research needs to be done in order to draw thourough conclusions about this. 
 
In the next section I return to ndax ‘Q’ and other related forms which haven’t been discussed in 
Section 5.3.1. 
5.3.4 The nd-forms  
There are a number of seemingly related forms in Wolof, all starting with /nd/. We have already seen 
ndax ‘Q’ and ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ in Section 5.3.1. In this section I discuss the forms ndax ‘Q’, ndaxam ‘Q-
DISJ’, ndaxte ‘Q-CONJ’, ndaxkat ‘Q-AGENT’, ndekete ‘EXCL’, ndegem ‘since’ and nde ‘because of’.  
 
Ndax ‘Q’ can appear in multiple functions: (i) a propositional question particle in matrix and 
embedded questions, (ii) subordinating a sentence to show a relation of reason with the matrix 
clause, and (iii) as a disjunctive marker in Gambian Wolof. The functions (i) and (iii) have already been 
discussed in previous sections; in this section I emphasize on function (ii). 
Ndax can appear at the beginning of a matrix clause, at the end of a matrix clause and at the 
beginning of an embedded clause, conjoining it with the matrix clause. These positions are linked to 
the functions that it can have: when it appears at the left (or right) edge of matrix clauses, it 
functions as a question particle, whereas when it appears at the left edge of embedded clauses, it 
can function as an embedded question particle or a subordinator of reason. Recall examples (148a-c) 
from Section 5.3.1, repeated here as (164a-c), which illustrated the question-functions of ndax ‘Q’.  
164a) Ndax Marie kontaan na? 
  ndax Marie kontaan na 
  Q Mary be.happy PFV.3SG 
  ‘Is Mary happy?’ (elicitation S 09:17) 
b)  Di nga dëbb dugub ji ndax? 
  di nga dëbb dugub j-i ndax 
  IMPFV 2SG pound millet CL-PROX Q 
  ‘Will you pound the millet?’ (ex. 75 from Torrence 2003:18). 
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c)  Ku jigeen ji mu ngi xalat ndax jën bi lay lekk mbaa yapp bi. 
  k-u  jigeen j-i  mu ngi  xalat ndax 
 NC.SG-REL woman NC.SG-PROX 3SG.S PRES.PROG think Q 
 jën b-i   la-y   lekk mbaa yapp b-i 
 fish NC.SG-PROX OFOC:3SG eat DISJ meat NC.SG-PROX 
  ‘It is a woman thinking whether to eat the fish or the meat.’ (elicitation M 14:36) 
An example of its use in the second sense, that of suboridintion of reason, ‘because’ or ‘in order to’ is 
given in examples (165-b). It could be the case that ndax ‘Q’ is related to the verb tax ‘cause’ through 
consonant mutation. This would explain the causative sense that it can have. However, this cannot 
be verified due to a lack of historical records of the Wolof language. 
165a)  Borom gisgis bu sori bi mo wara takk ndaw si ndax moom mën na gis lu baax ak lu bon lay  
  ñëw.  
  borom gisgis b-u sori mo wara takk ndaw si ndax  
  owner vision nc-u far 3SG must marry girl NC-PROX because  
  moom  mën na gis l-u  baax ak l-u   
  PRO:3SG  be.able PFV.3SG see NC.SG-REL good COM NC.SG-REL  
  bon la-y  ñëw  
  bad OFOC.3SG-IPFV come 
  ‘The clairvoyant one should marry the girl because he can see the good and bad things     
   to come.’ (conversation Y 08:08) 
b)  Mu ngi xool lipo lewre def ko ci tuñam, ndax jappu nako walla déet/*deedet. 
  mu ngi xool lipo.lewre def ko ci tuñ-am   
  3SG.S PROG look lipstick  do 3SG.O LOC lip-3POSS   
  ndax  jappu nako walla déet 
  in.order.to nice look DISJ not 
  ‘She is putting lipstick on her lips to see if it looks good or not.’ (elicitation F 32:09) 
Another domain in which ndax ‘Q’ could be used is mentioned in the grammar by Boilat (1858:343): 
he lists the meaning of ndax as “pour, à cause de, moyennant, á condition que.” À cause de ‘because’ 
and pour ‘for’ are still found in the today language, as seen in examples (165a-b). However, à 
condition que ‘provided that’, a conditional meaning, isn’t. Boilat (1858:343) gives the example ndax 
nga ñew ‘provided you come’. I gave this excerpt to consultants and asked them to integrate it into a 
full sentence. All of them gave sentences without the meaning intended by Boilat (1858), but with 
the meaning ‘in order to’. An example of such a sentence is given in (166). 
166)  Yonné na la xaalis ndax nga ñëw suba 
  yonné na la xaalis ndax  nga ñëw suba 
  send PFV 2SG.O money because 2SG come tomorrow 
  ‘I sent you money so that you can come tomorrow.’ 
  * ‘I sent you money provided that you come tomorrow.’ 
 
Even when I stressed that the constituent ndax nga ñëw should be at the beginning of a sentence, I 
could not get the desired meaning. 
It therefore seems that this conditional use of ndax ‘Q’ is archaic. The main domains in which ndax ‘Q’ 
is used are therefore as a question particle and suboridinator of reason, with the disjunctive and 
conditional meaning being marginal. 
 
Furthermore, there are forms which bear similarity to ndax which are used in similar domains.  
 
For example, consider the subordinator ndaxte, which is a lexicalized construction of ndax ‘Q’ and the 
conjunction te ‘and’. The meaning of ndaxte ‘because’ corresponds to the second sense of ndax ‘Q’. 
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The use of ndaxte in discourse is illustrated by example (167a), while example (167b) illustrates its 
use in written text. 
 
167a)  Dotuloo toog ndaxte nit ki nga noonol sax… dootoo ànd ak sa sago, boo amul tuuti sago, day   
  melni, waaw, dangay ku xawa wayadi    
  dotul-oo  toog ndax:te  nit k-i  noonale 
  be.no.longer-2SG sit because:CONJ person NC.SG-PROX make.enemies  
  sax dootul-oo  ànd  ak sa  sago 
  even be.no.longer-2SG together COM 2SG.POSS honor 
  boo  am-u:l  tuuti sago da:fa-y  melni 
  COND.2SG have-NEG:3SG little honor VFOC:3SG-IPFV look.like  
 waaw da:nga-y k-u  xawa wayadi 
  yes  VFOC:2SG-IPFV NC.SG-REL almost mentally.ill 
  ‘You no longer sit, because even the person who is your enemy… you don’t have control  
  anymore, if you don’t have a little bit of control, yes, you look like someone who is almost  
  mentally ill.’ (conversation F 26:14) 
b)  Ndaxte dara tëwul Yàlla. 
  ndax:te  dara të-wul    Yálla 
  because:CONJ nothing be.problematic.for-NEG  God 
  ‘Because nothing is a problem for God.’  (Wolof New Testament 1987:14) 
Thus, while ndax ‘Q’ itself has multiple meanings, it is disambiguated by adding the conjunction te 
‘and’. 
 
Some consultants also used the form ndaxkat ‘because’, though not everyone was familiar with this 
word. An example of its use is given in (168). 
168)  Dafa xawa soonu lool, ndaxkat kasso moom boo ci nekke, sa fut du dal. 
  dafa  xawa soon-u  lóol ndaxkat kasso   
  VFOC:3SG almost be.tired-REL very because prison  
  moom boo  ci  nekk-e  sa  fit  du  
  PRO:3SG COND.2SG LOC be.located-CO 2SG.POSS courage NEG  
  dal  
  peaceful 
  ‘He is sort of very tired, because when you are in prison, your mind isn’t peaceful.’  
When –kat is suffixed to ndax, the interrogative sense of ndax is lost. Unlike ndaxte ‘because’, 
however, ndaxkat is a less frequent form. It is also an unusual form, because the suffix –kat is an 
agentive suffix used in nominalization, as shown in example (169). 
  
169)  woy ‘sing/song’ 
  woykat ‘singer’  (Ngom 2003:18) 
Thus, it is unusual that an agentive suffix would be used in such a way. The notion of CAUSE however 
is related to agentivity, as causation always requires a causer, be it animate or inanimate. Clark & 
Carpenter (1989) provide evidence for this from English child speech. Children use ‘from’ to mark 
agents in causal relations, i.e. ‘That’s from I put a thing on it’ to mean ‘That’s because I put a thing on 
it’. ‘From’ is more generally used to mark agentive sources, as children, less than adults, mark the 
concept SOURCE in the English language (Clark & Carpenter 1989). Thus, this suggests a link between 
agentiveness and cause, both related to the more general semantic category SOURCE. 
Another possibility is that the kat used in this case is not the agentive marker, but an emphatic 
particle, similar to de ‘EMPH’. There is however not much written about the exact meaning and use of 
these emphatic and topic particles in Wolof. According to Diouf (2009) kat ‘EMPH’ is used in a 
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contrastive way, as shown in (170). 
 
170) Ndaakaru kat neex na 
  Dakar  EMPH sweet PFV.3SG 
  ‘No matter what one may say, Dakar is lovely.’ (Diouf 2009:204) 
 
Both of these possibilities ae slightly unusual, as both the suffix –kat and the particle kat usually only 
occur after nouns. If ndax ‘Q’ is grammaticalized from tax ‘cause’, a suffixation with –kat ‘AGENT’ 
would make sense, but unfortunately there is no way of knowing this for sure.  
Another use of ndax being combined is ndaxam. Torrence (2013) tentatively suggests that ndaxam 
consists of ndax and am in a footnote, but does not further elaborate on it. This does, however, 
seems to be the case. Just like the the disjunctive markers mbaa and walla, am also enters relations 
with exclamations and questions.  
Munro & Gaye(1997) and Torrence (2013) give the meaning of ndaxam as an exclamation of surprise. 
When I asked native speakers, however, there appeared to be more senses attached to ndaxam. 
First, consider example (171) from Torrence (2013:77) where the exclamative use of ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ 
is given. 
171)  Ndaxam sácc na tééré bi! 
  ndaxam sácc na tééré b-i 
  EXCLM  steal fin book CL-PROX 
  ‘Wow, he stole the book!’ (ex. 42b. from Torrence 2013:77). 
According to Torrence (2013) ndaxam appears only marginally in embedded clauses. There appears 
to be variation among speakers. The use of ndaxam in embedded sentences is shown in example 
(151), repeated here as (172). 
172) Damay laaj ndaxam waa dëkk bi da ñëw wara rey papay doomam bu jëkk. 
  dama-y  laaj ndax-am waa  dëkk b-i  
  1SG:VFOC-IPFVV ask Q-DISJ  inhabitant village NC.SG-PROX 
  dafa  ñëw wara rey papa-y17 doom-am b-u  jëkk 
  VFOC.3SG go must kill father-REL child-3SG.POSS NC.SG-REL first 
  ‘I’m asking if the villagers are going to have to kill the father of her first child.’  
(Sentence offered by consultant while transcribing, unrecorded) 
The speaker who uttered (172) said that ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ could be used in embedded questions, 
similarly to ndax ‘Q’.   
Ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ can also be interpreted as a question particle, which is similar to its use as an 
exclamatory particle. Furthermore, it can be interpreted as having a temporal element. Example 
(173) shows that the same sentence with ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’, can be interpreted in different ways. The 
example was provided to me by a consultant and I went on to ask other speakers what it meant. 
People gave different answers, which I grouped in the two main meanings: question/exclamation in 
(173a) and temporal subordination in (173b).  
 
 
 
                                                             
17 Phonological rule: /u/ after/a/ changes to /y/. 
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173)  Ndaxam amuloo bennen caabi; woowal ku ko mën na ubbi. 
  ndax-am am-ul:oo b-ennen caabi woow-al k-u  
  Q-DISJ  have-NEG:2SG NC.SG-another key call-IMP  NC.SG-REL  
  ko mën na ubbi 
  3SG.O can PFV open 
  a) ‘Don’t you have another key? Call someone who can open it.’ 
  b) ‘If/since you don't have another key, call somebody who can open it.’ 
 
Therfore, the meaning of ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ given by Munro & Gaye (1997) and Torrence (2013) 
ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’can be extended upon.  It is not only an exclamatory particle, but also a question 
particle in both matrix and embedded sentences and a temporal subordinator. 
 
Related to the exclamatory meaning of ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ is the particle ndeke ‘SURPRISE’. There are two 
variants of this particle: ndeke and ndekete, which both denote an exclamation of disbelief. An 
example of this form is given in example (174).  
174)  Ndekete sàcc na tééré bi! 
  ndekete sàcc na tééré b-i 
  EXCLM  steal PFV.3SG book NC.SG-PROX  
  ‘(I didn’t know that) he stole the book!’ (ex. 42a fromTorrence 2013:77) 
 
Unlike ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’, however, ndeke(te) cannot be used in embedded clauses and it does not 
appear to have other meanings associated with it. It is also unclear what the exact contribution of 
the conjunction te ‘and’ is in the form ndekete ‘SURPRISE’, as they appear to be free variants. 
Another nd-form related to one of the meanings of ndaxam ‘Q-DISJ’ is nedegem ‘since’. Ndegem 
‘since’ has a temporal meaning and is used clause-initially in subordinated sentences.  A variant of 
this form is ndegam ‘since’. An example of its use is given in (175).  
 
175)  Ndegam xam ngeen ma, dingeen xam itam sama Baay. 
  ndegeam xam ngeen ma din-geen xam itam sama baay 
  since  know PFV.2PL 1SG.O FUT-2PL  know too 1SG.POSS father 
  ‘Since you know me, you will also know my father’ (Wolof New Testament 1987:133) 
It is not unusal that a nd-form would express the meaning ‘since’, as this is related to ‘because’ 
(Heine & Kuteva 2002). Thus, the nd-forms contain an element of either CAUSE (ndax, ndaxam, 
ndaxte, ndaxkat, ndegem) or DOUBT (ndax, ndaxam, ndekete) or both (ndax, ndaxam).  
As for, nde, an entry for this form exists in the dictionary by Munro & Gaye (1997), however, my 
consultants did not recognize it. Munro & Gaye (1997) provide an example with nde ‘because’, 
shown here in (176).  
 
176)  Meruma nde li la war nga def. 
  mer-u:ma nde  l-i  la  war  nga def 
  mad-1SG:NEG because NC.SG-PROX OFOC.3SG be.duty  2SG do 
  ‘I’m not mad because you did your duty.’ (Munro & Gaye 1997:138) 
 
As it is an nd-form, this meaning is falls within the general semantics of these forms. However, when 
I repeated this sentence back to consultants to two, they reanalyzed nde as de ‘EMPH’ and gave back 
the translation ‘I’m not mad, you did your duty’. The only other instance of nde is in Kobès 
(1869:239), where it is listed as a question particle and a conditional marker, thus it is similar to ndax 
‘Q’ as listed in Boilat (1858).  
To summarize this section, I have put all the nd-forms and their meanings in Table 20. 
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 question surprise reason, temporal 
ndax yes no yes 
ndaxam yes yes yes 
ndaxkat no no yes 
ndaxte no no yes 
ndege/am no no yes 
ndeke(te) no yes no 
Table 20: Semantics of the nd-forms 
 
It becomes clear from Table 20 that the nd-forms all have related meanings and that ndaxam 
conveys all of the possible meanings for the nd-forms. The columns QUESTION and SURPRISE can be 
generalized as DOUBT, while REASON and TEMPORAL denote CAUSE. 
An overview of the corresponding syntactic positions of the particles is presented in Table 21. 
 initial embedded initial final 
ndax yes yes yes 
ndaxam yes yes no 
ndaxkat no yes no 
ndaxte no yes no 
ndegem no yes no 
ndeke(te) yes no no 
Table 21: Syntax of the nd-forms 
The nd- forms are related in form and meaning and enter into relations with other forms, like the 
disjunctive coordinator am ‘or’, the conjunctive te ‘and’ and the agentive suffix -kat. When the 
disjunctive marker am ‘or’ is added, an element of surprise or unexpectedness is added. We have 
seen in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 that disjunctive markers can operate in conducive questions; this is 
related to the exclamative use. When the conjunctive marker te ‘and’ is added, only the causal 
meaning remains. This is in line with the semantics of coordination, which is often interpreted as 
combining two clauses in a causal or temporal relation, i.e., ‘She took arsenic and (in consequence) 
she fell ill’ (Dik 1968:265). The combination with the agentive suffix –kat is somewhat more difficult 
to explain, but I propose it is related to the notion of SOURCE (Clark & Carpenter 1989). This 
hypothesis could be tested with further language data.  
Furthermore, we have seen that ndax ‘Q’ also has a weak relation to disjunctions (in dialects) and 
conditionals (diachronically).  
5.4 Conditionals 
We have seen in the previous section,  ndax ‘Q’ appears to have been used in a sense that is related 
to conditionality (Boilat 1858), but that aspect of its meaning has become backgrounded in modern 
Wolof.  
In prototypical conditional sentences in Wolof, conditionality is denotated only in the protasis, 
through both a conditional conjunction and verbal marking. The clause containing the protasis 
contains the conditional conjunction, which can either be bu or su, and the verb is marked with –ee 
for hypothetical conditionals and –oon for counterfactuals. Optionally, the apodosis can be marked 
with kon, which is similar in meaning to ‘then’or ‘thus’ (Church 1981). In this section I first discuss the 
meaning of bu and su ‘if’ and then on the suffix –ee. First, consider examples (177a-b).  
 
177a)   Bu/su Modu amee xaalis dina dem Makka. 
bu/su modu am-ee  xaalis dina dem makka.  
COND Modu have-PFV money FUT go Mecca 
'If Modu has money he will go to Mecca.'  (elicitation H, unrecorded) 
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b)  Dina kontaan bu ma demee. 
  dina kontaan bu ma dem-ee.  
  FUT-3SG be.happy.FR COND 1SG leave-PFV 
  'He will be happy if I leave.' (elicitation H, unrecorded) 
c)  Bu/su Mary teeloon na eksi dina fekke18 xew bi.  
  bu/su Mary teel-oon na eksi dina fekk-e   
  COND Mary arrive-PST PFV.3SG early FUT attend-CO  
  xew  b-i 
  ceremony NC.SG-PROX 
 ‘If Mary had come early she would have attended the ceremony.’ (elicitation H, unrecorded) 
 
In (177a) we see a hypothetical conditional in which the protasis, marked with either bu or su ‘if’, 
comes before the apodosis. In (177b) the conditional is again hypothetical, though this time the 
apodosis comes before the protasis, which is a more marked order than (177a). The hypothetical 
conditionals in (177a-b) can also be interpreted as temporals, i.e. with ‘when’ rather than ‘if’. This is 
unlike the counterfactual in (177c). The counterfactual can also take the conditional markers bu and 
su ‘if’. 
Note the order of the conditional marker and the subject can also be reversed, as shown in (178).  
178)  Jean bu ñewoon ci feetu Marie, Marie kon dina kontaan, waye deful ko. 
Jean bu ñëw-oon ci feet-u  Marie   
Jean COND come-PST  LOC party-POSS Marie  
Marie kon dina kontaan  waaye def-ul ko 
Marie then FUT be.happy.FR AD.CONJ do-NEG 3SG.O 
‘If Jean had come to Marie’s party, then Marie would have been happy, but he didn’t do 
that.’ (elicitation A 18:34) 
 
Based on these examples one could say that there is no difference between bu and su. 
According to Diouf (2009), however, bu can mean both ‘when’ or ‘if’, while su can only has the 
conditional meaning ‘if’. This, difference, however, is not borne out by all speakers, although some 
consultants share this intuition. When asked about it, people often responed that the two are 
interchangeable. However, they do hesitate sometimes and start a sentence with bu but change it to 
su. In the construction su nekkoon man ‘if it were me’, shown in (179), su ‘if’ is used rather than bu 
‘if’, ‘when’, showing that the su ‘if’ was used in the counterfactual before this construction got 
lexicalized. 
179)  Su nekkoon man dina jël benn yoon bi nga xamnetene, defa am ko fa tëdd, ndaxte mu nit ko  
  ku mën soxla dimbal. 
  su nekk-oon man dina jël benn yoon b-i  
  COND be.located-PST PRO:1SG FUT choose one road NC.CL-PROX  
  nga xamnetene dafa  am ko fa tëdd ndax:te 
  PROG which  VFOC.3SG  have 3SG.O there fall because:CONJ 
  mu nit ko k-u  mën soxla  dimbal 
  3SG man 3SG.O NC.SG-REL can need help 
  ‘If it were me, I would chose the road with the fallen man, because he can need help.’ 
(elicitation B 12:13) 
In the following section I discuss the exact meaning of bu and su ‘if’, ‘when’.  
5.4.1 Conditional, temporal and deixis 
In the dictionary by Munro & Gaye (1997) bu has a separate entry as a relativizer and a conditional 
                                                             
18 According to Moore (2000), fekk means ‘to become co-located with’, but I will gloss it here as ‘find’ for brevity. 
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marker. This suggests a homophonous approach. Nouguier-Voisin (2002) also states that the identical 
relative and temporal/conditional forms are merely coincidental. Other works on Wolof do not 
mention a possible semantic relation between the two, except for Diouf (2009) and Torrence (2013). 
Torrence (2013) analyzes su and bu as noun class markers with the unspecified diexis marker –u. 
Thus he sees them as ‘regular’ relativizer rather separate temporal or hypothetical particles. To get 
the temporal or hypothetical semantics however, he assumes a null nominal in front of the 
relativizer. I think it is not necessary to assume a null nomial, however, if we consider that the 
temporal meaning could have has been transferred to the relativizer itself from the noun that was in 
front of it, but got lost in grammaticalization. 
Evidence for approach this comes from Hausa, where the temporal marker dà ‘when’ has been 
grammaticalized from lookàcin dà ‘the time that’ (Abdoulaye 2009). It appears that something similar 
has happened in Wolof. As we can see from examples from Torrence (2013) similar constructions 
exist in Wolof.  
 
180)  Bés bi ma ko gisee. 
  bés b-i  ma ko gis-ee 
  day NC.SG-PROX 1SG.S 3SG.O see-PFV 
  ‘The day that I saw him.’ (ex. 106a from Torrence 2013:211).  
 
Thus, (180) would grammaticalize to (181) and as such the temporal meaning that was once only in 
the noun bés is now also found in bi ‘when’. 
 
181)  Bi ma ko gisee. 
  b-i  ma ko gis-ee 
  NC.SG-PROX 1SG.S 3SG.O see-PFV 
  ‘When I saw him.’ 
 
From here, the further path from temporal to conditional marker is not hard to imagine, as this is an 
attested grammaticalization path (Heine & Kuteva 2002). Due to the unrealized nature of the 
conditional, the proximal –i or the distal –a are replaced with the undetermined –u.  
 
While bu and su are polysemous for conditionality and conditionality, bi ‘when’ and ba ‘when’ are 
only used as temporals (Dialo 1983).  
The difference between bi and ba ‘when’ is the remoteness of the past. Thus, a temporal clause 
starting with ba ‘when.DIST’ happened a longer time ago than a temporal clause starting with bi 
‘when.PROX’ (Ngom 2003).  
 
Lastly, there is are the varities boo and soo ‘if/when.2SG’, which are only used when the subject is a 
second person. All other persons except for the second singular take bu and su ‘if/when’. 
An example of the use of boo ‘if/when.2SG’ is given in (182). 
182)  Boo bëggoon lekk njam bu bari nekk si kër gi. 
  boo  bëgg-oon lekk njam b-u  bari nekk  ci
 COND.2SG want-PST eat food NC.SG-REL many be.located LOC
 kër g-i 
  house NC.SG-PROX 
  ‘If you had wanted to wat, there is plenty of food in the house.’(elicitation S 25:16) 
Boo ‘if.2SG’ is often used in the construction boo xolee ‘if you look’ and is used for pointing out things 
in pictures. In this lexicalized construction, which is a real conditional, only boo is used and never soo. 
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183)  Boo xoolee… 
  boo  xool-ee 
  COND.2SG look-PFV 
  ‘If you look..’  (conversation M 12:58) 
Concluding this section, we have seen that in Wolof there is no strong relation between 
conditionality and interrogativity, but rather between conditionality, temporality and deixis. 
The conditional markers bu and su ‘if/when’, which have grammaticalized from relative pronouns, 
seem to have some disposition for hypotheticals and counterfactual respectively, although this 
difference is not made by everybody and is only seen in lexicalized constructions. The difference 
between hypothetical and counterfactual conditional in Wolof is denoted by the tense and aspect 
marking on the verb: -ee for hypotheticals and –oon for counterfactuals. While –oon is the past tense 
marker, the exact semantics of –ee have been disputed and is the topic of the next section. 
 
5.4.2 The verbal suffix -ee 
As we have seen, the ending –ee on verbs often occurs with conditionals and is in complementary 
distribution with the past tense marker –oon. The suffix –ee has been analyzed as (i) perfective 
aspect (Torrence 2013), (ii) irrealis mood (Mc Laughlin 2004), (iii) anterior tense (Nouguier-Voisin 
2002) and (iv) a conditional morpheme (Ngom 2003). In this section I will look at the other 
environments in which –ee occurs in order to determine its meaning. First, consider example (184). 
 
184) Bu jelee garab yi dina wër. 
  bu jel-ee  garab  y-i  dina wër 
  COND take-PFV medicine NC.PL-PROX FUT recover 
  ‘If he takes his medicine, he will recover.’ (elicitation A 02:15) 
In example (184), -ee occurs as verbal suffix in the protasis of a hypothetical conditional. It also 
occurs with temporal clauses, as shown in (185).  
185)  Bi Yeesu nekkee xale. 
  bi Yeesu nekk-ee xale. 
  when Jesus be.located-PFV child 
  ‘When Jesus was a child.’ (data from bible translation: Kàddug Dëgg gi (le Nouveau   
  Testament en Wolof (1987)) 
 
We have seen these functions in Section 5.4.1. The suffix –ee, however, does not only appear in 
hypothetical and temporal clauses. Consider example (186), a common greeting in Wolof. 
 
186)  Jamm nga fanaanee? 
  jamm nga fanaan-ee 
  peace 2SG spend.night-PFV 
  ‘Did you sleep well?’(lit: ‘Did you spend the night in peace?’) 
In (186) we see –ee used in a question. Thus, it cannot be a conditional morpheme (contra Ngom 
2003). 
Another environment in which it can occur, is with sentences starting with na ‘how’, which denote 
manner. An example is given in (187). 
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187)  Mootax, ni mu togee; ku ko xool, gis na melni ku jaaxle 
  moo-tax ni mu tog-ee k-u  ko xool gis na 
  3SG-cause how 3SG.S sit-PFV NC.SG-REL 3SG.O look see PFV.3SG 
  melni  k-u  jaaxle 
  look.like NC.SG-REL confused 
  ‘Becuase the way he sits; anywone who looks, sees that he seems confused.’ (Getting the 
story straight, Fatou 8 minutes) 
Example (187) referrers to a picture of a person who is actually sitting, thus an irrealis would not fit in 
this case.  
I think, in line with Torrence (2013), that –ee should be considerd perfective aspect, rather than 
tense. Since the anterior past is further in distanced than the simple past, it would make more sense 
if it was used in the counterfactual, rather than the hypothetical conditional. Note that the perfective 
marker na doesn’t co-occur in the same clause as –ee, thus –ee could be a perfective marker for 
conditional, questioning and manner environments. 
Finally, note that unlike Dutch and Macedonian, in Wolof conditionals bear nor relation to 
subjunctive and imperative constructions. The optative construction is formed by preceding the verb 
with the marker na ‘OPT’. 
The subjunctive and imperative themselves, however, are related  as they both use the same form 
for reversing the polarity of the utterance, namely bul ‘don’t’, which is sometimes realized as bu, as 
the /l/ is dropped before a prominal element. Consider examples (188a-b) and (189a-b). 
188a) Xale yi na nu lekk gato bi!  
  xale y-i  na          nu          lekk       gato      b-i 
  child NC.PL-PROX OPT 3PL eat cake NC.SG-PROX 
  ‘The children, may they eat the cake!’ 
b) Xale yi bu nu lekk gato bi! 
  xale y-i  b-u  nu lekk gato b-i 
 child NC.PL-PROX NC.SG-NEG 3PL eat cake NC.SG-PROX 
  child the.pl C-neg-3pl eat cake the 
  ‘The children, may they not eat the cake!’ (ex. 1j & 1k from Torrence 2013:30) 
 
189a) Wax-al! 
  talk-IMP.SG 
  Talk! 
b) Bul  wax! 
  IMP.NEG.SG speak 
  Don’t speak! (Diouf & Yaguello 1991:20,12) 
Furthermore, unlike Dutch (see Chapter 4), the conditional meaning can be derived from disjunctive 
sentence, but not from conjoined ones, as is exemplified in (190a-b). 
 
190a)  Lekk legume, ndax/ngir/*te nga am doole. 
  lekk legume  ndax  ngir te nga am doole 
  eat vegetable because for CONJ 2SG have strength  
  ‘Eat vegetables and you’ll be strong’, lit: ‘Eat vegetables in order to become strong’ 
b)  Lekk legume mbaa/walla/am ma mer 
  lekk legume  mbaa walla am ma mer 
  eat vegetable DISJ DISJ DISJ:Q 1SG.S be.angry 
  ‘Eat vegetables or I’ll be angry.’ 
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Thus, conditionals in Wolof are neither related to questions, nor to subjunctives and imperatives, 
unlike Dutch and Macedonian.  
In the following section I discuss concessive conditionals. 
 
5.4.3 Concessive conditionals 
Concessive conditionals in Wolof are formed similarly to the way they are formed in Dutch and 
Macedonian, namely with a conditional and a focus particle. In Wolof the particle sax ‘even’ is used 
in concessive conditionals, as is shown in (191).  
191)  Soo ma dimbalewoon sax, duma la fay. 
  Soo  ma dimbale-woon sax d-u-ma q la fay 
  COND:2SG 1SG.O help-PST even IPFV-NEG-1SG 2SG.O pay 
  ‘Even if you helped me, I wouldn’t have paid you.’ (elicitation O 54:34) 
The particle sax ‘even’ takes scope over the constituent that precedes it, which in the case of the 
concessive conditional is the whole apodosis.  
 
Alternatively, mem, a loan word from French is used, as shown in (192). 
192)  Mem su ku goor ki, moom, moo ko ëmbel… 
  mem su k-oo-k-u  goor k-i  moom moo  ko 
  even.FR COND NC.SG-DIST-NC.SG-REL man NC.SG-PROX PRO:3SG SFOC:3SG 3SG.O
 ëmbel 
  pregnant 
  ‘Even if this man, HE gets her pregnant…’  (conversation W 15:30) 
It is interesting that in (192) the construction is analogous to the French one, i.e., même si ‘even if’, 
with the focus particle appearing in the left periphery rather than at the right edge of the element it 
scopes over, which is the standard for focus particles in Wolof like sax ‘even’ and de ‘EMPH’. 
A final option is for forming concessive conditionals is given in Torrence (2013), namely doonte 
‘even’, which combined with bu ‘if/when’ forms concessive conditionals. I constructed sentence 
(193) based on the data from Torrence (2013) and asked speakers for their judgements. Though this 
form was recognized by consultants, they do not use it. Some of the speakers from Dakar mentioned 
they found the form archaic or limited to the villages. This is thus another example of variation 
between Dakar Wolof and ‘deep Wolof’.  
 
193)  Doonte bu leen Ayda gisee, du leen nuyu. 
  doonte bu leen Ayda gis-ee du  leen nuyu 
  even COND 3PL.O Ayda see-PFV IPFVV-NEG 3PL.O greet 
  ‘Even if Ayda has seen them, she didnt greet them.’ 
  (based on ex. 53:127 and ex43:123 from Torrence 2013) 
 
Thus, there are three different strategies for forming concessive conditionals in Wolof. The standard 
one is the combination of bu/su ‘if/when’ with sax ‘even’ in the construction [b/su CP sax]. A more 
modern option is the construction mem su/bu ‘even if’, which is analogous to the French même si 
‘even if’, while a more deep Wolof option is the construction doonte su/bu ‘even if’. 
In this respect, Wolof is similar to Dutch and Macedonian: concessive conditionals are formed by 
adding a focus particle to a hypothetical conditional construction. 
 
Having discussed all the relevant forms, in the next section I give a brief recap of the findings. 
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5.5 Interim summary 
In Wolof there are many particles and subordinators with starting with /nd/ which all appear to bear 
a semantic relation. The forms are connected in their meaning, which can be generalized as CAUSE 
and DOUBT. However, despite the cross-linguistically attested semantic relations between questions 
and conditionals, the question particle ndax is no (longer) used to mark conditionals in Wolof. The 
conditional markers bu and su ‘if/when’ are related to temporality and deixis. The concessive 
conditional is formed by adding a focus particle to the conditional clause, much like Dutch and 
Macedonian.  
The three main disjunctions, walla, mbaa and am, do bear relation to questions, albeit in different 
ways. Walla ‘or’ can be used as a tag question, mbaa ‘or’ as a sentence intial question particle in 
conducive questions, where it prompts a positive answer. The disjunction am, on the other hand, is 
only used alternative questions.  
Furthermore the conjunctive marker te appears in combination with several different forms. It occurs 
in the complex particles ndaxte ‘because’, ndekete ‘SURPRISE’, mbaate ‘or’, doonte ‘even’ and tedu 
‘and not’.  
The delimitations of the conceptual space in Wolof are drawn out in Figure 6. 
  
Figure 6: the division of the conceptual space in Wolof 
In Figure 6 it is shown that Wolof groups the following things together:  
i) Conjunctive markers, disjuctive markers, negation, exclamation, propositional questions, tag 
questions and reason.  
ii) Subjunctive and imperative. 
iii) Manner. 
iv) Focus markers (including additive particles), concessive conditionals, conditionals, temporals and 
deixis. 
The dotted line between manner and the domain of conditionals, temporals and deixis is due to the 
fact there is some relation between manner and conditionality/temporality, namely in the 
occurrence of the perfective marker –ee. Furthermore, na, ni and nii ‘how’, the forms used to mark 
manner take the same deictic suffixes as the temporal ba, bi and bii ‘when’.  
The dotted line between question and conditional is due to the weak relation they have through the 
particle ndax ‘Q’.  
I the next section I combine this grid with the grids created for Macedonian and Dutch in respectively 
Chapters 3 and 4 in order to see where they overlap.  
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6. Discussion 
Having discussed Macedonian, Dutch and Wolof separately, in this Chapter I give a summary of the 
conclusions from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 on the three respective languages and reflect on their overlap. 
 
6.1 Macedonian 
First of all, the focus particle li can combine with a number of other particles, schematized in Table 9 
in Chapter 3, repeated here as Table 22. 
 
Table 22: combinations with the focus particle li in Macedonian. 
Thus, it is clear from Figure X that li ‘FOC’ can combine with (i) the contrastive conjunction a ‘but’, 
‘and’, forming ali ‘but’, ‘and’, (ii) the subjunctive particle da ‘SBJ’, forming the question particle dali 
and (iii) the conjunctive coordinator i ‘and’, ‘also’, forming the disjunctive marker ili ‘or’. 
Furthermore, the focus particle li can be used as a correlative construction XP li YP li ‘either… or’ to 
form an exclusive disjunction and it can be used in the protasis of conditional constructions XP li, YP, 
though this use is considered archaic. When these relations are drawn out, we get a map as in Figure 
7. 
 
Figure7: partial semantic map of Macedonian. 
 
When a line in Figure 7 stems directly out of another line connecting two elements, this indicates 
that the the two connected elements together form the third. This can be seen for the disjunctive 
marker ili, which is connected with a line leading to both the conjunctive marker and the focus 
marker. 
Thus, the particle li can be found in the following domains: focus, questions (propositional question, 
embedded question, tag question) disjunctive constructions (disjunctive marker and correlative 
disjunctive construction), contrastive conjunction and conditional.  
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Some of these particles are also found in different relations themselves. For example, the conjunctive 
coordinator i ‘and’ also functions as an additive particle and can be combined with the conditional 
marker ako ‘if’ to form the concessive marker iako ‘although’ and with the subjunctive marker da to 
form the concessive conditional marker i da ‘even if’.  
The subjunctive marker da can be combined with the focus marker li, as we have seen, to form dali 
‘Q’, but it can also be combined with the negation ne to form the conducive question marker da ne, it 
can be combined with za ‘for’ to form za da ‘in order to’ and it can mark the protasis of a conditional 
clause or it mark an imperative.  
Furthermore, the question particle dali can be used in alternative questions, i.e. dali XP, dali YP? ‘XP 
or YP?’ 
The emphatic coordination can also consist of negative coordinator ni ‘nor’, forming the construction 
ni… ni ‘neither… nor’. 
Furthermore, some of the conjunctions are used as discourse markers. The contrastive or adversative 
conjunction ama ‘but’ can be used as a discourse marker and has a related interjection, ma, which is 
used to display aversion against something. Ami ‘but’, which according to Fielder (2008) was also 
used as an adversative conjunction, is now only used as an interjection in Standard Macedonian. The 
conditional conjunction ako ‘if’ is also used as an interjection; it is usually used to give someone 
permission for something. The conducive question marker zar is also used as an exclamative marker, 
often meaning that something should have been done already. 
Having summarized all the related conjunctions and particles in Macedonian, I present them 
schematically in a map showing all the relations, as displayed in Figure 8.
 
Figure 8: semantic map for Macedonian 
We can see from Figure 8 that the propositional question has the most relations. A dotted line, such 
as between the focus marker and the conditional, indicates that this relation is not overtly present. In 
the case of the conditional and the focus markers, the relation is only seen in the archaic use of li in 
conditional protases. 
Having discussed the Macedonian data, in the next section I turn to the Dutch data.  
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6.2 Dutch 
In this section I give a summary of the findings of Chapter 4. Starting with the conjunction als ‘if’, we 
have seen that it is used as a conjunction in the protasis of conditionals and temporal clauses. 
Furthermore, it is also used in exclamative sentences with the structure [ADJ als S V], i.e., Akelig als 
het was! ‘Gruesome as it was!’. Als ‘if’ can be combined with zo ‘so’ to form zoals ‘like’, i.e. zoals je 
op school hebt geleerd ‘like you learned at school’. It is also found in comparative sentences with the 
structure [S V ADJCOMP als O], i.e, Zij is groter als haar broer ‘She is bigger than her brother’, in 
facsimiles with the structure [als DP], i.e., als een advocaat ‘like an lawyer’ and state of being 
constructions with the structure [als NP], i.e., als advocaat ‘as an lawyer’.  
When the facsimile is a clause, alsof ‘as if’ rather than just als ‘if’ is used, i.e., alsof hij een advocaat 
was ‘as if he was a lawyer’.  
All the concepts related to als ‘if’ are drawn out in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9: partial semantic map for Dutch 
A plus sign in this map means that an element can optionally be combined with another one to 
reinforce it, as is the case with the use of modal particles in imperative sentences. 
The disjunctive marker of ‘or’ itself can also be found in combinations. First of all, it is a disjunctive 
coordinator which can be used for NPs, VPs and entire clauses. It can also form correlative 
constructions such as of… of and ofwel… ofwel ‘either… or’. 
Of ‘or’ is also used to introduce embedded questions or dubitative clauses, [XP [of XP]], where it is in 
complementary distribution with dat ‘that’ for indicative clauses. Futhermore, of is used in tag 
questions and exclamations, i.e. of niet? ‘isnt’t it?’ and en of! ‘sure!’. Finally, of can be found in 
concessives and concessive conditionals. In the dialect of Oudenaarde the combination nof from en 
‘and’ and of ‘or’ is used to mark concessive conditionals. Concessive conditionals can also be formed 
with the conditional conjunction als ‘if’ and the focus particle zelfs ‘even’.  
When the disjunctive marker of is combined with zo ‘so’, it gets a concessive meaning, i.e. een mes 
ofzo ‘a knife or something’. The conjunctive coordination en ‘and’ can also be combined with zo ‘so’, 
forming the representative conjunction enzo ‘etcetera’, i.e., een mes enzo ‘a knife and such’. 
Furthermore, the temporal adverb dan ‘then’, which is used in the apodosis of conditional sentences, 
also functions as a modal particle. This modal particle can be found in questions and imperative 
sentences. It is also found in the combination danwel ‘or’, where it is compounded with the modal 
particle wel and has a disjunctive meaning. Other ways of expressing disjunctions is with ofwel ‘or’ or 
oftewel ‘or’, the latter can also be used as a metalinguistic disjunction. There are also a number of 
correlative disjunctions, namely of… of ‘either… or’, ‘whether… or’, ofwel… ofwel ‘either… or’ and 
hetzij… hetzij ‘either… or’. The latter, hetzij ‘or’, has been grammaticalized from a subjunctive clause 
het zij ‘be it’ (Haspelmath & Köning 1998).  
As for the conjunction, it can be expressed by the correlative constructions en… en ‘both… and’ and 
zowel… als ‘both… and’. 
The relations regarding of ‘or’ are presented in the semantic map in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: partial semantic map for Dutch. 
Putting Figure 9 and Figure 10 together, the full map is presented in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11: semantic map for Dutch. 
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6.3 Wolof 
In Chapter 5 we have seen that in Wolof there are many forms which are related in meaning. First, 
consider the nd-forms. 
The form ndax ‘Q’ can be used as a (i) propositional question particle in matrix and embedded 
questions, (ii) a causal subordinator and (iii) in Gambian Wolof also as a disjunctive marker. 
Ndax ‘Q’ can combine with the disjunctive marker am ‘or’, forming ndaxam, which can be used as a 
question particle, an exclamation of surprise and a subordinator. It can also combine with the 
conjunctive marker te ‘and’, forming the subordinator ndaxte ‘because’ and with the agentive suffix  
–kat, forming the subordinator ndaxkat ‘because’.  
Like one of the senses of ndaxam ‘SURPRISE’, nedeke ‘wow’ is also an exclamative. Ndeke ‘wow’ can 
combine with te ‘and’ to form ndekete ‘wow’.  
Ndegam ‘since’, alternatively spelled as ndegem, is used as a temporal subordinator. 
There is also the form nde ‘because’, which is listed in the dictionary by Munro & Gaye (1997) but 
which I have not encountered in my data.  
When these functions are plotted, it gives us the following semantic chart of the nd-forms, presented 
in Figure 12. 
Figure 12: semantic relations of the nd-forms in Wolof  
 
Now, consider disjunctive markers and their relation to questions and exclamations. 
Disjunctive markers include walla, mbaa, am ‘or’ and mballa and ndax in Gambian Wolof. 
As we have seen in the above chart, ndax and the combination of ndax with the disjunctive marker 
am, are also propositional question markers. The disjunctive marker mbaa ‘or’ is also used as a 
propositional question marker for conducive questions. When a speaker utters a question with 
mbaa, they expect an affirmative answer. The disjunctive marker walla ‘or’ is used as a question tag, 
while the disjunctive marker am is used in question tags in combination with the negation deet ‘not’.  
Related to these forms are tedu ‘and not’ and du ‘not’, which are also used as tag questions. The 
question tag tedu consists of the conjunctive marker te ‘and’ and the negation du, which can also be 
used as a tag question in itself. These forms can also be plotted, giving the chart presented in Figure 
13. 
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Figure 13: semantic relations between disjunctive markers and question particles in Wolof 
The conditional markers bu and su ‘if’, ‘when’ in Wolof are often ambiguous between the conditional 
and temporal reading. They are grammaticalized from relative clauses, consisting of a noun class 
marker, in this case b- and s- and a deictic marker, in this case the marker for undefined space,  –u.  
The concessive conditional in Wolof is formed by adding the focus particle sax ‘even’ at the end of 
the protasis clause. The focus particle sax takes scope over the utterance that comes before it. The 
French loan mem ‘even’ is also used to from a concessive conditional. In this case the structure is 
analogous to the French structure même si ‘even if’, placing mem ‘even’ before bu or su ‘if’. Another 
strategy is to place doonte ‘even’ before bu or su ‘if’, this is attested in Torrence (2013), but the 
speakers of Dakar Wolof that I consulted, found the construction archaic or related it to speakers 
from villages. 
When we put the two forms together and add the conditional and temporal markers, we get the 
chart presented in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: semantic map of Wolof 
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As we can see from Figure 14, the conditional doesn’t enter into a lot of other relations in Wolof; it is 
only related to temporal clauses. 
The subordinator ndax is related to questions, while questions are related to disjunctive markers and 
the negation. This latter relation, between questions, disjunctions and negation, is found in all three 
of the languages.  
6.4 Semantic map for Macedonian, Dutch and Wolof 
When all three charts for the respective three languages in the above sections are combined, there 
are only a few core relations which are present in all three languages, namely the following: 
i) disjunction – propositional question / exclamation – embedded question 
ii) disjunction – tag question – negation 
iii) focus – concessive conditional – conditional 
iv) coordination – exclamative 
Other relations appear to be either language specific or only found in two of the three languages. The 
relations presented in (i)-(iv) are plotted in Figure 15.  
 
 
Figure 15: core semantic relations in all three languages. Macedonian is marked in red, Dutch in 
green and Wolof in blue. 
This information is displayed in a grid in Figure 18. I first present all three grids from Chapters 3, 4 
and 5 respectively as Figure 15, 16 and 17 before putting them together in Figure 18. 
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Figure 15: semantic grid for Macedonian 
 
Figure 16: semantic grid for Dutch 
 
Figure 17: semantic grid for Wolof 
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The full grid for all three languages is presented in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18: grid of semantic space for the three languages 
We can see from the grid in Figure 18 that the relations between disjunctions, questions, 
exclamations and negation are indeed the strongest ones, as the space for those concepts is shared 
by all three languages.  
Another space that is shared by all three languages is the space for conditional, concessive and focus 
marker. 
The grid clearly shows that Macedonian and Dutch divide the semantic space more similarly. As they 
are both Indo-European, this is not unexpected. 
There are also certain things that seem to be language specific: the relation between conditional and 
manner is specific for Dutch. The relation between conditional and temporal seems to be more 
salient for Wolof, though it is also present in Dutch and Macedonian. The relation between the 
question particle and the subordinator of reason is also unique for Wolof.  
Furthermore, the relation between the coordination and the disjunction through the focus particle 
seems to be unique for Slavic languages. 
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7. Conclusion 
In this thesis I have demonstrated how conditionals, questions and coordinations partially converge 
in three unrelated languages, namely Macedonian, Dutch and Wolof. These relations have been 
partially stated in typological and semantic literature, but especially for Wolof, these concepts have 
not been thouroughly investigated. 
Macedonian and Dutch, being areally and genetically closer, have shown to have a more similar 
division of their conceptual space than Wolof.  
All three languages share the relation between temporality and conditionality. In Wolof the markers 
bu and su ‘if’, ‘when’ are polysemous and have both temporal and conditional reading. In Dutch the 
conjunction als can be ambiguous between ‘if’ and ‘when’. Macedonian has the conditional marker 
ako ‘if’, which in Old Church Slavonic meant ‘when’, but currently does not have the temporal 
reading anymore. 
Furthermore, all languages share the relation between the disjunctive coordinator and propositional 
and tag questions. The relation between the conditional and propositional questions, however is not 
that strong. In Dutch this relation is present through the word order: in both propositional questions 
and conditional clauses the verb can move to the first position to indicate respectively interrogativity 
or conditionality.  
In Macedonian this relation is present through the use of the subjunctive particle da ‘to’ in both 
conditionals and as a question particle in combination with li ‘FOC’. It is also present through the 
historical use of the focus particle li as a conditional marker. This use of li is still comprehended, but 
not used in speech.  
In Wolof this relation is not present. The only indication of it is from the grammar of Boilat (1858) 
who lists ‘provided that’ as a possible translation for the question particle ndax ‘Q’.  
It is also interesting to note relation between Wolof de ‘EMPH’, Macedonian li ‘FOC’ and Dutch dan 
‘MOD’: they are not question particles but get used in questions and might be reanalyzed as question 
particles by some speakers. 
The relation between the conjunctive coordinator i ‘and’ and the disjunctive coordinator ili ‘or’ 
seems to an areal or genetic feature for Slavic languages, as it is present in Macedonian, Serbian, 
Russian and Polish among others, but not in the unrelated languages I have looked at.  
The conjunctive coordinator does, however, play are role in the relation between conditionals and 
concessive conditionals in all three languages, though Macedonian is the only language in which the 
conjunctive coordinator is semantically extended to the additive particle ‘too’ as well. Both Dutch 
and Wolof have separate words for ‘and’ and ‘too’. Wolof is also the only language of the three in 
which there is a separate coordinator for clauses and for nouns, the latter being the comitative ak 
‘with’, ‘and’. Cross-linguistically, it is quite common for conjunctive markers to grammaticalize from 
the comitative. Especially Sub-Saharan African languages frequently differentiate between nominal 
and verbal coordination (Haspelmath 2013). 
The role of negation in questions, especially tag questions, is also found in all three languages. This is 
not unusual, as all of these concepts have downward entailment. 
Concluding, the relation between disjunctions and questions holds for all three languages, while the 
relation between questions and conditionals is weaker. The grid can be tested for more languages 
which are unrelated.  Further suggestions for further research are whether the language specific 
relations areal or genetic. One could compare the Slavic languages with the Balkan Sprachbund 
languages. One could also compare other Atlantic languages and West-African languages. Gambian 
Wolof, as it has shown differences form Dakar Wolof, should also be extensively examined for future 
research. 
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Appendix 
 
This appendix contains the picture stimuli and verbal stimuli that were used for conducting fieldwork. 
 
Picture stimuli 
 
Pineapple vs mango       Pineapple fish 
 
Pineapple vs fish with thought bubble           Chicken vs fish
 
Chicken vs fish with thought bubble   Meat vs fish 
 
Meat vs fish with thought bubble   Meat vs chicken 
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Meat vs chicken with thought bubble  Cup vs scissors with thought bubble 
 
Scissors vs cup     Pineapple vs mango with thought bubble
 
Green vs blue cup with thought bubble   Green vs blue cup 
 
Purple vs green cup with thought bubble  Purple vs green cup 
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Blue vs yellow cup thought bubble   Blue vs yellow cup 
 
Crossroad: placenames     Crossroad: forest 
 
 
 
Crossroad: money vs thunder 
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Crossroad: field vs fire     Crossroad: thunder vs sun 
 
Crossroad: burning tree vs tree    Crossroad: burning tree vs fallen man 
 
Crossroad: pineapple vs fallen man   Crossroad: burning tree vs pineapple 
 
Crossroad: fallen man vs tree    Crossroad: pineapple vs tree 
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Dilemma stories 
The following stories are from Bascom (1975) and Senft (2003). The first version is in English, the 
second in Wolof and the third in Macedonian. 
 
Three youths, each with his charm, went to see a girl. One had a magic telescope in which he saw 
that she was dead. Another had an animal hide that took them to her. The third had a powder that 
revived her. To whom did the girl belong?  
Ñetti waxabane la woon, kuna am taaram, demoon nañu seeti ap xale bu jigeen. Ken ci ñoom am na 
njutu kaay bu xarala, bu koy won dawsi dee na. Kenen ki am ap mala buleen di fa yobbu. Ñettel bu 
am sunguf, bu koy dekkal. Kan moo moom xale bu jigeen bi? 
Тројца  момци, секој убав на свој начин, отидоја да посетат една девојка. Едениот имаше 
магичен телескоп со кој виде дека таа била мртва. Другиот имаше килим од животинска кожа 
кој ги однесе до девојката. Третиот имаше пудра со која ја оживеа. Со кого да се мажи 
девојката? 
 
Three youths came to a huge river. The first split up the water with his sword and reached the other 
bank with dry feet. The second unrolled a band of cloth and made a bridge on which he crossed over. 
The third shoot arrow after arrow, each striking the other so that they formed a wooden bridge over 
the river. Which is the most cunning?  
Ñetti waxabaane le woon. Ñu ñëw ci ap dex gu réy. Kenn ki daal di xotti dex gi ak jaasam, mu jall ci 
geneen wet gi te tooyul. Kenen ki jël ap sër bu guddu. Mu daal di ci jaar mu jeggi dex gi. Ñettel ki 
kenen ki jël ap xeec mu leen di sanni ñu daal di nekk benn xeec bu guddu mu daal di ci jaar jall. Kan 
moo gëna muus? 
Тројца момци долшле до голема река. Првиот ја подели водата со нековиот меч и стигна до 
другата обала со суви нозе. Вториот посла платно врз водата и помина преку него како мост.  
Третиот имаше стрели со кој направи мост над реката, стрелајки ги една врз друга. Кој е 
најитар? 
Working on alternate days, the hyena and the lion built the same house. It had two sections with a 
hole in the wall between them. The hyena was in one part, and during a storm an old woman took 
refuge in the other. Through the hole she offered some food to the hyena, in thanks for his 
hospitality. In fear, the hyena opened the door to rush out, just as the lion came in. The two animals 
tumbled into the sand, got up and ran away. Stopping at a stream, each asked the other why he was 
running. They asked the giraffe to see who was in the house. It stuck its head through the hole in the 
wall and the old woman tied her red kerchief around its neck. When it returned to the other two 
animals, the hyena told the lion that the giraffe was bleeding. The other animals saw them and fled  
with them. The elephant ran so hard that it made holes in the ground, and the little frog, following as 
best as he could, cried “Watch out for the ponds.”  
 
Bukki la woon ak gaynde. Ñuy tabax kër. Bu bukki liggéeyee tey gaynde liggéey suba. Kër gi ñaari 
neeg la, benn miir bu am bën bën. Benn bés ap meggatt bu jigeen ñëw ci neegu gaynde di lakku tau 
bu metti. Ngir gërëm bukki jigeen ji may na ko lekk jaarale ko. Bukki daal di tiit mu ubbi buntu bi, 
ndaw ci bitti. Gayende tamit tiit topp ko. Ñaari mala yi daanu ci suuf ñu jóg daw dem seen yoon. Bi 
ñu demee ba ñu sori ku nee laaj moroomam lu tax ngay daw. Ñu laaj njamala mu dem seet kan moo 
nekk ci kër gi. Bi njamala bi yeggee ci kër gi mu daal di duggal boppam ci bën bën bi, jigeen hu 
maggett ji jël misooram takk ko ci baatu njamala. Bu njamala delloo ci gaynde ak bukki. Bukki ne 
gaynde njamala mu ngi wacc. Yeneen mala yi gis leen ñu and ak ñoom ñu daw. Ñay daw jafe ko lool. 
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Na muy dawee muy def ay bën bën ci suuf. Mbotu bundau, mu top ci na mu mënee, mu yuxu: ‘Moy 
tu leen pax mi ci ndox mi.’ Lan la ñu mën jangat ci bii léebb? 
Работејки на смена хиената и лавот правеле заедно куќа. Имала два дела со ѕид меѓу нив а во 
ѕидот имало дупка. Хиената беше во едениот дел, и додека грмеше една баба, барајки стреа, 
влезе во другиот дел. Низ дупката таа и понуди храна на хиената, од благодарност. Но хиената 
се уплаши и побегна од куќата, баш кога лавот сакаше да влезе. И лавот почна да трча заедно 
со хиената. Кога запраа кај еден извор лавот ја прашаше хиената зошто бегала. Тие ја замолија 
жирафата да види кој им влегол во куќата. Жирафата ја протна главата низ дупката и бабата ѝ 
заврза црвена марама околу вратот. Кога хиената ја виде жирафата, му кажа на лавот дека 
жирафата крвави. Другите животни кога ки видоа исто почнаа да бегаат со нив. Слонот трчаше 
толку силно што правеше дупки во земјата, а малото жабче, следеејки ги најбзо што може, 
викаше “Пазете од барите!” 
 
A giant and his friend went hunting, leaving a second friend near a baobab tree to prepare food. 
When they returned they were told that a devil of the baobab tree had eaten all the food. The next 
day the giant took the second friend hunting, but the same thing happened. The third day the giant 
went himself stayed behind to cook the food. When his two friends returned, they found the giant 
and the devil fighting. The giant seized the devil and crushed him against the baobab with such force 
that the tree was uprooted and hurled through the air. A giant woman was passing with het giant 
baby on her back. The baobab fell into the baby’s eye and completely disappeared. In anger, the 
mother began pulling up trees and huge stones to crush the giant and his two friends. They fled, with 
the mother in pursuit, and came to a leper who hid them in his clothing. The woman hurled pieces of 
a mountain at the leper, but he had the advantage and she abandoned the fight. The leper loosened 
his clothing to release the three men, but there was no trace of them. They had been swallowed by 
the leper’s sores. Which is strongest, the giant, the mother, her baby, or the leper? 
 
Ap nit le woon ku réy ak xarit nu dem di rebbi, nu baayi seen benn xarit ci ap wetu guy muy togg lekk. 
Bi ñu dellusee ñu ne lee nap rabu guy gi lekk na li ñu toggoon. Ci ellëg ñu and rëbbi. La amoon démb 
amaat. Ci ñetteelu bés bi, nit ku réy ki ci boppam mu toog ci kër ga muy togg. Bi xarit yi ñëwaatee ci 
kër gi ñu fekk nit ku réy gi, di xeex ak rab bi. Nit ku réy yi japp rab bi mu door ko ci guy gi buddeegu 
daanu ci suuf. Jigeen ju réy di rombo mu ngi boot liir bu réy. Guy gu réy gi daanu ci bëdu liir bi. Ken 
gisetul. Yaayu liir bi dal di mer muy budi ay garab di jël ay xeer yu magg di ko door, nit ku réy ki ak ay 
xaritam ñu daal di daw. Jigeen ji di leen daq. Bi ñu yeggs ci ap gaana ko ku nëbb leen ci ay yerem. 
Jigeen ji di sanni ay doc gaana gi, waye jigeen ji baayi xeex bi. Gaana gi yolomal ay yerem ngir baayi 
ñetti nit ñi, waye ci mbeteel am kenn ci ñoom me watu fa. Góomu gaana gi lekk na leen. Ci ñii ñëpp 
kan moo mën? Nit ku réy ki, yaayu xale bi, xale bi walla gaana gi?  
 
Once upon a time there was an old man and an old woman. Once on their way to their field they 
heard a child crying. They found this child – it was a small baby-boy. The woman took him up, went 
back to her village and asked whether anyone knew anything about his mother. But she could not 
find the mother of this boy. Thus the old woman said that she will take the little boy and treat him 
like one of her own children, and her husband agreed to this. So the boy stayed with them, the old 
woman was like his mother, the old man was like his father, and they loved him like a child of their 
own. The boy grew up and worked for the old man and the old woman. He was a very good 
fisherman. One day an old woman came to their place and said: “This young man is my son. I 
abandoned him a long time ago in the fields because I had no food to feed him. There was a famine. I 
thought he might either die or people might find him and help him. I heard that you found the baby 
and now I want him to come with me to my village and work for me, because I am his real mother.” 
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Now, what are the young man, and the old woman and the old man who picked him up as a baby, 
going to do? 
 
Ben magatt bu goor la woon ak ben bu jigeen. Bi ñuy dem ci seen tool, ñu degg ap xale buy jooy. Ñu 
dem seet fekk xale bu liir la. Magatt bu jigeen bi fobb ko, mu dellu ci deck ba. Mo laaj, ndax am na ku 
xam dara ci yaayu xalebi. Waaye mënul gis yaayu xalebi. Ci noonu, magatt bu jigeen bi dey jël xalebi 
def ko doom am. Jekkar ji nangul ko lolu. Xalebi dun du ak noom. Magett du jigeen bi mel ni yayam. 
Magett bu goor bi mel ni baayam. Ñu bëgg ko lool ni seen doom bu ñu jur. Xale bi magg di liggéyal 
maggett bu goor bi ak bu jigeen bi. Xale bi doon nappkat. Ben bés ap maggatt bu jigeen ñëw ci kër gi 
mu wax: “Xale bi sama doom la. Maa ko bayi woon ci tool yi, bobu ak leegi yagg na amu ma woon 
lekk bu ma ko jox. Xiif moo amoon. Demaa foogoon dee na wala ay nit for nañu ko. Ma dëggoon de 
ngeen for xale, leegi mo bëggoon mu ñëw and ak man sama dëkk ndax te man may yaayam.” 
Leegi, lan la xale bu góor bi ak maggat bu jigeen bi ak maggatt bu góor bi ñi ko for bi mu nekkee xale, 
wara def? 
 
Еден ден имаше стар маж и стара жена. Кога идеа до полето, слушнаа бебе како плаче. Го 
најдоја бебето, беше мало момче. Жената го зема, се врати во селото и праша на секаде дали 
некој знаеше кај му е мајката, ама не можеше нигде да ја најде мајката на момчето. И така 
старата жена реши да го посвој детето и мажот ѝ се согласи со неа. И така момчето остана со 
нив, старата жена му беше како мајка а стариот маж како татко и го сакаа како нивно дете. 
Детето порасна и работеше за мажот и за жената. Беше многу добар работник во бавчата.  
Еден ден една жена дојде во селото и им рече: “Ова момче е мојот син. Јас го оставив во 
полето пред долго време дека немав храна да му дадам, имаше голем глад. Мислев дека или 
ќе умре или некој луѓе ќе го најдат и ќе му помогнат. Слушнав дека вие стве го нашле бебето и 
сега сакам да дојде со мене кај моето село и да работи за мене, дека јас сум му вистинската 
мајка.” Сега што да прават момчето и стариот маж и старата жена? 
 
Once upon a time there was a big famine. There was no food, no sweet potatoes, no millet, no 
mangoes, no goats. There was a man who went to another place. There he saw a truck. He went to it 
and saw that it was full of food. He was terribly hungry. He saw a stranger who looked like he was 
protecting the food. Then this man left and no one guarded the truck full of food. The hungry man 
wanted to take some food because of the famine and because he was so hungry. He went to the 
truck, took some food and ate it. Do you think what he did was good, or what? 
 
Def amoon xiif bu metti. Lekk, patas, dugub, mango, bëy, dara amul woon. Amoon ap góor gu demon 
ci beneen bërëb. Foofu mu gis fa kamiyon. Bi mu yeggee ci, woto bi, mu gis ndaamal bi defa fees dell 
ak lekk. Fekk defa xiif lool. Mu gis ap jambuur bum el na dey aar lekk bi. Nit ko ku dem yoonam kenn 
raratul lekk gi. Niki noonu mu dem bari woto bu mu jël ci lekk. Xalaat nga li mu de flu baax la am 
deet? 
 
Еднаш имаше голема глад. Немаше храна, немаше ориз, немаше лубеници, немаше кози... 
Еден човек отиде на друго место. Таму виде камион. Се приближи и виде дека полн е со храна. 
Многу беше гладен. Кај камионот имаше човек што чуваше стража. Тој човек си отиде и тогаш 
немаше никој да ја чува храната. Гладниот човек сакаше да земе од храната дека беше многу 
гладен, па отиде кај камионот и изеде малку од храната. Мислиш дека добро направил или...? 
 
 
Once upon a time there was a man and a woman who loved each other very much. The woman got 
pregnant and gave birth to a child, but the man said: I will not marry her; I am not the father of the 
child that she has borne. The woman was very sad and cried, she left this man, and she left her 
village and went to the mountains. There she worked very hard for her child and for herself. The child 
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grew up, he became a good man and earned much money, gave much to his mother and his mother 
now was a rich woman. They lived in the mountains. One day the woman read in the papers that 
there was a severe famine in her old village. Many children had already died and many more people 
would die if there was no help for them. The woman now went back to her old village and said: If the 
people will kill the man she loved a long time ago, the father of her child, then she will buy a lot of 
food, load it into a truck and bring it to the village so that all people have food to eat. Then there will 
be no hunger any more. What do you think the villagers will do? 
 
Defa amoon ap góor ak ap jigeen ñu bëggante lool. Jigeen ji wonna loor mu jur doom. Waye góor gi 
ne: “Duma ko takk, juruma doom ji ndawsi jur.” Xale bu jigeen gi am naxar toog di joy. Jigeen ji 
taggoo ak góor gi. Mu gënn dëkk bi dem  ca tundu yi. Mu fay daan doole am bu baax ngir moom ak 
doomom. Xale bi daal de magg. Yalla def mu doon ku baax, ba noppi bari xaalis. Mu jox yaayam xaalis 
bu bari yaay ji jaare fa doom borom alal. Ñu weey di dundu ci tundu yi. Benn bés yaay ji jang ci ap 
yeenekay xiif bu metti moo am ci dëkk am. Xale yu bari faatu nañu ci teyit nit nu bari di nañu ci dee, 
buñu amul dimmbel. Leegi, jigeen ji daal di dello ci dëkkam mu ne: “Bu dëkk bi reeyee góor gi mu 
bëggoon ay jamano, baayu doomam ji dina jënd lekku gu bari mu yebb ko ci kamiyon mu indi ko ci 
dëkk bi. Bu ko defee nit ñepp dina ñu am lu ñu lekk. Bu ko defee xiif doo tu fi am. Lan ngeen xalat le 
waa dëkk bi di def? 
 
 
Once upon a time there was a man who did not care for his children, did not work in the 
garden, and always slept with other women coming to visit his village. What will his wife do? 
 
Benn ni la woon bu dul topptoo ay dommam, du liggéey tamit dey tëdd ak jigeen yiy ñëw di ganisi ci 
dëkk bi. Lan le jabbaram di def? 
 
 
Once upon a time there was a woman who did not care for her children, did not cook, did not 
work in the garden, and always slept with other men coming to visit her village. What will her 
husband do? 
 
Benn jigeen la woon bu dul topptoo ay doomam, du togg tamit, dey tëdd ak góor ñi di ñew di ganisi ci 
dëkk bi. Lan le jëkkeram di def? 
  
 
Once upon a time there was a rich man, but all the other people did not have any money 
whatsoever. Once the poor people from the village came to him and wanted to sell to him because 
they needed the money for a feast. The rich man told them that he would buy lobsters and pay five 
francs for each lobster. The people went fishing and caught many lobsters, but when they wanted to 
sell them to the rich man, he said he would pay them only three francs for one lobster. What will the 
people do now? 
 
Benn nit la woon ku bari alal, waye ñeneen ni amul ñu dara. Benn bés ap woy ñakk jógee ci ap dëkk 
bëgg ko jaay as lef, ndax te de ño bëgg xaalis. Borom alal ji leen dine jënd jën yi benn bu ne juroom 
mi dërëm. Ñu daal didem nappi ñu japp ay jën yu bari, bi ñu ko bëggee yaaj borom alal bi mu ne leen 
benn bu ne ñetti dërëm la koy jëndee. Lan la woy ñakk yi di def? 
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Elicitation phrases  
The following phrases are from Levinson (1995) with added contexts and put in random order. 
1. John is sick, the doctor has given him medicine. If he takes this medicine, he will recover.  
2. Marry likes John, but she doesn’t like Tom. Today it is her birthday and she is hosting a party. 
John didn’t come to the party, but Tom did. This made Marie unhappy. If John had come, or 
Tom had left, Marie would have been happy. 
3. John and Marie are sitting in the house. John says that he is hungry, Marie says: “If you had 
wanted to eat, there would have been plenty food in the house.” 
4. John wants money from Marie. Marie doesn’t want to give it to him. She says: “Even if you 
had helped me, I would not have paid you.” 
5. John and Tom got into a fight. Marie was standing next to them, watching them fight. John 
hit Tom, and then Tom hit Marie. 
6. John wanted to learn English. He went to Marie and asked her to teach him English, but she 
refused. Later, he asked her why she refused. She replied: “If you had payed me, I would 
have taught you English.”  
7. John and Tom had a disagreement. John hit Tom and Tom hit John back.  
8. Marie doesn’t like John. She wants to have a party for her birthday, but she doesn’t want 
John to come. If John comes, Marie will leave.  
9. Marie knew that one of her friends went to town and she wanted to know which. She 
thought it might have been either John or Tom, so she asked Tome. He replied: “Neither 
John nor Tom went to town.” 
10. We want to buy something. It costs three dollars, but we are not sure that we have the 
money. So we start counting our money. I tell you: “If you have 2 dollars, and I have one, 
then we together have three.” 
11. Marie really likes John. She just got invited to a party, and she knows that John is invited too. 
However, when she gets at the party, John is not at the party yet and she doesn’t like anyone 
else who is there. She is bored. If John doesn't come, Marie will leave.  
12. Marie is hosting a party. She doesn’t like John so she didn’t invite him. But he came anyway. 
If John had not come, Marie would have been happy, but he did. 
Question: is Marie happy? 
13. I am looking for my spade, but it is nowhere to be found. I go to my neighbor to ask if he has 
seen it. He tells me: “John lost or broke the spade” 
14. If and only if you come, John will go. 
15. John and Tom had a fight. John hit Tom and Tom hit John back. 
16. Marie wants to learn English. She goes to John and asks him to teach her English and he says 
he will if she pays him. She agrees. However, John didn’t shown up at their appointment. She 
calls him up and tells him: “If you don't help me, I won't pay you.” 
17. John, Tom and Peter went to the farm. Marie is curious as to what they did there, so she 
asked a friend, who lives at the farm. He told her: “John bought a goat, and Tom sold a cow 
and Peter killed a chicken.” 
18. When I woke up, all my pigs were gone. I think someone must’ve stolen them. The 
neighbours stole my pigs, or someone else did. 
Question: is this sentence true if the neighbors didn’t steal the pigs? 
19. Marie is at the party. She really dislikes John. Tom said if John comes, Marie will leave. 
20. I went up the mountain. When I got back my friend asked me what I saw there. I answer: “I 
saw a big rock and a little man.” 
21. I want to know who came to the market yesterday. I ask Marie to give me a list. She says: 
“John and Tom and Zlatan and the horse came.” 
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22. I know that someone came to Marie’s house yesterday. I am thinking of who it could be. It's 
possible that either John came or Tom came. 
23. John borrowed something from Marie. Marie knows that he was maybe at my house 
yesterday to drop off what he borrowed from her. If John came, Marie will be happy, or if 
he didn't then she'll be sad. 
24. I see Tom and he had a bruise. Someone had hit him. I thought it was John. I asked Anna if 
this was true. She says:  “John didn't hit Tom, Marie did.” 
25. I remember that one of my friends was going to town today, but I can’t remember which. I 
need to ask them to get me something from the market, so I ask my other friend: “Who went 
to town?” She replied: “John or Tom went to town.” 
Questions: 
Is this sentence true if neither John nor Tom went to town? 
Is this sentence true if they both went to town? 
26. I went to the desert yesterday. Marie says that it is hot in the desert. I say: “That's not just 
hot, it's really hot.” 
27. Marie thought that Tom and John had a fight. She asked Dragan who hit whom, but found 
out that there was no fight, because Dragan replied: “John didn't hit Tom, and Tom didn’t 
hit John” 
28. Marie wants to learn English. She knows that John speaks English, so she goes to him. He tells 
her: “If you pay me, I’ll teach you English, otherwise not.” 
29. Today I woke up and all my goats were gone, I think that they were stolen. I tried to think of 
who could have stolen them, I thought: Either the neighbours stole my goats or someone 
else did. 
30. I arrive at my house and see that there are footprints on the floor. I remember that John was 
maybe coming to my house today to pick something up. I think: If these are John's 
footprints, then he was here. 
31. I’m trying to figure out how old John is. I know how old Anna and Marie are. I think: If John 
was born before Anna, and Anna before Marie, then John was born before Marie. 
32. Marie was organizing a party. She really likes John. If John had come to her party, Marie 
would have been happy, but he didn't. 
Question: Is Marie happy? 
33. I arrive at my house and see that there are footprints on the floor. I try to figure out who the 
footprints belong to. If these had been John's footprints, then he would have been here. 
Question: was John at my house? 
34. John is sick. The doctor has given him medicine but he doesn’t want to take it. Unless he 
takes this medicine, he won't recover. 
35. I walk with my friend at she points to a bush. She asks: “What kind of tree is that?” I say: 
“That is not a tree, it's a bush.” 
36. I want to buy some things at the market. Then I realize: I have no money. 
37. Dragan found out there was a fight between some people yesterday. He wants to know who 
hit whom. He knows that John was mad at Tom, so he thought that John hit Tom. He went to 
ask his friend if that was true. His friend said: “John didn't hit Tom, he hit Marie.” 
38. John asks Marie to pick up the red book him. She accidentally picks up the orange one. John 
says to Marie: “That book is not red.” 
39. John is sick. The doctor has given him medicine but he doesn’t want to take it. If he doesn't 
take this medicine, he won't recover. 
40. John was sick. The doctor had given him medicine. If he had not taken this medicine, he 
would not have recovered. 
Question: is John recovered? 
41. Marie tells John that she saw a blue banana yesterday. John doesn’t believe her, he says: 
Blue bananas don't exist. 
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42. John is French. He says to Marie that he is English, because he wants to fool her. Marie days: 
“If you are an Englishman, I am a monkey's uncle!” 
43. Marie and I are crying. Marie tells me that in her culture when you cry, it means it is going to 
rain. I say: “lf it is true that if we weep it rains, then it is going to rain, since we have been 
weeping.” 
44. John was sick. The doctor had given him medicine. If he had· taken this medicine, he would 
have recovered, but he didn't take it. 
Question: Did he recover? 
45. We want to buy something. It costs three dollars, but we are not sure that we have the 
money. So we start counting our money.  We discover that we don’t have enough money. I 
say: “If you had €2, and I had €1, then we would have had €3 between us.” 
46. Marie is hosting a party. She likes John, so she has invited him. John didn’t come. She doesn’t 
like Tom, so she didn’t invite him. Tom came anyway. If John had come and Tom had left 
Marie would have been happy. 
If only John had left, would Marie have been happy? 
If only Tom had left, would Marie have been happy? 
47. Marie is organizing a party. She invited John and Tom. They both came, but they do not like 
each other. They are fighting the whole time at the party. One of them· has to do it: either 
John must go, or Tom must. 
48. John was teaching Marie English. She paid him some money for the lesson. John said: 
“Thanks for paying me.” Marie said: “If you had not helped me, I would not have paid you.” 
49. Marie organized a party. She invited John, but he didn’t come. Marie was not very happy 
during her party. Anna thought that was because John didn’t come. Tom said that there was 
a different reason. He said that It's not true that if John had come, Marie would have been 
happy.” 
50. Marie is looking for John. She asks Tom: “Is John here?” Tom says: “John came and then he 
went.” 
51. John is complaining that he is hungry. Marie says: “If you want to eat, there is food in the 
house.” 
52. I know that someone took one of my tools. I don’t know who took what. John took the 
spade or Tom took the rake. 
53. John wants money from Marie. Marie doesn’t want to give it. She says: “Even if you help me, 
I won't pay you.” 
54. Bananas come in many colors, but not in blue. There are no blue bananas. 
55. John has two sisters: Anna and Marie. If John had been born before Anna, and Anna before 
Marie, then John would have been born before Marie but in fact he was born last. 
56. I live with Marie. Marie wants to meet with me and John. She wants to go to John or she 
wants John to come to our house. John and I had a fight. We've quarreled, so neither will 
John come here or I go there.  
57. Anna heard that there was a fight in the neighborhood and she knew that there was 
something going on between John and Marie. She thought that John hit Marie. She asked 
Tom if this was true. Tom said: “John didn't hit Marie, he kissed her.”  
58. Marie wanted to know who came to Anna’s house yesterday. Anna said: “John and Tom 
came.” 
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The English original pharses were translated to French, shown below, for fieldwork in Senegal. 
1. Jean est malade, pour cette raison le médecin l’a donné des  médicaments. S’il prend les 
médicaments, il guérira.  
2. Jean plait à Marie, mais Omar ne lui plait pas. Aujourd’hui elle fête son anniversaire. Jean 
n’est pas venu à la fête, mais Omar y était. Cela a rendu Marie malheureuse. Si Jean était 
venu ou Omar avait quitté, Marie aurait été heureuse. 
3. Jean et Mary sont assis à la maison. Jean dit qu’il a faim. Mary lui réponds si tu voulais 
manger, il y aurait assez de nourriture dans la maison. 
4. Jean a besoin d’argent. Marie ne veut pas lui en donner ? Même si vous m’aviez aidée, je ne 
vous aurais pas payé. 
5. Jean et Omar entrent dans un combat. Marie se tenait à côté d'eux, en les regardant se 
battre. Jean frappa Omar et puis Omar frappa Marie. 
6. Jean voulait apprendre l'anglais. Il est allé voir Marie et lui demanda de lui enseigner 
l'anglais, mais elle a refusé. Plus tard, il lui demanda pourquoi elle avait refusé. Elle a 
répondu: «Si vous m’aviez payée, je vous aurais enseigné l'anglais. » 
7. Jean et Omar sont en désaccord. Jean a frappé Omar et Omar a frappé Jean en retour. 
8. Marie n'aime pas Jean. Elle veut faire la fête, mais elle ne veut pas que Jean y vienne. Si Jean 
vient, Marie quittera. 
9. Marie savait qu’un de ses amis est allé en ville et elle voulut savoir qui c’était. Elle pensa que 
ça pourrait étre Omar ou Jean. Alors elle demanda à Hamine. Hamine lui répondit : « Ni 
Omar ni Jean est allé en ville. » 
10. Jean et Omar entrent dans un combat. Marie se tenait à côté d'eux, en les regardant se 
battre. Jean frappa Omar et puis Omar frappa Marie. 
11. Nous voulons acheter quelque chose. Ça coûte trois mille francs, mais nous ne sommes pas 
sûr que nous avons l'argent. Donc, nous commençons à compter notre argent. Je vous le dis: 
« Si vous avez deux mille francs, et je dois mille francs, alors nous avons au total trois 
mille. » 
12. Marie aime vraiment Jean. Elle vient de l’'invité à une fête, et elle sait que Jean est invité 
aussi. Cependant, quand elle arrive à la fête, Jean n’y est pas encore et elle n'aime pas que 
quelqu'un d'autre y soit. Elle s'ennuie. Si Jean ne vient pas, Marie va quitter. 
13. Marie organise une fête. Elle n'aime pas Jean alors elle ne l'a pas invité. Mais il est venu de 
toute façon. Si Jean n’était pas venu, Marie aurait été heureuse, mais dommage il est venu. 
Question: est ce que Marie est heureuse? 
14. Je cherche ma pelle, mais elle est introuvable. Je vais voir mon voisin pour lui demander s'il 
ne l'a pas vue. Il me dit: « Jean a perdu ou cassé la pelle » 
15. Jean veut rester à la fête, à moins que vous veniez à la fête. Dans ce cas, il partira. Si et 
seulement si tu viens, Jean va partir. 
16. Jean et Omar avaient un combat. Jean a frappé Omar et Omar s’est vengé. 
17. Marie veut apprendre l'anglais. Elle va à Jean et lui demande de lui enseigner l'anglais et, dit-
il, il l’enseignera, si elle paie. Elle est d'accord. Cependant, Jean n'est  pas venu jusqu'à 
l’heure du rendez-vous. Elle l'appelle et lui dit: «Si vous ne m’aidez pas, je ne vais pas vous 
payer. » 
18. Jean, Omar et Adama sont allés à la ferme. Marie est curieuse de savoir ce qu'ils ont fait là-
bas, alors elle a demandé à Hamine, qui vit à la ferme. Hamine lui dit: « Jean a acheté une 
chèvre, et Omar a vendu une vache et Adama a tué une poule. » 
19. Quand je me suis réveillé, toutes mes chèvres ont disparu. Je pense que quelqu'un doit les 
avoir volées. Les voisins ont volé mes chèvres, ou quelqu'un d'autre l’a fait. 
Question: est ce que cette phrase est vraie si les voisins n’ont pas volé les chèvres? 
20. Marie est à la fête. Elle déteste vraiment Jean. Omar a dit que si Jean vient, Marie quittera. 
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21. Je suis allé à la montagne. Quand je suis revenu mon ami m'a demandé ce que j'y ai vu. J’ai 
répondu: «Je vis un gros rocher et un petit homme. » 
22. Je veux savoir qui est venu sur le marché hier. Je demande à Marie de me donner une liste. 
Elle dit: « Jean et Omar et Mouhamadou et le cheval sont venus » 
23. Je sais que quelqu'un est venu à la maison de Marie hier. Je pense savoir qui ça pourrait être. 
Il est possible que ce soit Jean ou Omar qui y est venu. 
24. Jean a emprunté quelque chose de Marie. Marie sait qu'il était peut-être chez moi hier pour 
déposer ce qu'il a emprunté d’elle. Si Jean vient, Marie sera heureuse, ou s'il ne vient pas 
alors elle sera triste. 
25. J'ai vu Omar et il avait une ecchymose. Quelqu'un l'avait frappé. Je pensais que c’était Jean. 
Je demandai à Bintou si cela était vrai. Elle dit : « Jean n'a pas frappé Omar, c’est Marie qui 
l’a fait » 
26. Je me souviens qu'un de mes amis allait en ville aujourd'hui, mais je ne me souviens pas qui 
était ce. Je dois leur demander de me trouver quelque chose sur le marché, donc j’ai 
demandé à mon autre ami: « Qui est allé à la ville?» Elle a répondu: « Jean ou Omar est allé 
à la ville. » 
Des questions: 
Est-ce que cette phrase est vraie si ni Jean ni Omar est allé à la ville? 
Est-ce que cette phrase est vraie si les deux sont allés à la ville? 
27. Je suis allé dans le désert pour la première fois Aujourd’hui. Mon ami m’a demandé s’il y 
faisait chaud. Je lui ai répondu : « Ce n’était pas chaud, mas c’était vraiment chaud. » 
28. Marie pensait qu’Omar et Jean ont eu un combat. Elle a demandé à Adama qui a frappé qui. 
Mais elle a découvert qu’il n’y avait pas de combat parce qu’Adama a répondu : « Jean n’a 
pas frappé Omar et Omar n’a pas frappé Jean. » 
29. Marie veut apprendre l’Anglais. Elle sait que Jean parle Anglais et va le voir. Il lui dit : « Si 
vous me payez, Je vais vous enseigner l’Anglais, sinon pas. » 
30. Aujourd’hui je me suis réveillé et toutes mes chèvres ont disparu. Je pense qu’elles ont été 
volées. J’ai essayé de penser qui aurait pu les voler. Je pensais : « soit ce sont les voisins, soit 
c’est quelqu’un d’autre qui l’a fait. » 
31. Je suis arrivé à ma maison et je vois qu'il ya des empreintes sur le sol. Je me souviens que 
Jean était peut-être venu à ma maison aujourd'hui pour prendre quelque chose. Je pense: Si 
ce sont les traces de Jean, alors il était ici. 
32. J'essaie de comprendre ce que l'âge de Jean est. Je sais quel âge Bintou et Marie ont. Je 
pense: Si Jean est né avant Bintou et Bintou avant Marie, Donc Jean est né avant Marie. 
33. Marie organise une fête. Elle aime vraiment Jean. Si Jean était venu à sa féte, Marie aurait 
été heureuse, mais il ne l’a pas fait.  
Question: Est-ce que Marie est heureuse? 
34. Je suis arrivé à ma maison et je vois qu'il ya des empreintes sur le sol. Je tente de 
comprendre à qui les empreintes appartiennent. Si ceux-ci avaient été les empreintes de 
Jean, alors il aurait été ici. 
Question: Jean, était-il  à ma maison? 
35. Jean est malade. Le médecin lui a donné un médicament, mais il ne veut pas le prendre. A 
moins qu'il prenne ce médicament, il ne se relèvera pas. 
36. Je marche avec mon ami et elle pointe vers un buisson. Elle demande: «Quel genre d'arbre 
est-ce?" Je dis: « Ce ne est pas un arbre, c'est un buisson. » 
37. Je veux acheter des choses sur le marché. Puis je me suis rendu compte:  Je n’ai pas d'argent. 
38. Adama a découvert qu'il y avait hier un combat entre certaines personnes. Il veut savoir qui a 
frappé qui. Il sait que Jean était en colère contre Omar, alors il pensait que Jean a frappé 
Omar. Il est allé demander à son ami si cela était vrai. Son ami a dit: « Jean n'a pas frappé 
Omar, il a frappé Marie. » 
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39. Jean demande à Marie de lui donner le livre rouge. Elle prend accidentellement un livre 
orange. Jean dit à Marie: «Ce livre n'est pas rouge. » 
40. Jean est malade. Le médecin lui a donné un médicament, mais il ne veut pas le prendre. S'il 
ne prend pas ce médicament, il ne se relèvera pas. 
41. Jean était malade. Le médecin lui avait donné un médicament. S'il n'a pas pris ce 
médicament, il n’aurait pas récupéré. 
Question: est ce que Jean a récupéré? 
42. Marie dit à Jean qu'elle a vu une banane bleue hier. Jean ne la croit pas, il dit: «Les bananes 
bleues n'existent pas. » 
43. Jean est français. Il dit à Marie qu'il est anglais, parce qu'il veut la tromper. Marie dit: «Si 
vous êtes un Anglais, je suis l'oncle d'un singe! » 
44. Marie et moi pleurons. Marie me dit que dans sa culture quand tu pleures, cela signifie qu'il 
va pleuvoir. Je dis: « Si il est vrai que si nous crions il pleut, il va pleuvoir, puisque nous 
avons pleuré. » 
45. Nous voulons acheter quelque chose. Elle coûte trois mille francs, mais nous ne sommes pas 
sûr que nous avons l'argent. Donc, nous commençons à compter notre argent. Nous 
découvrons que nous n'avons pas assez d'argent. Je dis: «Si tu avais deux mille francs, et j'ai 
eu mille francs, alors nous aurions eu trois mille francs en tout. » 
46. Marie est l'hôte d'une fête. Elle aime Jean, alors elle l'a invité. Jean ne vint pas. Elle n'aime 
pas Omar, alors elle ne l'a pas invité. Omar est venu de toute façon. Si Jean était venu et 
Omar avait quitté Marie aurait été heureuse. 
Question: Si seulement Jean avait quitté, aurait Marie été heureuse? 
Question: Si seulement Omar avait quitté, aurait Marie été heureuse? 
47. Marie organise une fête. Elle a invité Jean et Omar. Ils sont tous deux venus, mais ils ne 
l'aiment pas. Ils se battent tout le temps à la fête. L'un d'eux doit le faire: soit Jean doit 
partir, ou Omar doit partir. 
48. Jean enseignait Marie l’ Anglais. Elle lui a donné de l'argent pour la leçon. Jean a dit: "Merci 
de me payer." Marie dit: "Si vous ne m’aviez pas aidé, je ne vous aurais pas payé" 
49. Marie a organisé une fête. Elle a invité Jean, mais il ne vint pas. Marie n'a pas été très 
heureuse lors de son départ. Bintou pensait que c'était parce que Jean ne venait pas. Omar a 
dit qu'il y avait une raison différente. Il a dit: «Il n’est pas vrai que si Jean était venu, Marie 
aurait été heureuse. » 
50. Marie est à la recherche de Jean. Elle demande Omar: "Est-ce que Jean est ici?» Omar dit: 
« Jean est venu, puis il est allé » 
51. Jean protesta qu'il a faim. Marie dit: «Si vous voulez manger, il y a de la nourriture dans la 
maison. » 
52. Je sais que quelqu'un a pris un de mes outils. Je ne sais pas qui a pris quoi. Jean prit la pelle 
ou Omar a pris le râteau. 
53. Jean veut l'argent de Marie. Marie ne veut pas lui donner. Elle dit: «Même si vous m’aidiez, 
je ne vais pas vous payer. » 
54. Il y a beaucoup de couleurs de bananes, mais pas bleu. Il n'y a pas de bananes bleues. 
55. Jean a deux soeurs: Marie et Bintou. Si Jean était né avant Bintou et Bintou avant Marie, 
donc  Jean serait né avant Marie, mais en fait, il est né le dernier. 
56. J'habite avec Marie. Marie veut nous rencontrer Jean et moi. Elle veut aller chez  Jean ou elle 
veut que Jean vienne à notre maison. Jean et moi avons eu un combat. Nous avons disputé, 
donc ce ne sera pas possible que Jean vienne ici ou je vais là bas. 
57. Bintou apprit qu'il y avait une bagarre dans le quartier et elle savait qu'il y avait quelque 
chose entre Jean et Marie. Elle pensait que Jean a frappé Marie. Elle a demandé à Omar si 
cela était vrai. Omar a dit: «Jean n'a pas frappé Marie, il l’a embrassée. » 
58. Marie voulait savoir qui est venu à la maison hier. Bintou a déclaré: «Jean et Omar sont 
venus. » 
